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Clear & cold
Tonight: Mostly clear and
cold. Low in the mid-20s.
Northwest wind 10 mph.
Tuesday: Sunny. High 45 to
50.
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New life has apparently been
breathed into the possibility of a
multi-million, multi-purpose arena
for Murray State University,
according to several state legislators, who said funding for a scaleddown version of the project will be
included in Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's 1990-92 budget.
At least $9 million is expected to

be pulled from other sources to
help fund the $10-to-$12 million
project before legislators are finished with the budget, which is
currently under review by the
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, according to Rep.
Freed Curd.
Lawmakers expressed committment to the project Sunday at a
meeting of House budget subcommittee chairmen, according to
reports, but have yet to decide

upon a source for the funds.
Three plans for the arena, each
at a different level of funding, have
been drawn up by university representatives. All three plans, ranging from $18 to $12 million, would
include up to $2 in local bonding
and private donations.
The arena, to be built next to
Stewart Stadium on campus, would
replace 36-year-old Racer Arena.
The $18 million arena plan calls
for 75,000 chair seats and 2,500

bleacher seats. The $14 million
plan eliminates the bleacher seats
and the $12 million plan reduces
chair scats to 5,000 and adds 1,500
bleacher seats in the end zones.
Funding possibilities include
economic development bonds,
higher education bonds and $100
million in bonds the governor has
proposed for community development projects.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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63 are charged
following major
drug sweep in
west Kentucky

Weekend warriors
WORLD — NATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James A. Baker III is bound
for Africa's newest nation, Namibia, where he aims to mix celebration
with negotiations to end apartheid in South Africa and to achieve a
cease-fire in Angolt.
EAST BERLIN — A conservative coalition, bolstered by promises
from West Germany's government for a brighter and richer future
through speedy unification, swept to victory in East Germany's first
free elections.
WASHINGTON — One of every five House members traveled
abroad during the last three months of 1989, visiting at least 60 locations at a cost to taxpayers of about $I million.
BOSTON — Two thieves with a talent for disguise and a taste for
Rembrandt and Degas stole 11 paintings valued at hundreds of millions
of dollars in a daring theft from the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.

STATE
SHELBYVILLE — Insurance companies that cover high-priced
thoroughbreds try to protect against people who might kill a horse for
the proceeds, but an equine pathologist says the act could easily go
undetected.
LEXINGTON — A Lexington bodybuilder said Andrew Thornton
tricked him into making a flight to Colombia to bring back cocaine, 75
pounds of which was strapped to Thornton when he parachuted to his
death in 1985.
HAZARD — This city of 5,000 people on the banks of the North
Fork of the Kentucky River offers a contradiction to notions that towns
in the eastern Kentucky coalfields are slowly dying.
WARSAW — A batch of tomato seeds bombarded by radiation during five years in orbit will finally take root this spring with the aid of
some Kentucky youngsters. ,

SPORTS
LAS VEGAS — Julio Cesar Chavez, just seconds away from his
first defeat, knocked down Meldrick Taylor and stopped him with two
seconds left in their junior welterweight title fight Saturday night.
PONTE VEDRA, Fla. — Jodie-Mudd held off Mark Calcavecchia's
last-gasp challenge for a one-stroke victory Sunday in the 30-plus hole
windup of the Players Championship. Calcavecchia, second in his last
three starts, missed a 20-25 foot putt on on the final hole which
would've forced a playoff.
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. — Jennifer Capriati won by default and
Andre Agassi won by a rout Sunday at the International Players
Championships.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

WASHINGTON — T
Federal Trade Commission
announced an investigation
into the environmental claims
of products ranging from trash
bags to hairspray, saying it
will vigorously pursue deceptive advertising and packaging.
Commission Chairwoman
Janet Steiger said Friday the
FTC staff would join various
state officials and a number of
companies "to substantiate ...
environmental claims" in
advertising and packaging.

Largest basic cable TV networks
In millions of subscribers

Members of the 614th Military Police Company of the Kentucky National Guard conducted MOUT (Military Operations in Urban Terrain) over the weekend at the MOUT facility in Ft. Pickett, Va. Guard Col.
Tracy Hord of Louisville said the Ft. Pickett facilities are among the best in country for this type of
training. (See additional photos and story on page 3).
Staff skate by Du Lou‘v

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
delicate compromise reached
between Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
and the leaders of the General
Assembly on a $1 billion tax plan
is in danger of collapsing because
leaders aren't supporting a $600
million road bond project, a Wilkinson adviser said.
Danny Briscoe, Wilkinson's
chief political adviser, issued the
warning during a taping of WLEX-

TV's "Your bovernment"
program.
If the bond proposal is defeated,
Wilkinson would "absolutely"
veto the compromise, which would
substitute a 1-cent increase in the
sales tax for Wilkinson's proposed
extension of- the sales tax to services and 7-cent increase in the
cigarette tax, Briscoe said.
"That was part of the agreement" between the governor and

Moloney, chairman of the Sen,i,L
the legislative leaders, Briscoe
.
Appropriations and Revenue
said.
Committee.
compromise
plan
Though the
"To say you've got to sell road
hangs on the bond issue, Senate
President Pro Tern John "Eck" bonds in order to have a good
Rose told reporters Friday that it school system is ludicrous," said
will be difficult to persuade some Moloney, D-Lexington. "It almost
borders on the insane."
senators to adopt the bond
Moloney has proposed paying
proposal.
Briscoe's warning drew a sharp for the projects up front to avoid
response from the leading opponent
of the bond plan, Sen. Michael (Cont'd on page 2)
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 5)

Wilkinson aide says compromise in danger
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
western Kentucky drug sweep
resulted in charges in five counties.
with those accused ranging from
poor street dealers to middle-class
husbands and wives to professionals, a published report said.
Among the 63 charged were several prominent Paducah-area
businessmen and a city police
officer, The Paducah Sun said Sunday in a copyright story.
David Wade, a stock analyst for
Paine Webber here, and Charles
Lindsey, a computer salesman,
were two of those arrested.
Also arrested were Crime Stoppers board member and real estate
and insurance agent Steve Keiler,
Calvert City excavating business
operitor Mike Wilson and Paducah
police officer Henry Glore, who
has since resigned.
Wade and Lindsey allegedly sold
cocaine to a prominent businessman turned police informant who
aided in the six-month
investigation.

Residents of Murray and Calloway County awoke to a heavy blanketing of snow this morning. Yards,
fields and trees were covered in white, but no accumulation was reported on streets., sidewalks and roadways. Above, students back on campus at Murray State University following a week of spring break,
staff photo W Mark Cooper
weathered the snow with ease.

4111.•

The Murray High School Speech
Team won the State Speech Tournament over the weekend at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.
This is the third consecutive year
that Murray High has claimed the
state championship. Sixty-five
schools participated with Murray
scoring 190 points to top second
place Calloway County, who had
140 points. Warren East finished
third with 104 points.
The following students placed
for the Murray High team: Melanie
Julian and David Vaughan placed
first in Duo Acting, Andy Vaughan
placed first; Daniel Cohen was second and Gene Cook took sixth in
Humorous Interpretation; Kelsey
Christopher placed first in Novice
Lincoln-Douglas Debate; Scott
Conklin placed first in Storytelling:
David Vaughan placed third and
Daniel Cohen was fifth in Prose
Interpretation.
(Cont'd on page 5)
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State segregation declines in 1988-89
LOUISVILLE - Segregation in
Kentucky public housing authorities declined for the ninth consecutive year between July 1988 and
July 1989, a report released today
by the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights said.
Segregation in 56 authorities was
measured by the segregation index.
The segregation index for Kentucky public housing authorities
declined from 36.2 in 1988 to 35.5
in 1989. An index score of 100
means the projects within an
authority were totally segregated.
An index score of zero means an
authority's projects were totally
desegregated, with blacks distributed among projects in proportion
to their total numbers throughout
the authority.
Segregation also declined slightly between 1988 and 1989 in the
19 public housing authorities that
once operated or continued to operate under Commission-sponsored
desegregation plans. However, the
decline was not enough to offset an
increase in segregation the authorities experienced after 16 of them
were ordered in 1987, by the Federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development, to cease using
the plans. Following the HUD
order, segregation in the 19 authorities increased from 26.1 in 1987 to
2-7.4 in 1988 as measured by the
segregation index. Between 1988
and 1989 the segregation index for
the 19 authorities declined to 26.8
but was still higher than the level
preceding the 1987 HUD order.
Segregation as measured by the
index fell from 38.9 to 38.6
between 1988 and 1989 in the 37
public housing authorities that have
never operated under a
Commission-sponsored desegregation plan. While those authorities
have made considerable desegregation progress since the mid-1970s,

the progress has been much slower
and more erratic than authorities
which have operated under
Commission-sponsored affirmative
action plans, the report said.
"While slight progress was made
toward desegregating Kentucky's
public housing, more progress
could have occurred had it not been
for the 'color-blind' approach
imposed by the federal government," said Leonard W. Clark,
executive director of the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights. "In
most instances, a 'color-blind'
approach is that which is sought
where discrimination has or is
occurring. However, public hous
ing authorities were segregated on
the basis of color, so color must be
a factor in desegregating them. A
decision to consciously desegregate
public housing will have a significant impact in a number of areas,
because housing patterns affect
schools and the socialization process, which reflect the concern that
all students receive a quality education and that different people can
learn from and better understand
each other - a coming together as
opposed to a divisiveness. I sincerely believe that the federal government's posture in this area is in
error and that it can be convinced
to review and change that policy to
the extent that desegregation will
be decreased and we will see an
end to the segregated housing patterns," Clark added.
Segregation was still high in
1989 in the state's larger authorities; Louisville, Lexington-Fayette
County, and Jefferson County.
MURRAY: IMPROVEMENT IN
1989
BRINGS SEGREGATION
•BELOW
1987 LEVEL
Segregation in the Housing
Authority of Murray improved

MSU sirens to be tested
during upcoming week
Two sirens that make up the
emergency awareness system at
Murray State University will be
activated sometime this week as a
Storm Awareness Week test.
Joe Green, associate director of
public safety on campus, said the
exact time of the test is not known.
"We will be advised in moments
of the alert by Kentucky State

Police," he said. "The actual decision will be made in Frankfort to
activate the entire state weather
alert system at some point during
the week of March 18-25."
Each year the system is tested in
the spring prior to the season when
violent weather conditions are most
likely. The sirens at MSU are atop
Springer and Woods halls.

Camera stolen from car parked
at burglarized home, police say
Murray Police Deparuncnt officials are investigating a burglary
and related theft from a vehicle
Friday.
Around 11 p.m., entry was
gained to the home of Melissa
Drake, 21, 1007 Poplar. Police
investgated and determined that
nothing was taken from the

residence.
Police later discovered that a
Ricoh 35 mm camera and case was
taken from a car owned by Manclee
McCarty, 21, 1511 Story. The vehicle had been parked outside the
Drake residence. Det. Ronald
Wisehart is the investigating
officer.

from 48.0 in 1988 to 45.6 in 1989
u measured by the segregation
index. Murray began using a
Commission-sponsored affirmative
action plan in 1978 as part of a
conciliation agreement to settle a
complaint of race discrimination.
The authority made considerable
desegregation progress after the
plan was implemented, from a high
of 85.9 as measured by the index in
1979 to a low of 47.5 in 1987,
although increases occurred in
1979, 1982 and 1986. When HUD
directed the authority to stop using
the plan in 1987, segregation
increased from 47.5 to 48.0 in
1988. In 1989, segregation fell to
45.6 as measured by the index. The
black occupancy percentage
improved slightly at two of the
authority's three identifiably white
projects in relation to the authoritywide black occupancy of 43.2 percent_ The black occupancy percentage was unchanged at 'Murray's
identifiably black project. Blacks
occupied 40.0 percent of the units
in the authority in 1988.
The largest improvement
occurred at LaFollette Drive, where
the black occupancy percentage
increased from 21.4 percent in
1988 and 28.6 percent in 1989 due
to the loss of one white family and
the addition of one black family.
Two white families needed to
exchange apartments with two
black families for LaFollette Drive
to be racially balanced in 1989.
Three moves were needed in 1988.
Nash Drive also improved its
black occupancy percentage
between 1988 and 1989. The loss
of four white families in the project
raised the black percentage from
26.2 percent in 1988 to 28.9 percent in 1989. To desegregate the
project, five white families needed
to exchange their unites with five
black families in 1989, an improvement from six family moves which
were needed to desegivate the
project in 1988.
Murray's other identifiably white
project, Fairlane Drive, had the
same black occupancy percentage
in 1989 as in 1988. Black occupied
16.7 percent of the unites in the
project both years. To racially
balance Fairlane Drive, two white
families needed to exchange apartments with two black families, an
increase from one move needed in
1988 because of the rise in the
black occupancy percentage
authority-wide.
Cherry Street, the identifiably
black project, also had the same
percentage of black families in
1989 as in 1988. Blacks occupied
82.6 percent of the project's unites
- far above the authority-wide
black occupancy average. To desegregate the project, nine black families needed to exchange unites
with nine white families in 1989.
Ten family moves were needed to
racially balance the project in
1988.
Eighteen family moves were
needed to desegregate the Housing
Authority of Murray in 1989 compared with 20 in 1988. Murray was
the fifth most segregated authority
in Kentucky in 1989.

Scott A
Howarc
Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy Farm (with microphone) gives encouragement about state
funding for Murray's proposed multi-purpose arena Saturday at the last of a series of regional legislative
forums. Pictured
from left is Rep. Albert Jones of Paducah, Murray's Rep. Freed Curd, Higdon and
Rep. Charles Geveden
of Wickliffe.

Compromise...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the estimated debt service of about
$1.2 billion that the state would
have to pay over 22 years for the
two $300 million bond issues.
Moloney said he will continue to
oppose issuing the bonds.
"There's too much money spent
on lawyers and bond counsels in
the bond issue," he said. -I'd
rather spend the money on roads."
Moloney hinted that the governor's support for the bond proposal
was tied to the large contributions
from investment bankers and bond
attorneys to Wilkinson's political
action committee, Kentuckians for
a Better Future.
"The only people who would
want to sell road bonds ... are people who want to make a commission on the sales," Moloney said.
"It's obscene."
Briscoe said the governor's support for the bond program was
borne of his desire to see that the
roads included in the program are
built. And he said that Wilkinson
had thought long and hard about
agreeing to the trade with legislative leaders.
He said the governor agreed to
do so only after seeking advice
from several people, including
himself.
"Sure, Wallace had anxiety
about the tax thing," Briscoe said
after the taping. "Because he
didn't want it. He didn't think it
was the right thing to do."
Wilkinson had said his own tax
plan would be more progressive
and would grow with Kentucky's
economy.
Briscoe said Friday that the substitute package would not completely fund education reform
efforts because the sales-tax
receipts would not grow at the
same rate that the services tax
would have. Moloney agreed, saying that about S100 million worth
of reforms would be left unfunded
in fiscal 1994.
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Kentucky Vocational Technical Education
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MSU center...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Curd said that much of the
money needed for the project might
come from the $19 million in economic development bonding
already slated for a convocation
center for Northern Kentucky
University.
Northern Kentucky legislators
told the Associated Press that they
knew of no plans to downgrade the
UNK project and would oppose
any effort to do so.
Local donations and pledges
remain at approximately $500,000,
according to MSU Assistant Athletic Director Bill Rayburn, who said
local fund-raising should be helped
by the new developments at the
capitol.
Rayburn said, however, that if
the legislature does not fund the
original $18 million version of the
facility, local funding "becomes
even more important.'
Sen. Greg Higdon, speaking at a
legislative forum in Paducah Saturday, said the arena project "looks
more lucrative now than I would
have thought it would be at this
time."

TECH
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. - A House
committee reshaped portions of a
bill to rebuild Kentucky's education system but resisted pressures
from special interest groups to apply a facelift to the historic
legislation.
The Education Committee
capped 20 hours of debate last
week by approving the 907-page
bill Friday. The committee attached
39 amendments to the bill.
House Speaker Don Blandford
had urged the committee not to
tamper with the measure, which
was crafted by the Task Force on
Education Reform.
Statewide organizations representing school board members and

superintendents expressed reservations about portions of the bill they
perceived as efforts to undermine
their authority.
The one significant alteration
came when the committee rejected
a proposal to make all school board
candidates run at large. Rep. Kenny
Rapier, the House majority whip,
said the committee's action was a
setback.
Supporters said at-large races
would curtail school politics, but
critics said it would backfire by
promoting candidate slates.
The committee also changed the
bill's makeup by easing some of its
nepotism restrictions for school
board -members. The panel's compromise would let board members
retain their posts if they weren't
members when their relatives were
hired by the school district.

Hope is
the window
through
which
the future
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Higdon was instrumental in getting the project on the "B list" of
the Capital Projects and Bond
Oversight Committee which lists
projects recommended for funding
if the money become available.
All regional legislators at Saturday's forum expressed their support for the arena and commended
Curd and Higdon for the work they
have done on gaining support for
the project.
That support includes Wilkinson's, who told Curd that he will
support the arena as well, Curd
said.
Legislators .at the forum were
pleased that other regional projects,
including a $I million activity center at the Columbus-Belmont State
Park and a $50,000 river industry
museum in downtown Paducah,
should also see fruition.
Both projects as well as a
$50,000 fluorspar mineral museum
in Marion were recommended for
funding by the Budget Review
Subcommittee on Economic Development, Natural Resources and
Tourism and will be considered by
the House Revenue Committee
next week.
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Scott Aycock, left, a sergeant with the McCracken County Sheriff's Department, and McCracken Sheriff
Howard Walker listen as Col. Tracy Hord describes some of the exercises.

,

Sgt, Shipe, left, a full-time soldier at Ft. Pickett, discusses tactical procedures with Sgt. Ronnie England
and other members of the 614th Military Police Company following an exercise Saturday.

Local guard unit
conducts weekend
training in Virginia
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By DAN LOUDY
Murray Lectg•r la Times Staff Writer

The term "war games" is no longer an applicable title for weekend
National Guard exercises. The "war" part is still appropriate, but the exercises are no game.
The 614th Military Police Company of the Kentucky Army National
Guard conducted training exercises over the weekend at Ft. Pickett, Va.
The unit trained on the MOUT (Miliatary Operations in Urban Terrain)
course at the base.
Philip Bryan of Murray said the purpose of the course was to practice
tactics in an unban environment setting. He said guard units will be doing
more of this type of training in the future.
"We learn a lot through this type of training," Bryan said. "For example, if your seargent gets shot, you learn to pick up and go on with the
fight. The program teaches responsibility and you learn to work as a team.
"This operation is fun and is a good learning exerience," said Michael
Vasseur of Symsonia, "especially in a situation like this."
"This type of training gives an opportunity to learn tactics," said John
DeBoe of Murray. "It is especially helpful in learning to approach certain
situations, such as a hostage crisis.'
The area at Ft. Pickett is set up to resemble a city, which helps provide
the soldiers with realistic conditions for battle. The main objective in the
training, based upon combat conditions in the European Theater, is to take
the building in question at the time. In a real situation, soldiers would
items such as smoke to conceal movement, gas, light, anti-tank weapons
and M203s, a 40 millimeter grenade-launcher attached to a rifle.
In the exercises, no live ammunition was used. Instead, all participants
wore Miles Gear and had the devices attached to the end of their weapons. When a person was shot and "killed," the equipment beeped, signifying a hit.
Sgt. Ronnie England, public afffairs representative for the 614th company, said the guard is trying to get away from a "weekend warriors"
reputation.
"The unit here in Murray is part of the 'New Guard.' "Full-time forces
are being cut in peace time. The National Guard is absorbing more of the
peace-keeping responsibility," England said. "For one weekend a month
and two weeks during the summer, we guard members become part of the
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Paul Pennell of Fulton, a 1st Sgt. with the 614th company, is retiring
after 35 years of active duty with the National Guard. He has served
nine years with the Military Police Comapny at the 614th. Before
that, he served with the 123rd Armored Company out of Paducah. He
said that although the Guard is a great job, it was becoming almost a
full-time position. tie said serving in the National Guard is one of the
high points of his life.
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Japan's trade surplus may
prove wrong target for U.S.
By CLAYTON NAFF
Associated Press Writer

TOKYO — Is Japan's trade surplus destined for the dustbin of the
U.S.-Japan agenda?
With the broadest measure of Japan's financial flows already in the red
and other major indicators plunging, some observers think the United
States is mistaken to focus on eliminating its trade deficit with the
Japanese.
While no one expects balanced trade between the world's top two onomies, some are predicting Japan soon will run a deficit with the world
at large and, more important, that the challenge presented by its industries
and trade practices could be stronger than ever.
Bill Emmott, former Tokyo bureau chief for The Economist magazine,
forecasts that Japan's current account surplus, the broad measure of merchandise trade, services and tourism, will dwindle by the end of the
decade, possibly much sooner.
"Japan's economy is passing through a phase of imbalance with the
world that will soon be righted,'' Emmott writes in his recently published
book, "The Sun Also Sets: The Limits to Japan's Economic Power."
In January the current account fell into deficit for the first time in four
years, showing a $636 milliot shortfall vs. a $2.5 billion surplus in January 1989.
The Japanese economy appears to ha'e 'slipped its leash. The stock
market and yen are failing. Interest rates, exceptionally low in the late
1980s, are leaping.
The Bank of Japan's effort to prop up the yen has drained Japan's foreign reserves from $100 billion last April to $80 billion in February.
William H. Brown, president of the investment advisory firm Scudder
Stevens and Clark Japan, said the financial markets were responding to
"changes taking place that were not anticipated at the end of last year....
The U.S. economy is a lot better than we had expected. The slight
improvement in the (U.S.) trade deficit is partly a result."
But he warned that it was too early to tell whether "tectonic plate
shifts" in the U.S.-Japanese economic relationship were taking place.
Indeed, the weak yen is expected to cause a resurgence of Japanese
exports later this year. But the more durable trend is downward, said several observers.
The merchandise trade surplus fell for the 10th straight month in February, to $5 billion, down 30 percent from a year earlier.
"Japan will have a trade deficit in the future,'' said U.S. businessman
Joseph A. Grimes, presidat of Hill and Knowlton Japan. "With all its
investment overseas, (a continuing surplus) doesn't mathematically work
out."
The reversal appears to stem from market factors such as strong domestic demand and higher world oil prices, not official measures demanded
by Washington to widen access to Japan's mark.q.
February imports rose nearly 12 percent to $16.9 billion. By comparison, the government's import promotion plan, unveiled with much fanfare
at the beginning of the year, promises to increase imports by only about
$3 billion a year.
Americans who focus on the trade deficit with Japan are "missing the
real target of trade policy," Emmott said.
Instead, he said, the United States should "whack the Japanese over the
head" about unfair trade practices in specific industries.
Grimes expressed concern that the U.S. government will lose interest in
fighting trade barriers if the deficit dwindles.
"I jokingly tell business chambers, 'You ought to be glad there's a
trade deficit"
Fortunately for U.S. businessmen overseas, the U.S.-Japanese trade
imbalance is expected to persist even if Japan goes into deficit overall,
because Japan has to import raw materials, which it can only do by
exporting finished products to the United States and other developed
markets.
"The idea," said Grimes, "is to get it down to a workable level, perhaps in the range of $20 billion." In 1989 Japan had a surplus of $49
billion in trade with the United States.
A Japan without an overall trade surplus still would represent a formidable economic challenge, Emmott said, because of its overseas production
bases.
Leon Hollerman, author of "Japan Disincorporated: The Economic
Liberalization Process" also suggests Japan is evolving into an international "headquarters country."
WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071
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It'sjust unfair to hold this grudge
While world leaders, diplomats
and intellectuals ponder pc weighty question of German reunification,
let's be simplistic and look at some
numbers.
Any German who is 45 years old
or younger has no personal memories of World War IL
Those who are 50 might be
troubled by lingering childhood
nightmares of bombs, hunger and
postwar rubble.
A German who is now 55 might
have vived mental pictures. But
nobody that age was anything more
than a confused and frightened
child during those terrible years.
We'll move to age 60. I suppose
a German who was born in 1930
remembers what his parents said
about the rise of Nazi power. It's
possible that his father, uncles or
older brothers might have been part
of it. And today's 60-year-old German might have been in the German youth corps. But someone
who was 9 when the war began and
15 when it ended can't really be
blamed for what his elders did.
Let's jump five more years, to a
65-year-old German. He would
have been 14 when Nazi troops
stormed Poland, 20 when the madness stopped. He was probably in
the military, since even children
were being handed rifles at the end.
But it's unlikely that someone 18
or 19 was a field marshal or a concentration camp commander.
$o what's my point? Merely that
about 80 percent of all Germans
are 60 or younger. That means that
most hadn't been born when World
War II ended. Those now in their

dumping Soviet communism.
I hope nobody is offended, but
one might make the argument that
Germany accepted crushing defeat
more graciously than did our Confederate states. Most Germans view
their few neo-Nazis as loonies. But
as recently as 1965, a century after
our Civil War ended, peaceful
demonstrators were being ridden
down by horses and clubbed on
late 50s were nothing more than Selma's Edmund C.
Pettus bridge,
innocent young bystanders.
and civil rights workers were being
And of the 20 percent who are murdered on southern
country
above 60, many were kids and the roads. In those parts, that
was conmajority wouldn't have held posi- sidered sort of the "in"
thing to do.
tions of military or governmental
So if we are going to fear a reunpower.
ified Germany, it can't be because
To find someone who was more of the way Germany has acted
than a flunky, you probably have to since 1945. Or because we believe
reach into the small pool of the few that a few ancient Nazis are going
who are 70 or older.
to bolt the old folks' home and
Keep in mind that Hitler was a start everybody goose-stepping into
relatively young 56 when he killed Paris.
himself. But if he were alive today,
It has to be that we think there is
he'd be 101. There cant' be too
many of his old cronies hanging something inherently anti-social
about Germans, that there's someout in the beer halls.
Now, I enjoy nursing a grudge as thing in their genes that makes
much as anyone does. But it seems them want to go crashing across
unfair to hold 80 percent of toa- borders and mistreating their fellow
day's Germans responsible for hor- man.
rors they had nothing to do with.
If so, they're not unique. The
And probably another 10 or 15 perRussians, under Stalin, did a thorcent for just being young and availough job of using famine to murder
able when someone stuck a rifle in
millions
their hands and said "Start shoot- communisof Ukrainians. Cambodian
ts murdered millions of
ing, Fritz."
their own countrymen. The Chinese
In the 45 years since the war did
the same. Iraq and Iran, while
ended, West Germany has been an
praying to the same God, squashed
industrious, productive, sensible, each
other's young like bugs. In
peaceful country. And, if nothing
else, East Germany has recently Africa, Latin America,
the Middle
demonstrated good judgement by East, the old
blood lust is always

Improving roads to county should be Curd's priority
Dear Editor:
county. This is the most important
This is an open letter to State duty you have. With this in mind
Representative FREED CURD:
will you answer the following
Representative Curd as the rep- questions? We would like for you
resentative of the people of Callo- to answer publicly.
way County you are elected to
Can you truthfully state that you
serve the people of this county and have given your best to get a fair
to promote the welfare of those and equitable road system for Calcitizens. I don't wish to dwell on loway County, when it seems to me
your duties as our elected official, that other parts and counties of the
but there are some of your duties I state gets the better roads and more
feel are not lived-up to by the money for improvements. Don't
results of your tenure in office.
you know that the basis of progress
The reason for an open letter is and economical growth is the confor some answers to questions that stant upgrading and improvement
need to be for public scrutiny.
of transportation and roads? Have
You, as our representative, are in you worked toward this end? Witha unique position. You are on the out these improvements the comHouse Appropriations and munity will never progress and
Revenue, and the Education and offer for our young people a
Transportation Committees and the chance for a better life. I probably
Small Business task force. You can know the
answer to the above
be of great service to the people questions you
are
that elected you. You have been were instrument going to say you
al in getting the
our representative for eight (8) present four lane
highway for the
years. Therefore you must have county. Great! if it
some influence with your col- I guess you know went any where.
that it stops in
leagues on the committees you Murray? Why
don't you get your
serve. You should have the people colleagues to help
you get the four
you serve foremost in your mind lane road that
is proposed from
when decisions are made which Bowling Green
to Cadiz to be
would effect the future of our extended. It
could be extended

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Twenty years ago
Arlie Scott, Robert Hendon, Mrs.
Ray Broach and Mrs. George Fielder are new officers of Friends of
Library at Calloway County Public
Library.
Donald Jones, attorney, spoke on
"Wills and Laws" at a meeting of
Hazel Woman's Club held at the
club room on March 12.
Carol Rolfe, representing District
I of Business and Professional
Women's Club, will represent the
district in state competition in
Louisville in May. She isa staff

nurse at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Thirty years ago
Charles Leroy Eldridge, vocational agriculture teacher at Murray
College High School, was presented Woodmen of the World
Citizen Award by Murray Camp
592 in a ceremony in Little Chapel
of Murray State College on March
17. Calloway County Judge WayIon Rayburn made the presentation.
Speakers at Bible Institute at
Ledbetter Baptist Church March 18
and 19 are Revs. Arlet Jones, Frank
Travis, D.W. Billington, J.H. Thurman, Billy Turner, S.W. Ellis,
Rudolph Noel and Leon Penick.
Rev. J.0. Coltharpe is pastor at
Ledbetter.
Forty years ago
Dr. Hugh Houston, Murray, president of Kentucky Medical Association, will speak at First Councilor
District meeting on March 29 at
Fulton.
Mrs. H.P. Wear, Mrs. M.D. Holton, Mrs. Fred Gingles and Mrs.
A.F. Doran presented a program at
a meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter
of United Daughters of the Confederacy held March 15 at home of
Mrs. Gingles.
Mrs. Si. Melugin was honored
at a special party in celebration of
her 97th birthday on March 12.

from 1-24 at Cadiz to Fulton. We
could use Highway 68 to Highway
94 then all the way on 94 to Fulton. We would be connected to
FIVE (5) major highways by doing
this. Cumberland Parkway, 1-65,
Green River Parkway, Pennyrile
Parkway and 1-24 and if 51 is upgraded in the future we would have
the access to six. If you really want
to work for the voters of this county you will get us a good road sys-

tern that can enhance the economical growth of this county and city.
Please I beg you look to the
future of our young and even some
of us. Look for your county and
city it is what you and people like
you and I make it.
A Concerned Citizen
Max T. Canady
P.O. Box 1304
Murray, Ky. 42071

Reader writes: killing animals just
for fur is wrong and should be stopped
Dear Editor:
I think every day animals are
getting killed for their fur and this
is wrong. They should not kill
them for the fur. We don't have
that many animals anymore. I think
it should be stopped. I don't think
its fair for the animals to die every
day. I love animals and I don't
want them to die. It is not good to

kill them. It will be easier for people to use fake furs instead. It will
be easier. Please understand that
the animals are in great danger and
please quit killing animals for their
fur.
Yours truly,
Melissa Holland
801 N. 18th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Today In History
Today is Monday, March 19, the 78th day of 1990. There are'287 days
left in the year. This is the date the swallows traditionally return to the
San Juan Capistrano Mission in California.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 19, 1687, French explorer Robert Cavelier, sieur de La Salle
— the first European to navigate the length of the Mississippi River —
was murdered by mutineers in present-day Texas.

By JO BURKEEN

Ten years ago
Major (ret) Bob Waters of Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council spoke at
Blue and Gold Banquet of Cub
Scout Pack 73 at Southwest Calloway Elementary School.
A ribbon cutting ceremony for
the new Calloway County Farm
Bureau building was held March
15.
Mina Todd of Calloway County
High School is listed on the Honorable Mention List of Associated
Press 1980 Girls High School AllState Basketball Team.
Officers of newly formed UAW
Local 1068 Retirees Chapter are
Frank Kavanaugh, Ewing Swann,
Reldon Norsworthy, Robert Bucy
and Troy Vance.
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Letters to the Editor

LOOKING BACK
•

pumping somewhere.
And if we look back in history,
we find that just about every group
has taken its shot at trying to stomp
its neighbors. Today the French are
peaceful and non-threatening. But
when Napoleon gave them the
hype, they went marching every
which way.
It's as a wise friend of mine put
it one day. He was walking down a
fairway when one of his companions complained about the presence
of geese and their lack of toilet
training. Because it is illegal to
hurt the geese, the man said:
"Maybe we can bring something
in. What's the natural enemy of
geese?"
My friend quietly said: "Man.
Man is the natural enemy of
everything."
He's right. And man isn't limited
to Germany.
Personally, I don't care one way
or another if Germany is reunified.
My guess is that it will cause West
Germany decades of stress just
squeezing the communist residue
out of the heads of all those East
Germans.
But I have one suggestion,
should there be reunification. The
world should insist that any new
Germany follow the advice of Mike
Feldman, a humorist who has a
show on public radio.
Feldman recently said that a
reunified Germany should be forbidden from calling itself "The
Fatherland."
As he put it: "It should be 'The
Neuterland." Who's going to start
marching for something called
"The Neuterland"?

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
2-5-5. Weekly Lotto:
3-8-10-12-15-41.
Estimated jackpot: $1
million
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On this date:
In 1859, the opera "Faust" by Charles Gounod premiered in Paris.
In 1917, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the eight-hour work day for
railroad workers.
In 1918, Congress approved Daylight-Saving Time.
In 1920, the U.S. Senate, for the second time, rejected the Treaty of
Versailles.
In 1931, Nevada legalized gambling.
In 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered that men between the
ages of 45 and 64 register for non-military duty.
In 1945, about 800 people were killed as Kamikaze planes attacked the
USS Franklin off Japan. The ship, however, was saved.
In 1951, Herman Wouk's war novel "The Caine Mutiny" was first
published.
Ten years ago: The White House announced that Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat had accepted invitations to meet separately with President Carter to spur talks on Palestinian autonomy.
Five years ago: In a legislative victory for President Reagan, the Senate
voted, 55-45, to authorize production of the MX missile.
One year ago: Alfredo Cristiani of the right-wing ARENA party was
elected president of El Salvador, defeating Fidel Chavez Mena of the
Christian Democratic Party.
Today's birthdays: Judge John Sirica is 86. Author Irving Wallace is
74. National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft is 65. Actor-director Patrick McGoohan is 62. Theologian Hans Kung is 62. Author Philip Roth is
57. Actress-singer Phyllis Newman is 55. Actress Ursula Andress is 54.
Actress Glenn Close is 43. Actor Bruce Willis is 35.
Thought for today: "Never go to bed mad. Stay up and fight" —
Phyllis Diller, American comedian (1917- ).
-- my Tlf Associated Pres
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Speech team...
(Cont'd from page 1).
Karen Mikulcik placed third and
Leigh Baker was fourth in Dramatic Interpretation; Catherine Hurt
placed third and Alison Ward finished sixth in Oratory; Jennifer
Fairbanks placed second in Solo
Acting; and Scott Rose placed fifth
in Lincoln -Douglas Debate.
Besides the 14 students wo
advanced to the finals, eight others
made the semi-final round of
competition.
Mark Etherton, MHS speech
coach, said,"I am proud of our students and coaches. They have
worked hard and deserve this
championship. I also hope that our
community is aware that the two
top speech teams in the state are
from the same community. This is
something that we should all be
excited about."
The MHS Speech Team is
coached Mark Etherton, Sherri
Mills, Kelli Burke,en and Dawn
Greer.
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The Murray High School Speech Team captured the State Speech Tournament
over the
ern Kentucky University. Pictured in front are Merideth Julian, Eric Niffenegger, Karenweekend at WestMikulcik, Alison
Ward, Scott Conklin and Maylene Chu. In the middle row are Kaylin Haverstock,
Catherine Hurt, Kelsey
Christopher, Melanie Julian, James Chu, Jennifer Fairbanks, Gene Cook and Leigh
Baker. In the back
are William Beale, Scott Rose, Boyd Hainsworth, Daniel Cohen, Andy Vaughan, John
Dailey and David
Vaughan.
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Fire-rescue squad responds to
numerous calls over weekend
The Calloway County Fire and
Rescue responded to numerous
calls over the weekend, information officer Mike Sykes said.
At 11 a.m. Sunday, firemen
responded to a structure fire at
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. The
trailer, owned and occupied by
Faye Boggess, suffered major damage before being extinguished by
the CCFR. The cause and origin of
the fire is undetermined at this
time. Five units and 14 men
responded and were on the scene
for 2 1/2 hours.
At 2 a.m. Sunday, firemen
responded to a fire alarm activation
at Calloway County Middle School
on College Farm Road. Upon arrival, no fire was found. Four units
and 12 men responded.
Firemen responded to a car fire
on the Rau.lin Bridge Road at 9:15
p.m. Saturday. The 1985 Ford
Mustang, owned by Bobby Harris
III, was engulfe4 in flames upon

arrival and subsequently a total
loss. The cause and origin of the
lire is undetermined. Two units and
six men responded to the blaze.
At 9 p.m. Saturday, firemen
answered the call of a structure fire
on N. 3rd Street in Hazel. The
Hazel Fire Department had the fire
to the brick home, owned and
occupied by W.D. Lassiter, under
control upon arrival. Sykes said the
CCFR had been called for assistance. No injuries were reported,
but the fire did cause major damage to the home. The cause and
origin is undetermined. Five units
and 17 men responded.
The CCFR also responded to two
field fires, one located on Bean
Road off Ky. 280 and the other
located on Ky. 121 at the Graves
County line. A combined total of
about three acres burned at the two
field fires with no other damage
resulting.
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Members of the Calloway County Speech Team placed second at the State Speech Tournament held this
weekend at Western Kentucky University. The team, which has state championships in nine of the last 14
years, was also awarded the Memorial Trophy for Sustained Excellence.
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Calloway County High places second
in state speech competition Saturday

Includes Software!
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team placed second
among 64 schools at the 1990 Kentucky High School Speech League
Senior State Speech Festival held
on the campus of Western Kentucky University. Calloway was
runner-up with 140 points. Warren
East High School of Bowling
Green placed third with 104 points.
&or the third time in the 15 years
that the state tournament has
offered a sweepstakes trophy, Calloway achieved a very special honor. Calloway earned the Memorial
Trophy for Sustained Excellence.
This award, which partially signi-

fies the success of the Calloway
Senior Speech Program, represents
nine team championships in the
years 1977, 1978, 1979, 1981,
1982, 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987.
The following information lists
the categories of comeptition of the
team and the members' successes,
at the State Tournament:
Broadcasting: Johnny Phillips,
semifinalist, Jon Rose, semifinalist;
Richard Wilson, semifinalist; Dramatic Interpretation: Marian Henderson, fifth; Duo Acting: Katy
Hokans & Keith Jones, semifinalist; Extemporaneous Speaking;
Tracy Ross, first; Tim Barnes,

third; Loren Wisehart, fourth;
Humorous Interpretation: Lori England, semifinalist; Ross, semifinalist; Oratory: England, second; Barnes, fourth; Henderson, semifinalist; Poetry: Amy Helm, sixth;
Prose: Jennifer Jones, first;
Hokans, fourth; Storytelling: Mark
Garland, semifinalist; Lincoln Douglas Debate: April Erkman, octafinalist; Other team members who
added to the team's success were
Carissa Belcher, Shelly Burnett,
Michael Dale, Melissa Parker, Sarah Richter, Dana Riddle, Scott
Steffa,- and Sarah Walker.
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Drug sweep...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Wade was arrested Friday at his
office in the Citizens Bank Building, Lindsey, a 39-year-old salesman for Computerland, also was
arrested Friday. Both men were
released on reduced bonds.
Keiler, charged with giving marijuana to an undercover officer and
the informant, turned himself in
about 10 a.m. Sunday, said Bill
Gordon, commander of the Paducah Police Special Investigations
Unit and head of the investigation.
Calvert City's Wilson was called
by Gordon and others the area's
biggest dealer in cocaine. He
remained in jail on an unaltered
S250,000 cash bond.
Glore was charged with possession of cocaine.
Gordon said the charge against
Keller, although a misdemeanor, is
noteworthy because of his status as
a 1989-91 board member for Crime
Stoppers. It is a citizens organization that pays cash for anonymous
tips that help catch criminals.
Paducah police Sgt. Steve
Haines, Crime Stoppers coordinator, said Keiler's alleged offense
did not jeopardize the integrity or
security of the organization He
noted that board members don't
know the names of callers, who
speak over untaped phone lines and
are given code numbers to preserve

--•

their anonymity.
Gordon said charges against the
63 were the product of 10 informants who helped undercover
officers gain the confidence of drug
sellers.
Warrants, mainly for felonies,
charged people in McCracken,
Graves, Marshall, Calloway and
Carlisle counties with selling
cocaine, marijuana and fraudulently
obtaining prescription drugs, and
with ,bootlegging alcohol.
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy, who helped Paducah police
make undercover transactions with
Glore and Wilson, said several
middle-and upper-middle-class
couples with children were
charged, leaving police to make
arrangements for the care of the
minors.
"It's sad and it's another reminder that drugs hit all walks of life,
all social levels, all situations," he
said.
Gordon said the informants
work, which began last fall, slowly
but surely led police to a Paducah
businessman who in January was
caught selling cocaine. The informant, whose identity police want to
keep confidential, agreed to help
and followed up with nearly two
months of concentrated undercover
work.
The informant will be charged
with Maine trafficking, Gordon
said. But police will recommend
leniency for his efforts.

Locally, a Hardin man and a
Dexter man and his wife were
charged in alcohol and drug-related
offenses.
James Edward Green, 44, Route
1, Hardin, was charged with possessing and selling alcohol three or
more times in a dry territory, a
felony. Officers converged at
Green's home Friday around 9:10
p.m. and seized 18 cases of beer
and nine half-pints of whiskey.
Roy said that while officers were
out to buy drugs, an informant said
that he knew where a bootlegger
could be found.
In the other incident Friday,
Bobby Joe Southern, 42, and his
wife, Cindy, 27, Route 1, Dexter,
were charged with selling Valium.
Roy said his deputies and Calloway
County deputies went to the residence and arrested Southern, but
allowed his wife to be free long
enough to make living arrangements for their children. Deputy
Dan Bazzell said Cindy Southern
was to be arrested today.
Roy said the creation of WANT
(Western Area Narcotics Team)
two years ago has fostered multicounty cooperation that did not
exist previously among agencies.
"The Southern case was our case
because we thought the house was
in Marshall County," Roy said.
"When we got there, we found out
it was just barely in Calloway
County. We went ahead and made
the drug buy and notified Calloway'
Countz. They helped us with the
west.
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Paschall and Dugger vows exchanged Burris-Ramey engagement announced
Miss Jennifer Leigh Paschall and
Timothy Ray Dugger were married
recently at a private ceremony at
Calvary Temple Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Paschall of Rt. 7,
Murray.
The groom is the son of Ms. Pat
Gust and Dwain R. Dugger of
Murray.
The Rev. E.F. Clcre performed
the double ring ceremony.
The attendants were Teri Sudduth and Aaron Dugger, brother of
the groom.
A reception followed at the
home of the bride's parents.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Lake Barkley Lodge are
now residing on Rt. 3, Murray.
The new Mrs. Dugger is a 1989
graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed at Briggs
& Stratton.
Mr. Duggger is a 1983 graduate
of Calloway County High School
and is also employed at Briggs &
Stratton, Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burris of
Carbondale, Ill., announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Camcla, to David Ramey of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the son Of
MI. and Mrs. John Ramey of Warsaw, Ind., and Ms. Mary Ann Stone
of Louisville.
Miss Burris is a 1985 graduate
of Carbondale High School and a
1989 graduate of Murray State
University. She is currently pursuing her Masters in Business Administration at Murray State.
Mr. Ramey is a 1984 graduate of
Iroquois High School, Louisville,
and attended Murray State University. He is assistant sports editor of
the Murray Ledger & Times.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, Aug. 11, at Walnut Street
Baptist Church, Carbondale, Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Ray Dugger

Wedding takes
place Saturday
in small church
VERONA, N.Y. (AP) — It was
standing room only at the wedding
of Kevin Lerch and Vanessa
LaClair. Standing room for the
bride, the groom, six guests and the
town justice.
Even then, the church was
crowded.
Lerch, 24, and LaClair, 23,
Saturday became the first couple
married in the world's smallest
church — Cross Island Chapel,
measuring 31/4 by 6 feet.
The chapel was built last December on an island in a two-acre pond
in the upstate New York town of
Verona, 20 miles east of Syracuse.
Chandler Mason said he built the
chapel both to honor God and to
draw tourists to the rural town.
Mason received a letter from
Guinness Book of World Records
confirming the chapel's title as
world's smallest church. It will
replace the Union Church in Wiscasset, Maine, in the book's next
printing.
The chapel has white aluminum
siding. three cathedral-shaped windows, and a 5-foot steeple.
The wedding party — Lerch,
LaClair, their parents, two attendants and town justice David Reed
— rowed to the island in two small
boats. About 40 guests stood in a
downpour to watch from shore.
Lerch said he and LaClair, both
of nearby Oneida, visited the
church in December when the pond
was frozen.

Members admire 'Brady'
Miss Camela Burns
and David Ramey to be married

PAWS members admire "Brady," a six-month-old Golden Retriever
being trained by Christie Walters (holding leash). "Brady" will
become a Canine Companion for Independence and will eventually
live with and assist a handicapped person. The Humane Society
Youth Group, PAWS,(pets are wonderful society) will meet Tuesday,
March 20, from 3:15 to 4 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
Shelter Director Shawn Maxwell will present a program on the
"Importance of Spaying and Neutering Pets." PAWS will be participating in the "P.A.L. — Prevent A Litter" program throughout the
month of April. All PAWS members and friends are invited. New
members are welcome. For more information call Kathy Cohen,
436-2603.

like Clockwork
70 percent of Kentucky
shoppers frequently
clip and use newspaper coupons -- 48
percent of those
"regularly."
Shopper Awtudes an Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Group, Leungton, Ky.

'Minnie Pearl' of Grand
Ole Opry gets pacemaker
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Grand Ole Opry humorist Minnie
Pearl, who has performed on the
country music show since 1940,
was in good condition at a hospital
Saturday after receiving a pacemaker, a spokesman said.
Miss Pearl, 77, has been hospi-

talized since fainting at a restaurant
March 7, and the electronic device
for restoring normal heartbeat was
implanted Friday.
"All the other tests she has had
have been negative and they feel
that this will take care of the problem," said Opry spokesman Jerry
Strobel.
Miss Pearl, whose real name is
Sarah Cannon, appears regularly on
The Nashville Network on cable
TV.

DEAR DR. GOTT: You are incompletely informed as to the current evidence concerning the use of zinc supplements in treating
macular
degeneration, a disease of unknown
cause that is a major cause of blindness. Also, you stated that 200 milligrams a day could be toxic.
I'm a practicing ophthalmologist
and published a report in 1988 showing that zinc treatment helped to reduce visual loss in patients with macdegeneration.
You
ular
are
inadequately informing the public;
the degree of misinformation already
printed is great enough to require
printing a clarification.
DEAR DOCTOR: Like many research specialists, you don't seem to
do a very good job distinguishing between research data and practical
consumer information. I said in my
column that there is no known medical treatment for macular degeneration — and I stand by that statement.
However, I am printing the "clarification" you requested and, in doing so,
I am quoting from your very own
study. which, I might add, closely corroborates my original column on this
subject. Fasten your seat belt, doctor.
"It would be definitely premature
to recommend the widespread use of
oral zinc, since, as has been pointed
out, zinc ingestion can be associated
with a number of potentially serious
side effects and complications, including anemia and worsening of cardiovascular disease."
One possible adverse effect of oral
zinc administration is the development of a copper-deficient anemia."
"It should be emphasized that some
eyes in the zinc-treated group shared
the worst outcome. ..."
"Because of the pilot nature of the
study and the possible toxic effect and
complications of oral zinc administration, widespread use of zinc in
macular degeneration is not now
warranted."
Doctor, I understand the favorable
results of your preliminary (pilot)
study, and I hope your findings will be
substantiated by other scientists. But
on the strength of your report and its
conclusions. I could hardly endorse
the use of zinc for macular degeneration. However, if and when the treatment gains more general acceptance.
I would be happy to update my
readers.
As a medical columnist, my job is
to give people information about dis
eases and treatments. This informa

tion is not wildly radical, new and
revolutionary; it's basically the same
information most general doctors
possess. Of course. sometimes I stub
my toe, as does any practicing physician. But, by and large, I believe my
information to be fair, conservative
and useful.

opinion, zinc therapy for macular degeneration is still experimental. If
and when there is more evidence that
it v.
iorks, I'll re-address the issue.
© 1990 NEN q'A PER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Often a technique that shows promise in research is not ready for use by
the public. It must be tested, and
sometimes we discover that it does
not live up to the original hoopla. In
cases such as this one — where a
treatment can do actual harm
we
must be particularly cautious. In my

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Head Start plans registration

CD

Pois
For
Murray Head Start will hold pre-registration for its fall classes on
Wednesday, March 21. Persons with names, A through M, are asked
to register between 8 a.m. and 12 noon; persons with names, N
through Z, from 12 noon to 4 p.m. Registration will be on the first
floor of the Special Education Building, North 16th Street, Murray
State University. Head Start is open to three and four-year-old children, but children must be three before Oct. 1, 1990, to be eligible. The
Head Start program serves children from Murray and Calloway
County at two centers — University Center in Special Education
building serves 60 children and Murray Middle Center serves 40
children. In top photo are Brenda Scarbrough, teacher's aide, and
Karen Fox, parents, with children, Robin Foy, Stanley Ward, Alicia
Mitchell, James Toomey, Kristina Moore, Shannon Coursey and Alicia Woods. In bottom photo are Eugene Reed, home base teacher,
with Kayla Crick, Bradley Bohannon and Brittany Darnell. For more
information call the Head Start office, 762-3896 or 753-7586, between
8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

THEATRES

II
Hunt For Red
October (PG)
We are pleased to an
nounce that Hope Grogan,
bride-elect of Bryan Kelly
Rogers, has made her
domestic and houseware
selections from our bridal
registry.
Hope and Kelly will be
married April 14, 1990.

Joe vs. the Volcano
(PG)

Now Open 1j110

:

Julie's Family
Restaurant
(Formerly Jerrys Restaurant)

Blue Steel
(R)

Plate Lunches

1 meat. 3 vegetables
homemade rolls or cornbread.
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOURS:
Mon.-Hat. 111-0 and Sun. 104

: nt our movies • at the movies'.:
•
•
loom chestnut :• 71:1.331i •
„
•

Op..n 1 1:am to 10:pro

For Your Real Estate Needs

JANET HOUSDEN
$300
Everyday

Owners. Julie & Terry Vance
Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.-9 p.m. Thur.-Sat. 6 a.m.-10 p.m.

S. 12th St.

753-5101
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Donelson and Cook vows solemnized
Local quilters at special event Saturday

Miss Salena Jean Donelson and
Wesley Scr Cook were married in
a winter evening ceremony at
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Donelson of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Cook of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Edwards of
Benton.
The altar was centered with a
15-branch brass candelabrum and
flanked by two ivy baskets in brass
stands. A large basket of roses and
greenery, designed by the bride's
grandmother, Mrs. Odell Donelson,
also added to the decor. Bows of
pine and red velvet bows decorated
the pews.
The Rev. Gerald Owen officiated
at the double ring ceremony.
Mrs. Cindy Carroll, pianist, provided the music.
The bride, escorted by her father
who also gave her in marriage,
wore a floor length white taffeta
gown.
The lace-covered fitted bodice
featured an open sweetheart neckline and a lace medallion set in a
point at the gathered waist with a
full skirt. Long fitted lace sleeves
featured pearl buttons at the wrist.
Her cathedral length headpice of
English net was edged with lace
and accented with iridescent flowers. She wore satin shoes and pearl
accessories.
The bride carried a cascading
bouquet Of red and white roses, stephanotis and lily of the valley
accented with pearl sprays and silk
and lace streamers.
Robin Green, maid of honor,
wore a scoop-front formal of red
satin covered in red lace.
The bridesmaids, Barbara Warner and LeeAnn Key, wore fulllength red and white satin gowns
with matching red heels.
The attendants carried lace
trimmed bouquets of red roses and
white carnations accented with red
satin streamers and pearl hearts.
The groom wore a silver shadow
tuxedo with tails and red rose
boutonniere.
Bob Jackson served as man.
Greg Edmondson and the late Chris
Jenkins were groomsmen.
The ring bearer was Jim Lewis
Donelson II, brother of the bride.
. The men attendants and father of
the bride wore regular cut silvershadow tuxedoes and rose

By JO BURKEEN
\Surrey Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society
sponsored Quitters Day Out in 15
districts on Saturday, March 17.
Local quitters attended the
Purchase district event held at
Graves County High School, Mayfield. The Graves County Piecemakers Quilt Club hosted the
event.
Lou Ann Philpot of Murray, district leader of the Quilt Society,
said "this was a wonderful meeting
with all counties in Jackson Purchase represented in the 65 persons
present. A lot of quitters from each
county told of their activities and I
feel that many programs will result
from this meeting for the interest
of quilting."
Mrs. Philpot presented a demonstration on Double Irish Chain
Strip Piecing at the meeting. She
has been quilting for many years
and has won many prizes and ribbons for her quilts.
Philpot also was one of the organizers of the Quilt Lovers of Murray which meets each third Tuesday of the month at Calloway
County Public Library.
Phyllis Miller of Murray, also a
member of Quilt Lovers, presented
a demonstration on a Quilting
Stitch. Miller has also won many
prizes -Ind ribbons and is active in
the state organization.
Also a special feature of the day

Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Scott Cook
boutonnieres.
Amy Brown and lodinna McCoy
served as candlelighters.
The register was attended by
Tina Scott.
The bride's mother wore a red
tea-length dress accented with a
white lace collar. Her corsage was
of red and white carnations.
The mother of the groom wore a
tea-length dress of mauve and gray
accessorized with pearls. Her corsage was of white and mauve
carnations.
A reception, hosted by the
bride's parents was at Ellis Community Center, Murray.
The table was centered with a
three-tiered wedding cake which
was served along with nuts, mints
and punch. Vickie Geurin was in
charge of the reception.
Serving were Vickie Williams,

Sandy Wright and Becky Bloom.
Music was by the "Chic Knute"
band composed of James Spradling, Tammy Spradling, Steve
Bradley, Jeff Scarbrough and Marc
McCuiston.
Leanna McCoy distributed rice
bags tied in red satin bows.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Paducah and are now
residing in Murray.
A rehearsal dinner for the wedding party and guests was hosted
by Joanne McCoy, Odell Donelson
and Lynda Morgan before the wedding on Dec. 9.
Prenuptial events included a
household shower hosted by Odell
Donelson, Evelyn Johnston and
Lynda Morgan, and a personal
shower hosted by Becky Bloom
and Barbara Warner.

Van Buren

Poison Prevention Crucial
For Young and Old Alike
DEAR HEADERS:It's National
Poison Prevention Week again,
and I am happy to report that
because of poison prevention
awareness, deaths of children
under the age of 5 due to household chemicals and medications
have declined substantially
since 1972. I will continue to
focus on children, who are still
involved in more than halfofour
poison exposures. However,the
next largest group who seems to
be at risk from accidental poisoning is our senior citizens!
People over 65 constitute 11
percent of the U.S. population,
and they take 25 percent of all
prescription drugs sold.
Here are some rules for seniors to follow:
MEDICATIONS:
READ THE LABEL BEFORE
TAKING THE PILL: Too often
seniors take medication without
checking the labels. If the medication is taken during the night,
they either don't put on their
glasses,or they don't turn on the
light because they are afraid of
bothering someone.
DON'T TRUST YOUR MEMORY: Some seniors tend to forget things they do routinely.
They know how many pills to
take and when to take them,but
they can't remember ifthey took
them or not.
CHECK THE EXPIRATION
DATE AND DISCARD OLD
MEDICATION:It is hard to throw
away old prescriptions when
they cost so much, but if the
expiration date has passed,
throw the medicines away, because they can lose their potency
or break down and react differently with other medications,
thereby making them risky. Also,
a child can find them and ingest
them accidentally.(Always keep
medications in their original
containers.)
DON'T SHARE YOUR PRESCRIPTION WITH OTHERS —
OR TAKE SOMEONE ELSE'S
MEDICINE.
CHILDPROOF YOUR HOME:
Store all cleaning supplies out of
sight and out of reach of children.Here's a checklist of potential poisons found in almost
every home. Theme products

411110.

should be locked up or kept out
of reach ofchildren. Never store
them under your sink where a
toddler can find them.
Kitchen: aspirin, vitamins,
furniture polish, detergents,
cleansers, ammonia, air freshener.
Laundry: bleaches, detergents, disinfectants.
Bedrooms: all medications,
cosmetics, perfumes.
Bathrooms: all drugs, pills,
shampoo, nail polish and polish
remover, deodorants, bath oil,
lotions and hairspray.
--elosetsfattictstorage: rat,
roach and ant poison,mothballs,
all aerosol sprays.
Garage/basement/workshop:
lye, gasoline, kerosene, lighter
fluid, paint, paint remover and
thinner, anti-freeze.
GENERAL:Some flowers and
plants are poisonous. Protect
your children and your pets by
keeping them inaccessible.
GRANDMA'S (OR MAMA'S)
PURSE:If you carry pills or cigarettes in your purse,do not leave
your purse where a child can get
into it.
FIRST AID FOR POISONINGS:Keep ipecac syrup on hand
in your home, but do not use it
except on the advice of your
poison center or physician.(Call
information now for your local
poison center's 24-hour hot-line
number and keep it on or near
• your phone.)
Poison prevention is the best
antidote for poisonings, but accidental poisonings can occur in
any home. The natural impulse
is to act at once, but the wrong
treatment for poisoning is often
more harmful than none.So,call
your poison center or physician
for advice immediately.

11,

Lou Ann Philpot of Murray was among 65 persons present at Quilters' Day Out held Saturday at Graves County High School, Mayfield.

was a demonstration of all kinds of
tools to use in quilting by one of
the Graves County members.
The host club also had a display
of quilts in two rooms of the
school building. Quilting videos
were available for the quitters to

Monday, March 19
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa sorority is scheduled to
meet at home of Sue Adams.

Monday, March 19
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church.

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.

Weight Control Support Group
will meet at 6 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. For information call
753-7046.

Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. .
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0086.

UDC Chapter to meet Wednesday
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet Wednesday, March 21, at 1:30 p.m. at the Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. Ed Davis will be the special speaker. Mrs. Glenn Hodges will be
hostess. Mrs. Ed Davis, president of the chapter, urges all members to
attend.

Dexter Center closed Tuesday
The Dexter Community Center will not be open for activities on Tuesday, March 20, for its senior citizens' activities. The next meeting of the
Dexter Seniors will be Tuesday, March 27, at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center,
according to Elsie Springer, site director.

Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will honor 20 local high school
senior girls at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
Board of Directors will meet at 5
p.m. at Purchase Area Development District office at Mayfield.

61

Open meeting
Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior

JO-AN'S

Jaycees will meet on Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees will meet Tuesday, March 20, at 7
p.m. at Pagliai's in downtown Murray. Any persons between the ages of
19 to 39 are welcome to attend, according to Brad Belcher, president of
the local Jaycees' organization.

Genealogical workshop Tuesday
A two-hour Genealogical workshop, sponsored by Calloway County
Genealogical Society, will be Tuesday, March 20, from 7 to 9 p.m. in
meeting room, University Church of Christ building, located at intersection of Highways 641 North and 121 Bypass. Ron Bremer, a national
genealogical speaker and author from Salt Lake City, Utah, will be the
speaker. The admission is free and the public is invited.-AlSo at the meeting the new 941 page volumne with 1700 full name index of Family
Records of Calloway County, Ky., and Adjoining Counties will be on
sale.

Skating party to be Tuesday
A skating party for Robertson and Carter Elementary Centers will be
Tuesday, March 20, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. Children may skate for $4 each with Si going to Parent-Teacher Association.
Adults may skate for 25 cents. This was chaiiged from second Tuesday to
third Tuesday for this month only.
(Cont'd on page 8)

PRESENTING A LOW-PRICED OVER LOCK
WITH ALL THE VERSATILITY YOU NEED
cr---

view throughout the day.
Other members of the local Quilt
Lovers attending were Carol)n
Halford, Maude Kennerly, Geneva
Giles, Betty Taylor, Alice
Koenecke, Lula Bell Hodges. Sue
Fairless and Enola Osborne.

Community events listed

DATEBOOK
By Abigail
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Swim wear

30%

Off

Esprit
Shorts &
Shirts

40%

Ladies' Clearance

Dresses

Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel ard
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m at
Murray Seventh -day Adventist
Church.
PAWS (pets are wonderful si:=K:
ety) of Humane Society of Calloway County will meet at 3:15 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
Ladies' Bible Class will be at
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road ChuRh
of Christ.
(Cont'd on Page 8)

Off

Ladies'
All
Bubbles Brand Big Gal Style

Dresses &
Jackets

40%

Off

Bras

25%

Off

Children's
Q(1%

ony

Off Clearance

71:11( Off

Gospel Meeting
* * * * * * * * * *

Union Grove
Church of Christ
March 18-21

'PFAFF.

Speaker:
Gilbert Gough

Getman motor and elect ronocs

•

Snao-on pnweer *et

•

Sacked by Platt
waeranty

•

Co'o' coded thread.n9 path%
and mote

•••

Tuesday, March 20
Dexter Community Center w !
not be open today for Senior CL•
zens' activities.

Varieties • on the square

One Rack

Ladies

Now there s an a ffordebte serge,
that sews an ewe-wide thnse or
tour-threed overlock down plus
doss roiled hems without
changing plates
•

Friendship Circle of First Unitk.J
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at church.

SPRING BREAK SALE

The hobbylock 7114E

— VD

Monday, March 19
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Services

S Yfflff

Sunday Morning Bible Class - 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning - 10:45 a.m.

The facta about drugs. AIDS and how to

Sunday through Wednesday Evenings - 7:00 p.m.

prevent unwanted pregnancy are all in
Abby's new expanded booklet, "What
Every Teen Mould Know.order,send
• long, humines•-site, self add
envelope, plus check or money order for
$3.56 (64.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Teen Booklet.P.O.Box 447, Mount Morris,
Ill. 61054.(Postage is included.'

To

SEW% MACHINE CO.

Everyone is Welcome!

1-800-525-7845

Hwy 68 Reldland (near 1-24)

wpm

`'"'"••••••••••••••••••••MINSIIIONIIII••••*-
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Elm Grove groups plan events

Annual style shows on Tuesday

Three groups at Elm Grove Baptist Church will have socials this week.
On Tuesday the Golden Circle Sunday School Class will meet at 7 p.m. at
the home of Carolyn Outland. Also on Tuesday at 7 p.m. Baptist Young
Women will meet at the home of Brenda Mansfield. On Wednesday at
1:30 p.m. the Fidelis Sunday School Class will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
church.

The annual Style Show, sponsored by Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, will be Tuesday, March 20. The two shows will be a
luncheon at 12 noon with tickets at $6 and a dessert at 7 p.m. with tickets
at $4. Both shows will feature the latest in spring fashions from nine
stores in Murray, according to Tamara Outland and Rebecca Dublin Landoll, co-chairpersons for the event.

Lutheran service planned
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a Lenten service on Wednesday,
March 22, at 7 p.m. "Teach Us To Pray" will be the Lenten theme. This
week's sermon will be "Thy Will be Done," according to the Rev. Clarence W. Helmich, pastor.

Singles to hear Dr. Kline
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, March 20, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Dr.
Linda Kline will be the guest speaker for the theme of "Bcidy Language."
This is a nonprofit, apolitical, nondenominational support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, divorced, separated or
widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224,
or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Recovery will meet Tuesday
RecoAry Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous symptoms,
will meet Tuesday, March 20, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House, 223
West South Si, Mayfield. This is open to all interested persons. For more
information call 1-247-5469.

Kindergarten registration planned
Murray City Kindergarten Pre-Registration and Open House will be
Wednesday. March 28, from 5 to 7 p.m. at Robertson Elementary Center
cafeteria. Parents and children may fill out kindergarten registration
forms, receive supply lists, meet Parent-Teacher Organization representatives; visit the kindergarten and Writing to Read classrooms; and meet the
teachers. A representative from Kids' Company will also be present to
iiscuss the after school child care program at Robertson.

Free checks to be given Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given at Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church, located at Sycamore and South 15th Streets, on Tueslay, March 20, from 12 noon to 2 p.m. This is a free service of the
.turch.

Community...
Tuesday, March 20
Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a luncheon at 12
noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees will meet at 7 p.m. at
Pagliai's. This is open to all persons, age 19 to 39.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society will sponsor a two-hour
genealogical workshop at 7 p.m. in
meeting room of University Church
of Christ building. This is free and
for information call 435-4247.
- Alpha Mu #4760 Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Rita
Cummings, 511 North Seventh St.
Quilt Lovers of Murray will
meet at 6 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Art Guild will meet at 1
p.m. at the guild, 103 North Sixth
St.
Style Shows by Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will be at 12 noon at 7 p.m. at the
club house.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross House, May-

Tuesday, March 20
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

(Cont'd from page 7)
Tuesday, March 20
field. For information call
1-247-5469.

Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.

Nursing Home and Medicare
Seminar will be at 4 p.m. at University Branch of Bank of Murray.
For information call Martha at
753-1893.
Skating party for Robertson and
Carter Elementary Schools will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will have a potluck meal at
5:30 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall.
Purchase Region FFA Day Contest will begin at 9:30 a.m. with
sub-regional competition speaker
and at 2:30 p.m. with regional
competition. For information call
762-6927.

•

Tuesday, March 20
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Buchanan Post Office from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Hamlin Post Office
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center, Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.

Junior flute recital of Lee Ann
Wheatley will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Communion
Service at 8 a.m. and LiturgyWorship Committee meeting at
4:30 p.m.

Computer workshop will be at 6
p.m. in Room 209N, Busines
Building, Murray State University.
For
information call 762-4229.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 a.m. and Education Work Area at 6:45 p.m.

Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Louis Douthitt, CPA with
AARP, will give free income tax
assistance at Senior Citizens' Center, 1620 West Main St. For an
appointment cdall 753-0929.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

'Coldwater School students in 1934
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• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered Tines
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

Students in Grades 1 to 4 at Coldwater School in 1934 are, from left, bottom row, Wayne Stone, Dorothy Morgan,
Charles Webb, Rebecca
Youngblood, Clyde Broach, Toy Marine, Charlene Cloys and Ray Bazzell; second row, Bernice Easley, Rayburn
Pendergrass,
Jean Brooks,
Tellus Hargrove, Betty Jo Bazzell, Lucile Kingins Potts, teacher, Harold Darnell, James Haneline, Vivian
Marine, Glynn Broach and Lowell
Adams; third row, Margie Brooks, Harry Haneline, Dorothy Adams, Billy Carroll, Nell Cox, James Lamb,
Kathrine Williams and Cody
Adams; top row, Mary Nell Morgan, Albert Bazzell Jr., Violet Rogers, Kenneth Slaughter, Treva Adams,
Windell Cox, Dean Bazzell, James
Morgan, Juanita Adams, Prella Cloys, Pansy Sanders and Ronald Crouch. The school was later consolidated
with Kirksey and Lynn Grove
Schools.

11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engine
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxle
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 1? Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• Grass Catcher Optional

Buy an XL 1200 Air Conditioner nowt
Buy and install a "IYane XL 1200 air conditioner between March 19 and May 25, 1990 and ge a $100
cash rebate.
The XL 1200 air conditioner is super ener* efficient
and comes wtth an exclusive manufacturer's 10 year
limited warranty on the cornpresser and cull, plus two years on parts.
Bay an XL 90 GIIS Furnace, tool
Save even mcre. Buy and install an XL 90 gas furnace during the
rebate period and get an additional $100 rebate.
The super encl.* efficient XL 90 gas furnace Is over 90% efficient
and comes with a manufacturer's limited lifetime warranty on the heat
(=hangers.

On the Single Package Gas Heating
and Electric Cooling System.
Buy and install a high efficiency Trane
Sin* package gas heating and electric ceding system between March 19 and May 25,
1990 and get a $100 rebate. Then settle
back for year-round comfort. superior quality, and savings. Because the
dependable Tram system controls mar costs all summer. As well as
all winter. So you'll get energy savings and comfort all year long.

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut
753-2571 Or 753-4110
30 M-F. 730-500 Sat

753-8181

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.
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Leahy says poll reveals that uniform standards
for organically grown fruits, vegetables are needed

Rural development bill
sidetracked by killer
House committee group

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
senator promoting a federal organic
food labeling law says a new Louis
Harris poll shows Americans want
fruits and vegetabld grown without chemicals and confirms the
need for a national standard.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., chairman of the Senate Agriculture
Committee, said legislation he is
sponsoring would help eliminate
confusion about what constitutes
organic produce.
It also would give farmers incentives for using fewer chemicals; he
said.
According to the poll released
today, 84 percent of those questioned would prefer to buy organically grown food if it were the
same price as that raised with
chemical fertilizers and pesticides.
The telephone survey taken at
the end of 1989 also showed that
52.1 percent would buy organic
produce if it cost more, which it
does.

By DIANE DUSTON
Associated Press Writsr

WASHINGTON — Reluctance by the House to change the distribution
system for federal rural development money has temporarily sidetracked a
bill designed to give new life to decaying villages and towns.
Agriculture Committee Chairman Kika de la Garza said an amendment
approved Thursday by the House killed "the heart of the bill as it exists
now."
But he said, "We can regroup."
"The debate was inaccurate in many instances," de la Garza said.
"The inaccuracies have to be corrected."
He said the members of the House are "still committed to rural development." He said the bill's supporters would take some time to educate
colleagues before seeking a final vote.
The House Agriculture subcommittee on rural development, led by
chairman Glenn English, D-Okla., and ranking Republican Tom Coleman
of Missouri, spent nearly two years working on the legislation.
Hearings were held throughout the country and in Washington to determine the needs of residents of areas where consolidation of farms has
caused small businesses to suffer and population to decline.
However, the big problem lawmakers faced was a lack of money to
infuse into these dying communities.
Their answer was to pool three existing funds: water and sewer, which
contains about $500 million to $600 million this year; usiness and industry development, about $100 million; and community facilities, about
$100 million.
The states could decide their own needs, spending all of their allocation
from the three funds on one area if necessary.
But Rep. Charles Rose, D-N.C., contended the provision gave too much
power to the agriculture secretary and offered an amendment that froze
the three funds, prohibiting pooling.
Under the original legislation, state review panels would set priorities
on projects, but the Agriculture Department would have the final say on
use of the money.
Rose said that if his amendment were not adopted, the agriculture secretary would have "unprecedent, uncontrollable authority to transfer
money without input from Congress."
Rep. Jamie Whitten, D-Miss., chairman of the House Appropriations
Committee and well known for his power over agriculture programs, did
not speak during the floor debate but said earlier that pooling was "a
serious step backward" that his panel would "write provisions to avoid"
if necessary.
Rep. Robin Tallon, D-S.C., said the bill's provision constituted a
"modified block grant proposal. This scares me because traditionally
block grants have died a slow, withering death."
After an hour of debate, the House approved Rose's amendment,
204-193.
English said the system that Rose's amendment preserves has shown
"tremendous inequity" among the states.
He said that if a state doesn't use all of its share of water and sewer
rroney, for example, the funds go back to the federal government and
become available to any other, states that apply for it.
English said the aggressiveness of the local Farmers Home Administrabor. directors has had a lot to do with how much of the money a state
gets.
"There are some FrnHa directors who philosophically don't like these
programs, so they spend very little of it (the available money)," English
said after the vote.
De la Garza said time has been set aside next week for further action on
the bill, but did not say whether sponsors would try again that soon or
take more time to try to persuade members to change their opinions.

A similar poll was taken in 1988
with virtually the same findings.
"These numbers show that the
demand for organics is real and
permanent, not a temporary
response to recent media scares,"
said Leahy.
Spokesmen for two major food
store chains were supportive of a
national labeling policy, but said
opinion polls don't always coincide
with shopping habits.
"People like the idea of organic
until they see what it looks like,"
said Paul Bemish, spokesman for
The Kroger Co., the nation's second largest food store chain.
He said Kroger tried selling the
produce in about a dozen stores
and was unsuccessful.
"I don't mean to sound totally
discouraging," he said. "We happen to believe that organic has a
bright future. We are encouraging
our growers to look into ii"
Bemish said a national labeling
standard would give consumers the
assurance that they're really geuing
organically grown food.

"We certainly favor very strongly legislation that would specify
what is and what is not organic,"
he said.
Jim Roberts, spokesman for the
eastern division of Safeway Stores
Inc., the nation's third largest food
store chain, said Safeway also tried
selling organically grown produce
last year, but quit after about three
months because shoppers didn't go
for it.
"When you look at something
that is not attractive and more
expensive it has to be really important to you to buy it," said
Roberts.
Steven Harrison, spokesman for
the distributor that supplied organics to Safeway, sail, a different
marketing technique is necessary.
Harrison, marketing representative for Organic Farms in Beltsville, Md.,.said most of his business is
with natural food stores which
draw shoppers who go there specifically for organically grown food.
Organic produce costs an average 35 percent more than that
raised with chemicals, he said.
Harrison, whose company is the
largest distributor of organic produce on the East Coast, said supermarkets are in an awkward
position.
"They don't want to be asked by
customers, 'What's wrong with
what you've been selling up till
now?"' he said.
Bemish said the produce that is
sold in supermarkets "is very
wholesome and people should be
eating more of it, not less."
Leahy's bill, the subject of hearings scheduled Thursday, would:
—Prohibit farmers from using
synthetic chemicals for at least
three years before their products
could be labeled organic.
—Mandate periodic residue testing and periodic unannounced site
inspections.
—Allow states and/or independent agencies to run the certification programs.
—Allow states to enact stronger
standards.

Paducah Livestock
Auction lists results

Cattle 510 Calves 1 Compared to
last week Slaughter Steers and Heifers
untested, Cows steady-1.00 Higher,
Bulls steady, Calves and Vealers
Poorly tested, Feeder Steers 2.00-4.00
Higher, Heifers 1.00-4.00 Higher.
SLOUGHTER COWS: Cutter and
Boning Utility 1-3 45.50-51.75 individual 54.00. few diary breeds 53.004
62.00, Cutter 1-2 '43.00-46.50.
American Heart
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yield
Association
grade 1 1735 lb. indicating 80 Carcass
boning percent 67.75, Yield grade 1-2
1100-1755 lb. indicating 74-79 percent 53.00-64.50.
SLAUGHTER CALVES and
VEALERS: choice 275 lb. Vealers
85.00, 335 lb. Calves 70.00-80.00.
FEEDERS:STEERS: Medium and
Large No. 1 200-255 lb. 99.00117.00, individual 127.00, 300-400
lb. 95.00-117.50, 400-500 lb. 96.00106.00, 500-600 lb. 89.00-95.00,
600-700 lb. 78.00- 84.50, lot of 4 625
To knock out cocklebur
lb. 88.25, 700-800 lb. 75.00-78.50.
and velvetleaf, start the
Medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 76.00fight early with Bicep the
84.00, 500-600 lb. 75.00-83.00,
foundation herbicide for
Large No. 2 170 lb. 105.00, 528-670
economical control of tough
lb. 74.50-80.00, 656-690 lb. 69.00weeds all season long.
75.00, Small No. 1 275-400 lb.
Applied up to 30 days prior
90.00-110.00, 615-695 lb. 74.00to planting, Bicep stops 81.00.
tough weeds as they germi
HEIFERS:s Medium and Large No.
nate,to keep corn yields up
1210-260 lb. 86.00-102.00,•300-400
and weed pressure down.
lh...8100,-.1.00.00. 400-500 lb. 81.00weiworraneneircep — 93.00,
500-600 lb. 76.00-82.00, Mebecause it delivers the best
dium
No.
2300-500 lb. 80.00-87.00,
broad spectrum control
500-650 lb. 74.00-76.00,Small No. 1
available in a premix at
a law cost. Even with the
superior performance of
Bleep, under certain condi
bons weed escapes may
occur. Ask us about a
program featuring Bicep
to control tough weeds.
This season, fight
smart. Use Bicep.
Cut It Out

Volunteer.
MIZE FiGi-fnI4G FOR
NOUR UFE

19, 1990

400-490 lb. 79.00-80.004 540 lb.
75.00.
STOCK COWS and CALVES Medium and Large No. I-710:00-825.00
Small No. 1 and Medium No. 2
590.00-690.00 with 150-250 lb.
Calves at side.
STOCK COWS: Medium No. 1
495.00-630.00.
STOCK BULLS: Large No. 1
885-1500 lb. 60.50-65.50.

Leahy said the bill is designed to
reduce consumer confusion over
self-proclaimed organic, or "natural" foods.
'It's downright dishonest to call
foods 'natural' when they are
grown with heavy doses of toxic

chemicals," said Leahy in a
statement.
"Increased demand for organic
foods will help farmers save money
in pesticide costs and protect them
from overexposure to toxic chemicals," he said.

ELECTRICITY...
Today's
Way to
Enjoy Life
It's important to spend time
together...and just relax. It's nice to
know you can take time to enjoy life
a little more because you can let electricity do the work. Clean, safe,
reliable and quiet, your electric
appliances are there for your
convenience.
Your washer and dryer and
dishwasher are work savers, like your
freezer and microwave. They are the
big and little miracles of electricity
that give you the day off.
After all, don't you deserve it?
Electricity is today's way to enjoy life...today's way to relax.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
753-5012

SOMETIMES FIXING THE FIGHT
IS THE SMARTEST THING TO DO.

In the past month, twothirds of all Kentucky
shoppers have made a
purchase because of a
newspaper coupon.

Hutson's Ag Service

Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Gmup, Lexington, Ky.

Murray, Ky.
(502) 753-7422
kw• a vetimit of ClIA CFIGY Canooneon
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Suzanne mether newestfriends
on herbirthday-5yeam ago.
hese ai\ s.
10\VS hangi ng out with her parents
.1 separate adolescent unit Skilled,caring professionals.
Sharing her Wings Partk ipating in family activit
Post-treat ment.counseli ng
It sail so rkw suzanne used to feel that she didn't need
Get yOkir teenager hack from drugs or alcohol. There's
her lam th She k hose to cut herseltott from them
no chanzts to discuss your problem A new life is on the
INTencled on drugs instead
line. Call Charter now at 753-8494
But sin(e hitter. suimne is feeling like a new person
Lager to Inv And eaget to love
Charter wet :es in the treatment of adolescents With
itidi du.,I zed ixograms that loc us on the family

siglk_ CHARTER
MICOUNSELING CENTER
104 N. 5th St., Murray
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SPORTS
March
Madness
Daniel T. Parker

A game is a game is a game, maybe, but
Thursday's NCAA Southeast Regional tournament
game between the Murray State Racers and the
Michigan State Spartans had wide-reaching repercussions which affected the past, present and
future of the Racer program.
The "present" situation of the Racers came to a halt when
their 75-71 overtime loss ended Murray State's spectacular
season.
But the Racers' hard-fought game was an inspiration to their
fans, whether they were down in Knoxville to watch the game,
huddled around their television sets in western Kentucky, walking the floor of the Kentucky legislature in Frankfort, or watching from a Los Angeles apartment in California.
In announcing that Murray State would apparently be allocated
at least Sit) million in state funds for a new basketball arena—
all purpose center (see related story on front page), it was
reported that Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy Farm used the game
to put in a plug for the arena. Sunday's Paducah Sun quoted
Higdon as reporting to his colleagues at one point that "a little
school in western Kentucky with a rundown gym" was within
two points of the No. 1-seed Spartans; his statement drew the
applause of his colleagues.
Meanwhile, the efforts of Rep. Freed Curd and Higdon were
lauded by their fellow legislators as having been crucial to the
success of the drive, which will give future Racer teams a gymnasium that appropriately reflects -their status as a Division 1
competitor.
• • •
The Racer past was also affected by the narrow loss to the
Spartans. Former MSU great Jeff Martin, who now performs in
the NBA with the Los Angeles Clippers, raced back to his LA
apartment after a Thursday practice in order to see the last few
minutes of the Racers' game against the Spartans.
Inspired'? Martin was so fired up by the Racers' Hard To
Kill' performance that he went out Friday night against Akeem
Olajuwon and the Houston Rockets and scored a pro-career high
20 .puints and led the Clips to a 118-95 victory.
• • •
Area sports fans who have waited and wondered if "the Pit"
was an eternal punishment owe a great deal of thanks for the
efforts of Curd and Higdon, but MSU assistant athletic director
Bill Rayburn also deserves a large portion of the credit for his
fund-raising work through the private sector.
And it's that sector I wish to address now. According to the
reports, Murray State will have to settle for "Plan B" of three
options. "Plan B" seems to be a compromise solution — it
won't cost as much as Plan A and offers more seating and
usage space than Plan C.
I'm usually in favor of compromise and I've always been
worried about over-spending for athletics at the cost of a
school's academic programs.
But not this time.
Racer Arena is 36 years old. The new arena Murray State
builds to replace "the Pit" should be built to last longer — and
serve the needs of MSU and the Murray community for longer.
The story all MSU students hear at one point or another is
that, when the idea of putting a university in western Kentucky
was being kicked around, several towns in the area were in the
running as the "host" town — and that the citizens of Murray
and the surrounding area won the hearts — and wallets — of
the Kentucky legislature by raising more money than was
needed faster than it was asked for.
Why can't we be that visionary today? I've heard a lot of
talk about the prospects of a new gymnasium since the idea
first began being kicked around, and the major themes of disCUS-SiOft have centered around two areas — that Racer Arena is
unquestionably, shamefully outdated, and that a new gym would
be worth the cost if it would double as a community allpurpose center.
Under "Plan B," the gym will be outdated quicker, and it
will not offer the amount of community recreational opportunities
that we would like.
By choosing "Plan B" over "Plan A," the cost of the project
is supposed to be reduced from $18 million to $14 million, and
a savings of $4 mil is certainly nothing to sneeze at.
But by taking B over A, the new gym loses:
•a multi-purpose function area,
•a six -lane indoor track,
'ban indoor/outdoor pool,
'flan aerobics/exercise area
'and handball and racquetball courts.
A two-lane walking/jogging track not available under "Plan A"
will be included under "Plan B," since "B" wastes the indoor
track.
I'm admittedly not quite sure what a "multi-purpose function
area" is, but I am convinced that Murray State needs an indoor
track if it plans to continue having indoor track competition —
and All-American indoor track athletes such as Stephanie
Saleem.
Murray State does not compete in swimming, but there are
many potential university and community uses for a quality
indoor/outdoor pool, as well as the exercise areas and handball
• • •
Is it worth $4 million more to have these things? I believe
so, but it doesn't matter what I believe, because I don't have
$4 million layin$ around the house to donate.
The question is, does the Murray community have the same
gumption as our forefathers? Can today's population match up to
those who seized the day about 80 years ago and who, through
their initiative and incentive, won the university which has
meant so much to the area?
I think it can be done, but we need to be visionary — we
need to look down the road and realize how hard it may be to
get another gym 36 years from now if the new one lasts no
longer than Racer Arena did.
Why can't the community get behind the project, raise the
extra $4 million, and build an arena that will last for 75 years?
Someone out there has money they could give. Others may
have ideas about how to raise the money. You've been silent
too long -- call Rayburn now and let Murray State know that
the citizenry of the area wants an "A" arena to go with an
"A" program.
• • •
The Murray State Racers are one win away from the school's
1,000th mens' basketball victory. A little to the north. Marshall
County girls' coach Howard Beth is one win away from his
300th personal coaching win.
How would you like to be the coach of the team who plays
these two teams on opening day next year?
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Players, owners reach agreement
On deck:
Expansion!
NEW YORK (AP) — Next on
deck for Commissioner Fay Vincent — expansion.
Vincent played a major role in
helping the owners and players
reach a contract agreement late
Sunday night, ending a 32-day
lockout.
The deal also means baseball
will announce plans within 90 days
to expand to two National League
cities.
Rosters will stay at 24 players
this season. They will expand to 25
in 1991 and stay that way at least
through expansion.
Because of the on-going talks,
Vincent had to cancel a scheduled
appearance last month before the
Senate Task Force on Baseball
Expansion.
The late Bart Giamatti met with
the task force last year and said
there would be expansion in the
National League by two teams
within three years of a new agreement between the players' union
and the owners.
The failure of the two sides to
reach an agreement until Sunday,
resulted in a spring training lockout
by the owners and brought Vincent
to the bargaining table to iron it all
OUL

But the task force has their lob,
too. And, they were getting
impatient.
"(Vincent) must satisfy the
members of the expansion committee that there is some orderly plan
for expansion," said Rep. Jim Bunning, R-Ky. "Not just two teams in
the National League, but six new
teams by the end of the century."
Bunning, who was a major
league pitcher, says the National
League may have already made up
its mind about where the next two
expansion teams will go.
"I think they've made a commitment, and this is purely conjecture
on my part, to Denver and probably
to Phoenix," Bunning said last
month.
Other cities making a pitch for a
baseball team include Orlando and
St. Petersburg, Fla., Buffalo, N.Y.,
1ndinapolis, Nashville, Tenn. and
Washington.
Baseball expansion is of congressional interest because of the
game's exemption from U.S. antitrust laws.
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Chuck O'Connor (left), chief negotiator for the owners, and Don Fehr (right), chief of the MI.413PA
union, finally reached a compromise agreement to end six months of talks, beginning in November and
including a 32-day lockout of spring training camps.

Vincent hopes for 162 games
By BEN WALKER
Associated Press Baseball Writer

Highlights of the agreement reached Sunday by maior kiaQue
players and owners'
4Salary arbitration eligibility for 17 percent of the players with
between two and three years of service Those players must have
spent at least 86 days on the roster in the previous season
.A $100,000 minimum salary for malco leaguers
vikn annual $55 million contribution by owners to the players' pension fund.
vRosters will stay a 24 players this season They will expand to 25
in 1991 and stay that way a least through expansion
veaseball will announce plans within 90 days to expariel-to- two
National league meg

NEW YORK — Break out the bats and balls. Just
three weeks until opening day.
Baseball came back late Sunday night when owners and players finally solved the sticky salary arbitration dispute and agreed on a new four-year contract. The settlement stopped a 32-day lockout and
cleared the way for spring training to start Tuesday,
but came too late for the season to begin on time. back the postscason by a few days, but the television
Now, the season is set to start on April 9 — a network holds the rights and must approve the move. ,
Deputy commissioner Stephen Greenberg said
week later than scheduled — in Fenway Park with
Detroit at Boston in the first game of 1990. All teams CBS was asked about the problem and indicated it
are now set for 158 games, although Commissioner might be willing and able to accomodate the shift.
In the meantime, exhibition games will start March
Fay Vincent said it is hoped each will play the usual
26. Baseball had said it would take 10 days of spring
162.
"We are hopeful these games can be made up," training before games could be played, but decided
Vincent said. "And we expect there will be consider- to move up that timetable.
Even so, the abbreviated practice time might cause
able effort made to avoid having the asterisk next to
problems.
season."
the
"There is obviously concern because of the shorMost likely, CBS-TV will decide whether the
missing games can be made up. Baseball would like tened spring training," American League president
to add the games at the end of the season and push (Cont'd on page 11)

LMU continues mission during upset weekend
By The Associated Press
Loyola Marymount's sorrowful mission is only one-third complete.
An incendiary formula blending equal parts of skill and emotion over
the death of Hank Gathers has powered the rio. 21 Lions to a pair of
explosive victories in the NCAA tournament. First came a 111-92 romp
over No. 24 New Mexico State, followed by Sunday's record-shattering
149-115 blowout of defending champion No. 13 Michigan, the highestscoring game in tournament history.
"We just want to go out and win because we're doing it for Hank, and
nothing is going to stand in our way," Jeff Fryer said after ripping Michigan for 41 points, includinga tournament-record 11 3-pointers.
"Loyola is on a crusade, and they played that way," said Steve Fisher,
who coached Michigan to the 1989 title and suffered his first loss in eight
NCAA contests. "They played with every bij of emotion, if not more so,
than they did against New Mexico State./
"If they can continue to shoot like they did against us, I don't know
who can beat them. They made NBA 3-point shots, they made them with
people guarding them and with people not guarding them."
The Lions' next opponent will be No. 23 Alabama in the West Regionals at Oakland, Calif. The Crimson Tide advanced with a 77-55 rout of
No. 14 Arizona.
(oifr regSunday produced more wild upsets and three of the upcoming '
ionals will include at least one unranked team — Ball State in the West,
North Carolina and Texas in the Midwest, UCLA in the East.
The "Sweet Sixteen" field was completed Sunday when No. 6 Syracuse edged Virginia 63-61 and No. 20 Minnesota eliminated Northern

Iowa 81-78 in the Southeast; No. 25 Xavier of Ohio stunned No. 8
Georgetown 74-71 and Texas nipped No. 10 Purdue 73-72 in the Midwest; and UCLA outlasted No. 5 Kansas 71-70 while No. 15 Duke held
off St. John's 76-72 in the East.
On Saturday, it was No. 2 Nevada-Las Vegas 76, Ohio State 65 and
Ball State 62, No. 16 Louisville 60 in the West; No. 4 Michigan State 62,
UC-Santa Barbara 58 and No. 9 Georgia Tech 94, No. 19 LSU 91 in the,
Southeast; North Carolina 79, No 1 Oklahoma 77 and No. 7 Arkansas 86,
Dayton 84 in the Midwest; and No. 3 Connecticut 74, California 54 and
No. 17 Clemson 79, No. 12 La Salle 75 in the East.
The regional semifinals will send Loyola against Alabama and UNLV
against Ball State in the West, Michigan State-Georgia Tech and
Syracuse-Minnesota in the Southeast at New Orleans, Arkansas-North
Carolina and Xavier-Texas in the Midwest at Dallas and ConnecticutClemson and Duke-UCLA in the East at East Rutherford, N.J.
Two weeks to the day after Gathers collapsed and died during a West
Coast Conference tournament game, Loyola (25-5) unleashed a barrage of
3-pointers that blasted Michigan's hopes of a repeat championship, something that hasn't been done since 1973. The Wolverines finished 23-8.
Bo Kimble added 37 points for Loyola, which had never advanced to
the regionals in five previous NCAA appearances.
"A lot of it is emotion, but a lot of it is also skill," said Fryer, whose
113-pointers broke the record of 10 by UNLV's Freddie Banks in 1987
against Indiana in the Final Four. "We're just on an emotional
hurricane."
(Cont'd on page 12)

Girls' Sweet Sixteen

Building efforts rewarded with Henry Clay title
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— It took a season to build a
championship team at Lexington
Henry Clay.
The Lady Blue Devils became
the first 11th Region team to win
the Girls State Tournament when
they defeated Louisville Southern
62-50 Saturday night in E.A.
Diddle Arena.
"We were a young team at the
beginning of the season,'' said
Henry Clay coach Bob Tripure.
"We start three 100-graders, one
junior and one senior. I knew it
would take time to mesh. I was
patient with them."
Henry Clay lost two games in
December and two in January
before everything began to click.
"I could see us coming together
all the time," Tripure said.
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And for four days in the 29th
girls tourney, the Lady Devils were
at the top of their game in beating
Oldham County 66-46, Marshall
County 57-53 and Louisville Manual 72-66 to earn a shot at the title.
"They're very deserving of
being state champions," Brown
said of Henry Clay. "They've
played better all week than
anybody."
All-state center Demetria Bright
saved her best effort for the championship game, scoring 16 of her 22
points to stake the Lady Devils to a
big first-half lead.
"Demetria is a great player but
she hadn't had great games in the
first three," Tripure said. "I
thought she was pressing a little
bit."
Before the game, he had a pep

talk with his star player.
"I told her, 'I have a feeling
you're going to have a great
game," the Henry Clay coach
said. "And she said, 'I do too."
Bright, who will attend Iowa
next fall, also had eight rebounds,
blocked four shots and had three
steals.
"I did think I was pressing a
little bit," said Bright, who was
voted the tourney's Most Valuable
Player award. "1 didn't feel like I
had performed up to expectations."
The Lady Devils didn't waste
any time taking charge of the
game.
Bright had three baskets during a
10-2 spurt in the second quarter
that gave Henry Clay a 28-14 lead
over the Sixth Region champions.
"I was moving and finding open

spots in their zone," said Bright.
"I thought I was a little quicker
than their big people and I felt I
could take over."
Second-ranked Henry Clay,
32-4, later went on an 11-2 run in
the third quarter behind Shirley
Bryant's six points to widen the
margin to 45-22 at 3:33 before
2,315 fans.
Burden scored 21 of her 25
points in the second half, but the
fifth-ranked Lady Trojans could
draw no closer than nine points in
the final 11 minutes of play.
"Coach told us at halftime not to
give up and try to play harder,"
said Burden.
Southern posted the widest winning margin in a state final in 1988
when it defeated Oldham County
57-34.
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Actions& Reactions

Vincent...

Golf
PONTE VEDRA. Fla. — Jodie Mudd held oft Mark Calcavecchia's
last-gasp challenge for a one-stroke victory Sunday in the 30-plus hole windup
of
Championship. Calcavecchia, second in his last three starts, missed the Players
putt on on the final hole which would've lorced a playoff Mudd, the a 20-25 loot
leader over all
32 holes played this sunny day, won after closing rounds of 69 and
total at the TPC course at Sawgrass. The victory in the tournament70 and a 278
annual championship of golf's touring pros, was worth $270,003 billed as the
from the total
purse of $1.5 million. Calcavecchia earned $162.000 Steve Jones and
Tom Pumas tied for third at 284
• • •
TUCSON, Ariz. — Colleen Walker held on despite a double-bogey
and two
ys on the back side to shoot a par-72 tor a five-stroke victory in the $300,000
t:LIZA Tucson Open on Sunday. Walker, claiming her third career victory in nine
years, had a 12-under 276 four-round total to earn the $45,000 fast-place money
Pat Bradley, Betsy King, Kate Rogerson and Heather Drew tied for second at 281

Tennis
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. — Jennifer Capriati won by default and Andre Agassi
won
by a rout Sunday at the International Players Championships Capnati advanced
to
the fourth round when Patty
sustained a knee injury while leading 4-2 in
the first set. The fifthAgassi eliminated Kelly Jones in a second-r
match, 6-1, 6-2. Seeded women advancing included No. 1 Gabriela Sabatini, ound
No.
Monica Sales and No. 4 Manuela Maleeva. In men's play, No. 9 Yannick Noah, 3
semifinalist here the past three years, lost to qualifier Mark Kratzmann 6-4, a
2-6.
7-6 (8-6). No. 16 Pete Sampras trailed 3-1 in the second set but rallied to beat
Paul Chamberlin 2-6, 7-6 (7-4), 6-1.

Basketball
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — AN-America selection Chris Jackson of Louisiana State
announced he would enter the NBA draft after LSU was eliminated by Georgia
Tech 94-91 in the second round of the NCAA Southeast Regional on Saturday.
Jackson, a 6-foot-1 sophomore who scored only 13 points and touted out against
Georgia Tech, led the Southeastern Conference in scoring this season with a
28.7-point average after averaging 30 2 points as a freshman

Murray State's Kirk Rueter fires to the plate in the first game of a doubleheader
on Saturday. Rueter lost
a 3-1 decision, thanks to two unearned runs as the 'Breds were swept by Wright
State over the weekend.

Track & field
MOSCOW — Sergei Bubka of the Soviet Union broke his indoor world record in
the pole vault Saturday, soaring 19 feet, 10% inches, during an international meet
in his Ukrainian hometown of Donetsk, Tess reported. Bubka, 26, improved his
record by one inch. He had set the previous mark of 19-9% at Osaka, Japan, on
Jan 11, 1989. Bubka, the Olympic and world outdoor champion, also owns the
world outdoor record, 19-10% .
• • •
COSFORD, England — Tony Dees equaled the second-fastest 60-meter high hurdles time this year, leading the United States to victory over Britain and the Soviet
Union in a three-nation indoor track and field meet Sunday. Dees' time of 7.46
seconds matched compatriot Greg Foster's mark. Michael Johnson, two-time
national collegiate champion from Baylor, ran a 21.19 in the 200-meter dash, but
was upset by Britain's Marcus Adam. Olympic 100-meter silver medalist Linford
Christie of Britain ended his indoor season by winning the 60-meter dash

Boxing
LAS VEGAS — Julio Cesar Chavez, just seconds away from his first defeat,
knocked down Meldrick Taylor and stopped him with two seconds left in their junior
welterweight title fight Saturday night. Chavez, losing by six points on one card and
five on another, landed a crashing right to the jaw that dropped Taylor in a neutral
corner. Taylor struggled up at the count of 5, but after a few more counts referee
Richard Steele stopped the bout_ Chavez, the World Boxing Council 140-pound
champion, won the Internatioinal Boxing Federation's title from Taylor with his 56th
knockout. The 27-year-old Mexican is 69-0. Taylor, 23, is 24-1 with 14 knockouts.
• • •
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — Australian Jeff Harding knocked out Argentine Nestor
Giovannini with a left hook in the 11th round, retaining his World Boxing Council
light heavyweight title Sunday night. Giovannini, knocked down with similar
punches in the third and 10th rounds, came out swinging in the 111h. But Harding
dropped him with the left hook, knocking out his mouthpiece and prompting referee
Joe Cortez to stop the fight at 56 seconds of the round. It was Harding's second
defense since winning the title in June

Swimming & diving
AUSTIN, Texas — Stanford freshman Janet Evans broke her own American
record in the 1,650-yard freestyle Saturday with a time of 15:39.14 at the NCAA
Women's Swimming and Diving Championships. But Texas won the meet's final
event, the 400 relay, and reclaimed the national title it lost to Stanford last year.
Texas, which trailed the Cardinal by 21 points coming into the final day, finished
with 632 points. Stanford had 622.5 points and Florida was third with 477.

Staff photo by David Ramey

MSU hitting troubles continue
as Wright State sweeps'Breds
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger ir Times Asst. Sports Editor

The offensive problems of the
Murray State Thoroughbreds continued over the weekend, and the
troubles have begun to spill over to
other areas.

"We haven't been hitting the ball
well at all. Our pitching has been
spotty, but overall, I've been reasonably pleased with it."

The Thoroughbreds were hit by
the bottom end of a broom handle
this weekend, swept in a threegame set by Wright State at Reagan Field.
Murray dropped a doubleheader
Saturday, 3-1 and 14-3, and a
ninth-inning rally fell short on Sunday as the Raiders held off MSU's
late charge for a 6-4 victory.

Entering Sunday's game, Murray
State was hitting only .234 as a
team, and opposing pitchers have
fashioned a 2.08 ERA against the
Thoroughbred attack.
"Whenever you're not hitting,
you're frustrated, and the frustration begins to show up in other
areas," Reagan said.
The other area on Saturday was
fielding. Thoroughbred pitcher
Kirk Rueter was a hard-luck loser,
giving up two unearned runs in the
3-1 opener.

Scoring runs has been a major
problem for the 'Breds, as the fourrun output on Sunday was the
second-largest of the season. The
hitting woes have led to a 3-9 start
for Murray State.
"I'm very disappointed," 'Breds
coach Johnny Reagan said of the
start of his 33rd year at the helm.

The Thoroughbreds led 2-0 in
the second game, thanks in part to
a homer from Pat Vize, but a towering three-run homer by Wright
State's Brian Spears soared over
the 400-foot sign in straightaway
center to give Wright a 5-2 lead in
the fifth, and a Spears triple one
inning later broke the game wide

open.
On Sunday, Murray waited 8 2/3
innings to get the offense cranked
up. Trailing 6-0 in the bottom of
the ninth, singles from Bobby
Schoen and Danny Alfeldt, and
doubles from Willie Wilder and
Ricky Chism helped push four runs
across before Eric Natio closed
the door for Wright State.
Although the 'Breds schedule
has been rough early, facing
defending NCAA champion Wichita State, Alabama and Vanderbilt,
Reagan was hoping for a better
Start.

"We're just not getting much hitting out of anybody," he said. "I
think we'll get it turned around. I
certainly hope so."
Murray travels to Saint Louis
this week for three games, before
returning home next weekend to
open up OVC play against Austin
Peay. They host a twin -bill with
the Govs on Saturday beginning at
1 p.m., before a single game on
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

(Cont'd from page 10)
Bobby Brown said. "Obviously we
would like it longer. We realize all
of the pitchers and players might
not be in as good as shape as they
might be, but we're confident that
by April 9 we'll have a pretty good
product."
By then, opening day will have
been delayed for just the second
time in history. The other delay
came in 1972 after a players'
strike, and each team lost a week's
worth of games.
Still, this settlement ended the
second -longest work stoppage in
baseball history arid put an end to
an often -bitter debate that began on
Nov. 28. It took 34 bargaining sessions to get an agreement, and the
final one was a marathon meeting
that began around noon and didn't
finally conclude until almost 6 a.m.
Fittingly, peace was announced
in Versailles — the Versailles ballroom at the Helmsley Palace.
"It is a compromise," management negotiator Chuck O'Connor
said at 6:15 a.m. as he announced
the details.
Agreed union chief Donald Fehr:
"It has been a long process and
often a torturous one. The task now
is to heal the wounds of the past."
That, though, might take some
time. Especially after a lockout that
drew the ire of players, fans and
some owners, too.
"I wish we hadn't done this,"
Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Schott said. "Maybe the players
wouldn't have gone on strike.
Sometimes, I don't think they
would have with all the money
they're making. Of course, now
we'll never know.'!
Word spread fast that there was
a settlement, and the players and
equipment headed immediately for
spring training.
Already 362 of 410 exhibition
games have been wiped out. The
spring cancelations• have been
harmful to local economies in Florida and Arizona. It was estimated a
total wipeout of spring training
would cost Florida about $300 million and Arizona $100 million.
Baseball fans from kids to President Bush had urged the two sides
to get together and make a settlement, and after many hours on
Sunday they did.
Negotiators met for 90 minutes
early Sunday and after a lunch
break, resumed in the afternoon at
Vincent's Park Avenue office.
When they finally stopped, a-Aul
was done.
The deal began to take place at
6:25 p.m. Sunday.

Auto racing
HAMPTON, Ga. — Dale Earnhardt passed Morgan Shepherd with two laps to go
for a record-setting victory in the Motorcraft 500 on Sunday at Atlanta International
Raceway. Earnhardt dominated the 328-lap race, but appeared about to absorb a
hard-luck loss with a somewhat-slow pit stop on lap 276 that gave away the lead
Earnhardt than ran second until lap 326 when he passed Shepherd on turn one of
the 1.522-mile oval.

44 Ford Products In 55 Years

General
Delbert Musgrove of Puryear, Tennessee bought his fiitt car - a Ford
1926 Model T - "Tin Lizzie" for an unbelievable S5.00, including tax and
plates, in 1935. Since then he has owned 49 automobiles,44 of which have
been Ford, Lincoln, or Mercury products.
Maybe it was the love affair with the Model T that helped Mr. Musgrove
attain a job with Ford Motor Company on November 15, 1936 at the River
Rogge Plant in Dearborn, Michigan. At the Rouge Assembly Plant, Mr.
Musgrove worked in the Piston and Cut & Sew Departments. From there, he
was transferred to Highland Park Assembly where he worked until 1941 in
the Interiors Department. From 1941 until the end of World War 11, he
served as P51 fighter pilot with the 9th Air Force in Europe. After returning
to Ford, Mr. Musgrove worked at Highland Park moving to Dearborn
Engineering in 1956 until he retired in 1970, after a total of 34 years with
Ford.
Delbert and his wife,Joan of 42 years, have lived in various places since
retirement. Today, the Musgroves live in Puryear, TN, and like their
retirement the Southern hospitality style.
"Larry made us feel rightat home the first time we visited Parker's. Since
then we have bought a 1989 Mercury Grand Marquis,a 1988 Lincoln Town
Car and this 1990 Lincoln Town Car from Larry. We count him one of our
special friends," said Mr. Musgrove.
It's this kind of personal auenuon and customers like these that won for us
Ford Motor Company's highest and most prestigeous dealer award
4
consecutive years in a row - the President's Award' for Custome
r
Satisfaction.
It's the same kind of service and personal attention we've extended to
our
customers for nem over 62 years.

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Steve Georgiadis, a sophomore pitcher for Florida, died
Saturday afternoon from heart complications following shoulder surgery, the university said. Georgiaclis, 19, was admitted to Shands Hospital for surgery on his
left shoulder Thursday and was listed in critical condition afterward.

HERE -S5theiffPITCHMurray
Calloway County
Baseball Association
1990 Baseball
Registration
Leagues:
T-Ball
Park League
Kentucky League
Little League
Pony League
Colt League
Senior Babe Ruth

Ages 5-6
Ages 7-8
Ages 9-10
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

11-12
13-14
15-16
16-18

REGISTER SATURDAY, MARCH 24TH

•

DELBERT AND JOAN MUSGROVE stand beside the newest of
their 44 Fords they have owned since 1935. In the center is Larry
McCully, their Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury salesman and friend,
presenting the keys to one of the all new 1990 Lincoln Town Car.

9 a.m.-1 p.m.
at:

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St., Murray
753-8844

FORD

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Our Customers Are THE MOST
IMPORTANT PEOPLE IN OUR BUSINESS!
Since 1928

Parker Ford Lincoln - Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

"New Ideas From the Area's Most Experienced Dealer"
701 Main St.

Murray

753-5273

-
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NIT matchup features old foes in Tennessee
By BOB GREENE
AP Spoils Writer

Tennessee teams are finding
their postseason road to New
York's Madison Square Garden
meanders through Tennessee.
Tennessee traveled to Memphis
State for its first-round National
Invitation Tournament game, while
Vanderbilt welcomed Louisiana
Tech into its Nashville home. After
both were victorious, Tennessee
(16-13) goes back on the road
again, this time to Vanderbilt
117-1,41.for.a second -round contest
tonight.
"I expected to be home. 1 felt
disappointed and cheated, but I

,

didn't have any say in it," Tennessee guard Allan Houston said.
"We'll just have to do the same
thing we did in Memphis."
Tonight's game will be something special. It will be the first
time the state archrivals have met
in postseason play outside the
Southeastern Conference
tournament.
"There's no question the game
will be a sellout," Vanderbilt
coach Eddie Fogler said. "There
were lines out the door, three or
four deep (at the ticket office). It's
unbelievable."
In other second-round games
tonight, Maryland (19-13) is at
Penn State (22-8); Mississippi State

(16-13) is at New Orleans (20-10);
and Fordham (20-12) is at Rutgers
(17-16).
The second round will be completed Tuesday night with Oklahoma State (17-13) at New Mexico
(18-12); Wisconsin-Green Bay
(24-7) at St. Louis (18-11); Cincinnati (20-13) at DePaul (18-14), and
Long Beach State (23-8) at Hawaii
(24-9).
The second-round survivors will
be one victory away from the NIT
Final Four and a trip to Madison
Square Garden, where the semifinals will be held on Monday,
March 26, and the championship
game Wednesday, Much 28.
Vanderbilt and Tennessee split

their two regular-season games,
Vandy capturing the season finale.
Tennessee, which avenged an earlier 19-point loss to Memphis State
with its first-round NIT victory,
hopes to do the same against the
Commodores.
"Tennessee will be extra juiced
for the game because I think we
embarrassed them in our last
game," Fogler said. "Tennessee is
a better team than they looked that
night and I'm sure they're anxious
to prove it."
Houston says the NIT schedule
has been special for Tennessee.
"Something keeps giving us a
second chance," he said. "Maybe
it's fate."

LMU continues ...
(Cont'd from page 10)
The 264 points were the most in tournament history - the old mark
was 247 in 1961 when St. Joseph's (Pa.) beat Utah 127-120 in four overtimes - and Loyola's total was the most ever scored by one team in the
tournament (SL Joseph's held the old mark), as well as the most ever
against Michigan (Utah had 117 in 1969).
Michigan trailed 65-58 at halftime, but couldn't handle Loyola's press
in the second half. Fryer made two 3-pointers and Terrell Lowery and Per
Stumer hit one each as the Lions went ahead 89-76. They extended their
lead to 95-76 as Kimble made a three-point play and Stumer hit another
3-pointer.
"They played sensational," Fisher said. "They are very much focused
on moving ahead in this tournament. Whether they can take that with
them to Oakland, I don't know."
Michigan was led by Rumeal Robinson and Terry Mills with 23 points
apiece.
Meanwhile, Alabama held Arizona scoreless for more than seven
minutes in the second half and reached the regional semifinals for the
fourth time in six years. It was the lowest total of the season for Arizona
(25-7), which was averaging 80 per game. Brian Williams, who had a
career-high 28 points in the opening round against South Florida, was
bothered by sore knees and did not score. David Benoit had 20 points for
Alabama (26-8).
Arizona trailed by two points early in the second half,but Alabama
scored the next 14 points for a 58-42 lead with 10:13 remaining. Robert
Horry hit two 3-pointers and Benoit had two baskets during the run.
- "I don't think I ever had a team play closer to the way we asked them
to play," Alabama coach Wimp Sanderson said. "We controlled the tempo of the game and played good, smart basketball."
•••
souTHEAST
Derrick COkIIII,I1 stopped a furious Virgine rally with a pene-saving block of Bryant Sur's shot from
underneath or the final play as Syracuse (26-6) ended Terry Holland's coaching career and handed the
Atlantic Coast Conference its first loss of the tournament
Holland is leaving Virginia after 16 yews to become athletic director at Davidson The Cavaliers were
trying to become the fifth ACC tern to reach the round of 16, joining Georgia Tech. Duke, Clemson sad
North Carolina. ACC teams won their fur ere tournament games.
Coleman, who also had 10 rebounds and nine assizu. scored 15 of his 19 points in the fire half Mum
Syracuse took a 41-29 lead. Syracuse led by 15 in the second half before Stith, who scored 30 points, led a
17-5 run by Virptua (20-12)•
"h•s disappointing to lose the game, that'. the main feeling," said Holland, who concluded his Virginia
career with a 326-173 mark.
Northern lows's dream of a second straight upset died when Minnesota's Willie Burton scored a arrowhigh 36 potnts.
He scored the first 11 points of the second half for Minnesota (22-8) and his jumper put the Gophers
ahead to stay 61-60 with 1057 left Northern lows wound up 23-9, the most victories 111110C the school
joined Division I in 1960. The Panthers got 29 points Emu Jason Reese.
MID W EST
Unheralded Xavier (28-4), which had woo oaly one game in its previous NCAA tournaments, was led by
Derek Stroeg's 19 points air 12 rebounds and survived a furious second-half rally by Georgetown (24-7).

The !Musketeer' never trailed after the opening magnesite and built an 18-point lead late in the fine half
before falling victim to Geotgetown's press. The game wu tied 70-70 when a rebound basket by freshman
Aaroa Williams put Xavier ahead 72-70 with 1 - 35 left
Travis Mays made two free throws with seven seconds left and Guillermo Myers blocked a Purdue shot as
time ran 0111.
Mays grabbed his own missed shot and was fouled by Jimmy Olivenu as he went tack up and hit the
tying and go-ahead foul shots Purdue's Tony Jones then drove down the line, but Myers swathed sway his
Jumper.
"'We've been coming from behind all year long and somebody always has to come up big," Coach Tom
Parer; said.
The Longhorns (23-8), who trailed 56-47 with 12 minutes left capitalized on mused free throws and
turnovers by Purdue (22-8), which missed the front cod of throe straight one-sod-ore opportunities
Stephen &driller, who finished his career as the NCAA's carer-leader in field goal percentage 1616).
led Purdue with It points, ha made only its of 16 shots
Purdue coach Gene Keady blasted the officials in an obscenity-filled, table-pounding tirade
"We've got good kids who work hard and they're in there crying their eyes out because ',sieve got guys
(officials) who don't understand the game," he said. "People cheat and you can't get calls. They charge and
you don't get calls. It gets old "
EAST
UCLA freshman Tracy Murray made two free throws with nine seconds left as UCLA beat Kansas (30-5)
and knocked the Big Eight's last remaining team out of the tournament The Brains (22-10) made the round
of 16 for the first time in 10 years and (22-10) improved their lifetime record against Kansas to 8-0.
The Jayhawka led 68-64 with 202 left, but Gerald Madkins hit UCLA's only 3-pointer with 1:25 remaining to get within one. Kansas' Kevin Pritchard missed • free throw with 1.10 to go and rimed the ball over
with 52 seconds left
Trevor Wilson gave UCLA a 69-68 lead on a layup with 40 seconds left and Pritchard regained the lead
for Kansas on two free throws with 28.9 sccoods left Murray's two free throws followed two umeouts
called by Kansas.
Wilson and Derrick Martin each scored 18 points for the Bruins. Terry Brown, who scored all his ports
on 3-point baskets, and Pritchard each had 15 for Kansas.
Robert Bnckey put at a rebound with 32 Seer& left to break •tie and added two free throws with nine
seconda remaining. Bnckey, who led the Blue Devils (26-8) with 22 points, helped Duke rally from a ninepoint second half deficit.
Boo Harvey scored seven points as St. John's (24-10) went on a 19-6 run early in the second half and
took a 51-42 lead. Duke, however, outscored the Redmai 15-4 over the last 635.
Duke trailed 61-53 with 8:49 left when Brickey was fouled by Cluck Sproling. A technical foul also was
called on St_ John's Billy Singleton. Brickey made the first two free throws, then hit the two technicals and
Duke maintained possession. Ara Abdelnaby's layup pulled the Blue Devils to 61-59.
SATURDAY'S GAMES
Saturday was a great day for the AC'C and a lousy one for Oklahoma and Louisville.
Ninth-ranked Georgia Tech rallied from 17 points down in the first half to beat No. 19 Louisiana State
94-91 Saturday and eye the Atlantic Coast Conference an 8-0 record in this year's NCAA tournament
Georgia Tech, North Carolur and Clemson each have won their first two games, while Dike and Virginia
will try for their second wins on Sunday. The postseason performance is overshadowing a subpar year by
the conference, which placed only one team in the final Top 10.
Earlier, top-ranked Oklahoma and No. 16 Louisville were eliminated in games that ended seconds apart
At the Midwest Regional, Rick Fox hit a short bank shot with one second left to give North Carolina a
79-77 victory over Oklahoma and its 10th consecutive trip to the final 16.
At the West Regional, Ball State upset listless Louisville 62-60 after nearly blowing a 17-point lead.
Louisville had a chance to win it at the Mauer, but Evtrick Sullivan missed a 3-pointer.
Fox's winning shot came on a play that usually produces a 3-point attempt. But he said Coach Dean
Smith gave him a helpful hint during North Carolina's final timeout with eight seconds left
"He said 'Rick, remember_ We don't need three. We only need one,' " Fox said.
The Ter Heels (21-12) will play Arkansas ow Thursday in Dallas. The seventh-ranked Razorbacks (28-4)
advanced by edging Dayton 66-84.
Ball State lived up to its reputation as one of the nation's best defensive teams, holding Louisville to 38
percent shooting front the field.
"Defense has been the foundation of this program," Ball State coach Dick Hunsaker said. "We took
charge and executed our game plan to perfection."
Ball State (26-6), which upset Oregon State in the first round or a three-point play at the buzzer, will
meet second-ranked UNLV on Friday in Oakland, Calif. UNVL (31-5) advanced with a 76-65 victory over
Ohio Static
In the East. No. 3 Connecticut routed California 74-54 and/No. 17 Clemsoe beat La Salle 79-75. UCoan
(30-5) will play Clemson (26-8) in the regional semifinals Thursday in East Rutherford, NJ.
In the Southeast, No. 4 Michigan State beat UC-Santa Barbara 62-58 to set up a meeting with Georgia
Tech in a Southeast semifinal Friday in New Orleans.
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NCAA Tournament
--EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Th. Hartford Civic Center
Conn.
Thursday,
Ma"ford' March
1 IS
Clemson 49, Brigham Young 47
63
La Sate 79, Southern Mississippi
Connecticut 78, Boston Universsy 52
California 65, Indiana 63
At The Oieril
Atlanta
Friday, March 16
Duke 81, Richmond 48
St. John's 81, Tempts 66
UCLA 68, Alaberna-Birmingharn 58
Kansas 79, Robert Morns 71
Second Round
At TM Hartford Civic Center
Hartford, Conn.
Saturday, March 17
Connecticut 74, Calitornia 54
Clemson 79, La Salle 75
At The Omni
Atlanta
Sunday, March 11
John's
72
Duke 76, St.
UCLA 71, Kansas 70
Semifinals
At The Meadowlands
East Rutherford, N.J.
Thursday, March 22
Connecticut (30-5) vs. Clemson (26-8), TBA
Duke (26-8) vs. UCLA (22-10), IBA
Championship
At The Meadowlands
East Rutherford, N.J.
Saturday, March 21
Connecticut-Clemson winner vs.
Duke-UCLA winner
• • •
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
First Round
At Thompson-Boling Arena
Knoxville, Tenn.
Thursday, March 15
UC Santa Barbara 70, Houston 86
Michigan State 75, Murray Slate 71, OT
Louisiana State 70, Villanova 63
Georgia Tech 99, East Tennessee State 83
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond, Va.
Friday, March 16
Northern Iowa 74, Missouri 71
Minnesota 64, Texas-El Paso 61, OT
Syracuse 70, Coppin State 48
Virginia 75, Noire Dame 67
Second Round
At Thompson-Soling Arena
Knoxville, Tenn.
Saturday, March 17
Michigan State 62, UC Santa Barbara 58
Georgia Tech 94, Louisiana State 91
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond, Va.
Sunday, March 111
Syracuse 83, Virginia 61
Minnesota 81, Northern Iowa 78
Seen HineIs
At TA* Superdome
New Orleans
Friday, March 23
Michigan State (28-5) vs. Georgia Tech
(26-6), TBA
Minnesota (22-8) vi Syracuse (26-6), TBA
Championship
At The Superdome
New Orleans
Sunday, March 25
Michigan St.-Georgia Tech winner vs.
Minnesota-Syracuse winner
• • •
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Frank Erwin Center
Austin, Texas
Thursday, Morel+ 15
Oklahoma 77, Towson State 68
North Carolina 83, Southwest Missoun
State 70

Arkansas 68, Princeton 64
Dayton 88, IlhnOta 86
At The !easier Dome
Indianapolis
Friday, March 16
Georgetown 70, Texas Southern 52
Xavier, Ohio 87, Kansas Slate 79
Texas 100, Georgia 88
Purdue 75, Northeast Louisiana 63
Second Round
At The Frank Erwin Center
Austin, Texas
Saturday, March 11
North Carokna 79, Oklahoma 77
Arkansas 96, Dayton 84
At The H008401 Dome
Indianapolis
Sunday, March 11
Texas 73, Purdue 72
Xavier, Ohio 74, GeOrgelowr 71
Semifinals
At Reunion Arena
Dallas
Thursday, March 22
North Carolina (21-1Z) vs Arkansas (28-4),
TBA
Xavier, Ohio (28-4) vs. Texas (23-8), TBA
Championship
At Reunion Arena
Dallas
Saturday, Starch 24
North Carolina-Arkansas winner vs.
Xavier-Texas winner
• • •
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Special Events Center
Salt Lake City
Thursday, March 16
Ball State 54, Oregon State 53
Louisville 78, Idaho 50
Nevada-Las Vegas 102, Arkansas-Little
Rock 72
Ohio State 84, Providence 83, OT
At Long Beach Arena
Long Reach, Calif.
Friday, March 16
Arizona 79, South Floncia 87
Alabama 71, Colorado State 54
Michigan 76, Illinois State 70
Loyola Marymount 111, New Mexico State
92
Second Round
At The Special Events Center
Sall Lake City
Saturday, March 17
Nevada-Las Vegas 78, Ohio Stale 65
Ball State 62, Louisville 80
At Long Beach Arena
Sunday, March 11
Loyola Maryrnourn 149, Michigan 115
Alabama 77, Arizona SS
Semifinals
At Alameda County Coliseum
Oakland, Calif.
Friday, March 23
Nevada-Las Vegas (31-5) vs Ball Stare
(26-6), TBA
Loyola Marymount (25-5) vs Alabama
(26-8), TBA
Championship
At Alameda County Coliseum
Oakland, Calif.
Sunday, March 26
UNLV-Ball St winner vs. LII/J-Alaberna
winner
• • •
THE FINAL FOUR
Al McNichols Arena
Denver
Sees If Ina*
Saturday, March 31
East champion vs Midwest champion
Southeast champion vs West champion
Championship
Monday, April 2
Semifinai winners

By The Associated Press
Chronology of events in baseball's labor
riewtiations:
Nov. 15 - Scheduled first negotiating
session postponed by management.
Nov. 27- Barry Rona resigns as executive director and general counsel of the
owners' Player Relations Committee,
Nov. 28 - Chuck O'Connor named general counsel. First negotiating session held.
Nov. 29 - Second negotiating session
held.
Dec. 7- Donald Fehr, executive director
of the Major League Baseball Players Maocation, criticizes Commissioner Fay Vincent or describing collective bargaining as
warfare
Dec 12 - Talks resume in Los Angeles.
Roster size, spring training conditions,
discussed.
Dec. 13 - Continuation of discussion on
roster size, spring training conditions. Union
proposes return to 25-man roster.
Dec. 14 - PRC outlines pay-Ion.
performance and revenue-sharing

take out a new loan of $1,000 or more. Or,increase your
existing loan by at least $1,000. And, youll get a new
headset,free*.
,It's our way of celebrating the TranSouth 500. Sunday April 1, at Darlington International Raceway. So stop
by your nearest TranSouth office today.
And get a head start on the racing season.
'Some *imams apply Set four TranSnuth manserrio detain

MITH
4NLoan
SRightNicw
Wt
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19 - Talks resume in New York.
Noneconomic issues discussed.
Dec. 20 - Union complains about the
treatment of younger players.
Jan. 9 - Union proposes minimum salary of $100,000 to $125,000 as talks
resume. PRC tell clubs to halt spring training preparatiOne.
Jail. 10 - Owners propose revenuesharing plan in which players would get 48
percent of money from tickets and television and radio contracts. Union tells payers
to halt spring training preparations.
Jail. 17 - Sides issues discussed for
TA hours.
Jan. 18- In the 11 th session, the union
says it must have deasion-making power in
order to participate in revenueshanng
Jan. 24 - Thirty-seven *yes attend
session in Tampa, Fla, arid hear Mete general manager Frank Cashen and kalwaukes
GM Harry Dalton explain pay-forperiormance plan.
Jan. 25 - Management says economic
disparity between clubs large and small
ones will not occur during the new COntraCi.
Fehr and the players say they have not
seen any reasons why they should accept
the revenue-sharing Man.
Jan. 31 - Fehr expresses frustration
with management. Owners withdrew proposal on caution language.
Feb. 1 - O'Connor repeals that camps
will not open without an apreement. Towns
acme on $25 a day in outside housing
money 10( spring training and draggling
resinaions that made players ease in spring
training hotels.
Feb. 2 - Negotiators discuss pension
plan, which expires April 1
Feb. 5- Tal4 move to Doral inn, site of
negotiations during the 50-dey strike in
1981. Sides spree to establish remanent
labor-management committee and to allow
30-day wintry rehebilitation assignments for
pitchers with consent of the player
Feb. 6 - Sides meat without progress
Feb 7 - Negotiations recess with bah
sides predicting owners will reaffirm lockout
148A01.
Feb. 9- Owners meet in Rosernori, II.,
and again say camps will not open wiffr:*8
an agreement.
Feb. 12 - Vincent enters tonne talks
Feb. 13 - Vincent makes nine-point
proposal, which labia@ revenue sharing end

pay-for-pertormance plans and proposes 75
Percent cap on salary increases in
arbitration.
Feb. 14- Union says Vincent proposal
a progress in that the sides are talking
about the sarnes *sues CO is a step backward in many respects
Feb. 15- Lockout begins. Sides meet in
Vincent's office.
Feb. 16 - Fehr says he believes owners
finally are serious about wanting an
agreement
Feb 19 - No process at 24th session.
will break oft
Feb 20 - Union says
talks an agreement a not reached by Feb
22.
Feb. 21 - Players react with "outrage"
to management's new proposal, which
would eliminate most comparisons in salary
arbitration.
Feb. 22 - Owners reverse course and
Damnt new proposal that increases minimum salary arid benefits, bosons restnctions on repeat tree agents and lessens
draft-pick compensation for free agents.
Union sees progress.
Feb. 23 - Sides agree to proposal on
free agent repeater rights. Schedule first
weekend session of talks.
Feb. 24 - Agreements reached on all
"non-economic issues" but no movement
on salary arbitration.
Feb. 28 - Talks break on without a
meeting. Union says it will return to the bargaining table only when management
shows movement.
Feb. 27 - Union executive board meets
in Phoenix and Fehr says players are
united arbitration stand.
Feb. 28 - On what was to be the mandatory reporting dale, O'Connor says positions ars hardening.
March 1 - The U.S. Senate, in 82-15
vote, urges the Ides to "smile they differences promptly and begin a complete
spring training and regular season as soon
as possible."
March 2- Fehr, briefing players at Tampa, Fla., says the union is prepared to
resume talks.
March 5 - Fehr has two-hour meeting.
with Deputy Commissioner Stephen
Greenberg.
Mardi 6 - Talks resume after nine-day
layoff with 64 -hour night meeting. Management increases otter on minimum from
185,000 to $90,000 and peneit contribution
from $44.86 million per year co $50 million
per year. No progess on arbitration
eligibility.
e
7 - The union repots rrienagernent's proposal tor • $4 million yearly
bonus pool tor players between two and
three years and asks that the top half of
those players by service time be made *4;64 for Arbitration The union lowers minimum salary proposal to $105,000 and benProt:weal to $57 million per season.
8 - Vincent proposes that owners
end the lockout lithe union promises noi to
strike during the 1990 season, an idea the
union immediately rejects Owners do not
respond to players' latest proposal.
March 16- Owners maks new proposal,
calling for $100,000 minimum and 155 million contnbutien to the benefit plan, and
withdrawing bonus pod proposal.
March 17 - Sides continue negotiations
Mardi 18 - Agreement reached on a
lour-year contract, calling tor 17 percent of
2-10-3 year players to be eligible for
arbitration

=

Jane Rogers Insurance
130()Johnson Boulevard • Murray •(502)759-4941
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Baseball lockout

You don't have to be a racing fan to appreciate the gift
you can get right now at your nearest TranSouth office.
But it helps.
Because,to any customer who qualifies, we're offering an AM/FM radio headset. It's just the thing, whether
your favorite seat is in the stands at the speedway or in the
hammock in your own backyard.
Simply stop by TranSouth before March 29th and
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Shoppers should be wary
of'Smart Shopper Club'

1

Consumers need to be alerted to a
grocery store certificate being marketed by the Smart Shopper Club
which has shown up recently in
Kentucky. The club is under investigation by Attorney General Fred
Cowan's Consumer Protection Division for pyramid sales and other
Violations of the Kentucky Consumer
Protection Act. Several other states
are also investigating the Smart Shopper Club which is run by Unimax, an
Illinois company.
Consumers who buy the certificates, which cost $60 and are supposedly good for a month,are told that
they are redeemable for $70 in merchandise at the grocery store chain of
the consumer's choice. However, the
Attorney General's Office is unaware
of any grocery store chain in Kentucky that is accepting the certificates.
Kroger and Winn-Dixie have contacted the Attorney General's Office
and advised that neither chain entered
into an agreement to honor any such
certificates.
The certificates are known to have
been marketed in Louisville, Bardstown, and Shelbyville.
A promotional flyer distributed to
consumers touts the Smart Shopper
Club as "a brand new way to shop at
the grocery store." In addition, consumers are reportedly being pressured
to purchase so-called "marketing kits"
priced at $50 apiece. These "kits" are
apparently a vehicle for involving
other consumers in the scheme. Con-

Divers on plane
that went down
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Several Kentucky scuba divers were on
a Honduras airliner that crashlanded in a Caribbean rainstorm
Sunday, slightly injuring four people, a Lexington television station
reported.
A passenger list was not immediately available. But members of the
Bluegrass Diving Club told
WLEX-TV that several passengers
were from Kentucky. Some had
contacted relatives to say they were
not hurt, the station reported.
The twin-engine, propellerdriven plane was carrying 25
Americans home from a diving trip
when it crash-landed on Roatan
Island, said Marcos Briceno, manager of TAN-SAHSA airlines.
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Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 1990

r

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 toNov.21)
You're creatively inspired today
and enthusiastic about your new
ideas. There is some tendency however to let routine matters slide.
Watch details on the job.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
tie
You could overspend on the pursuit of pleasure now. Make a point of
saving today. You may be getting rid
of some clutter at home or rearranging your furniture.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It's best to do things yourself if you
want them accomplished today.
Someone could fail to follow through
now. Otherwise, the day favors new
beginnings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Errors in communication could
arise with others today. Research and
study are favored now. Continue
doing the necessary preparation to
make a success out of a career
endeavor.
PISCES
NM&
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
moot
Shoppers need to be wary of
making foolish r purchases. It's not a
good day for financial risk-taking.
Social life today should be active.
Friends are supportive.
YOU BORN TODAY work well in
partnerships and usually are creatively talented. You're liable to shy
away from largre enterprises in
business, preferring to capitalize on
small beginnings. You are both diplomatic and interested in reform, you
can succeed in government service,
though you're more likely to be found
in an artistic career. Financial security is important to you, yet you're
willing to take a risk every once in a
while.
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Spring means hay fever
suffering for 25 million

Trish Thorn, (left), Blood Donor Recruiter for the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Blood Bank, recently presented a gift certificate to 38year-old Sheila Mullinax of Rt. 1, Dexter,(right). Mullinax is the Blood
Bank's first six gallon donor. She was awarded a $25 gift certificate,
redeemable at Bonanza Family Restaurants and the Dairy Queen.
Mullinax has been donating blood at the MCCH Blood Bank since 1977
and said she tries to give blood five times a year.Thorn said there's always a
need for more blood donors. The Blood Bank's,,blood protection plan
assures donors that they and their families can receive units of blood at no
charge when they need them.For more information on the Blood Bank,call
762-1119.

State to spend $8.6 million
to help weatherize homes
FRANKFORT, Ky. (March 16,
1990) — Kentucky will use $8.6
million in state and federal funds
this year to weatherize an estimated
14,500 residences in an effort to
help low-income Kentuckians stay
warm in winter and cool in
summer.
Cabinet for Human Resources
Secretary Harry J. Cowherd, M.D.,
said the state's on-going campaign
is designed to make these homes
more comfortable and energy
efficient.
"The program's top priority is
families who use the largest percentage of their income to pay
heating and cooling bills,"
Cowherd said. "Making homes
more 'weather-tight' should help
trim utility bills while protecting
Kentuckians from summer and
winter weather."
Caulking, weatherstripping
around windows and doors, rcglazing windows and adding insulation
are some examples of work performed on the houses.
A total of $8,642,571 will be
distributed to the state's 22 community action agencies, which
serve 118 counties; the city of
Louisville; Jefferson County; and
the city of Ashland, which also
served Boyd County.
Each region's allotment is based
upon the number of low-income
families in that part of the state,
said Mike Robinson, commissioner
of the cabinet's Department for
Social Insurance, which oversees
Kentucky's weatherization
program.
"The condition of the home

Don't Forget
the Color

determines the kind and amount of
work done to it. An average of
$1,600 can be spent on each residence which means we should be
able to make improvements to
approximately 4,928 homes this
year," said Robinson.
Funding for this year's program
includes $2,500,200 from the U.S.
Department of Engergy;
$3,352,500 from the Home Energy
Assistance Program; and
$3,292,000 from the Energy Assistance Trust Fund, created when
the state received court-ordered
rebates from the petroleum
industry.
The Department for Social Insurance retains about $502,000 for
training and $394,838 technical
programs and state administrative
costs.
Weatherization grant amounts
are as follows:
West Kentucky Allies Services,
Mayfield (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and McCracken tounties)

By Ruth E. Weisheit
Consumer Affairs Officer
Food And Drug Administration
It's spring, but for 25 to 30 million
of us, it's hard to think of anything
beyond our noses, because we are hay
fever victims.
When our particular nemesis is in
the air, we're apt to be preoccupied by
our struggle against runny nose,
runny eyes, sneezing and itching.
If tree pollen is the culprit, this all
out barrage against the nose and its
neighbors usually strikes in early
spring. Grass pollen tends to be
troublesome in late spring and summer, and the deservedly notorious
ragweed pollen is most abundant in
the fall.
Paul C. Turkeltaub, M.D., of FDA
was among researchers who examined information on allergen skin
testing collected in the Second National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. Among more than
16,000 people aged 6 to 74, about one
in five had skin reactions to at least
one allergen.
Ryegrass and ragweed pollen each

produced reactions in over 10 percent
of the people tested,6.2 percent were
sensitive to house dust, and 2.3 percent showed a reaction to cats.
More than twice as many people
reacted to allergens found outdoors
than to those found indoors.
Antihistamines, available both
over the counter and by prescription,
remain the most widely used agents to
treat hay fever symptoms. They can
be highly effective in controlling
itching and sneezing, but do less well
in clearing nasal congestion. Antihistamines are most effective when used
regularly rather than sporadically.
Their chief undesirable side effects
are drowsiness and excessive drying
of tissues. Newer antihistamines,such
as the prescription medication Seldane (terfenadine), are less apt to
cause these side effects.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

300 South 4th

753-9586

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1985 Chrysler Leteron GTS sh.p $31000
1981 Grand Prix
1985 Ford Escort 1
1977 Chevy

New

'2,100

1981 Chevette 1

1400

1982 Datsun Truck

.....t.. '1,350
hics
'2,950
1,350
'1,400

Till& Good

1985 Ford Mustang
1981 Citation
1982 Cavalier

'1,250
'1,400
'1,900
'2,200
'2,500
1650
'450

1978 1-Bird
Cows

1985 Spectrum Ros
1982 Mazda
1976 Chevy Luv Truck
1977 Ford LTD
/

.--:.. SPECIAL HIGHER PRICED CAR -1983 Trans Am - Glass T -Tops..

13,900

ONE MONTH
FREE MAKESIT
A REEL DEAL.

71 percent of Kentucky's shoppers are
more likely to read a
newspaper insert if it's
printed in full color.
Shopper Attitudes m Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky.

The Black and White
of Student Retention and
Recruitment at Murray State:
The Students' Perspective.

BEACHES

BILL & TED'S
EXCELLENT ADVENTURE

THE 'BURRS

JONATHAN WINTERS AND
HIS TRAVELING ROADSHOW

MISSISSIPPI BURNING

SMOKEY ROBINSON:
MOTO'WN* ON SHOWTIME

Call now and get sHownmE at big savings. You'll enjoy exclusive
hit movies you won't find anywhere else on TV. Plus comedy. Concerts.
SHOWTIME Championship Boxing. And quality Familytime programs.
So don't miss the Reel Deal, order SHOWTIME now.

A Special One-Hour Edition of

NEWS MAKERS

SHOWTIME EXCLUSIVES

Tonight 6:05 and 10:05

Get A FREE Connection To Showtime Now!

Here you see them. There you don't.

P/us...When You Buy One Month, You
Get The Second Month FREE!

Murray

CABLE
VLSI•N
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Spring Alkrgies

sumers have been solicited both
through direct contact with other
participants and through group sales
meetings.
A pyramid scheme is a multi-level
marketing plan in which the participants are paid for bringing other participants into the program.
Consumers are urged to contact
their grocery store chain before purchasing any certificates and contact
the Consumer Protection Division of
the Attorney General's Office at(502)
564-2200 or 1-800-432-9257.

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19).
You'll be getting more joy out of
life now and in the coming month.
Judgment though may be off about a
home matter. Concentrate now on
career interests.
TAURUS
lApr. 20 to May 20)
You could be underestimating the
difficult of a task. Be especially
attentive to details lest you overlook
something of importance. Accent
teamwork tonight.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Work is your best route to financial
gain. Be leery of propositions which
may be dubious. A friend either
exaggerates or procrastinates. Watch
carelessness with money.
CANCER
(,Jmit. 21 to July 22)
You could be taking on more than
you can handle in business today. The
accent now is on togetherness. Feelings grow deeper in romance. Outings
together are favored.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
New ideas today keep you exicted
about your work. Some advice
though you receive about a personal
matter may be misleading. Making
changes at home are favored.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Though the coming month is
favorable for important financial
moves, today is not. Something new
Lfl the way of entertainment appeals
to you now. Romance is a plus.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You'll enjoy the accent on loving
ties that greets you this coming
month. Watch your judgment in
business today. Things improve for
you at home. Shopping is favored.
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Thru March Only!
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'Ashley,' Joshua' top Kentucky's list
for baby names; creativity flourishes

Youth raise money for Habitat for Humanity

ACROf

Area church youth groups will be scheduling fundraising events such as bake sales, spaghetti suppers, car
washes this spring to raise $3,000 for the local Habitat for Humanity. The money will be sent overseas to
an underdeveloped country where Habitat is working to assist people with housing. The project begins
March 25 and ends April 29. Helping with the fundraising efforts are (front row from left) Andrea Rose,
David Harp, Chris Burgess, and Ryan Malone. Also helping with the project are (back row) R. P. Hodge,
youth in education director at First Baptist Church of Murray and co-chairman of the youth project, Beth
Rose, Mike Farmer, Shawn Hale, Terri Dick, Shana Lamab, Jay Davis and Carol Maxey, youth coordinator at the First United Methodist Church and co-chairman of the project.

Trenholm given MCCH 'Out of Ordinary' award
Robert Trenholm,a paramedic with
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Ambulance Service, has been
selected as the hospital's "Out of the
Ordinary" employee for March.
The "Out of the Ordinary" award is

presented regularly to an employee
such as Robert, who,in the eyes of his
or her colleagues and/or patients,
demonstrates outstanding commitment to their responsibilities at the
medical facility.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"Success for the striver washes
away the effort of striving."
- Pindar

The U.S. Women's Team won the
NEC Venice Cup for the fifth time
at the World Championships last
fall. Going into the final 16 boards,
the U.S. trailed the Netherlands by
15 IMPs, but then rallied strongly to
pick up 49 IMPs, winning the final
by 34 IMPs. Today's defense made a
substantial contribution to the late
charge.
When the U.S. played in four
hearts on different bidding), West
started with the club ace before
shifting to her singleton diamond.
Fast returned a diamond, South inserted the 10 and West ruffed, but
that was all. The U.S. team chalked
up their vulnerable game.
In the replay. Lynn Deas (West)
and Beth Palmer (East) found the
defense to beat the game. West led
her singleton diamond to East's ace
and ruffed the return of the diamond four. finessed by South. Obeymg the suit-preference signal, Deas
underled her club ace to East's king,
and a second diamond ruff beat the
game
Playing for the U.S. were Kern
Shuman and Karen McCallum, Deas
and Palmer. and Kitty Bethe and
Marge Gwozdzinsky. Captain was
Dorothy Truscott, a former multiple winner of the Venice Cup.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
3-19-A
4A K 7 5
•K 105
•8 7 3
•972
WEST
EAST
•J 10 6 3
•Q 9 2
V 74
V 982
•6
•A Q 9 4 4A Q J 8 6 4
4K 5 3
SOUTH
+84.
•A Q J 6 3
•K J 10 5 2

+10
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1•
Pass
1•
1+
2•
Dbl.
3V
Pass
4V
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Diamond six

Robert is a ten-year employee at
MCCH. Surprised by the award,
Robert said, "I'd like to personally
thank everyone for their support -especially last year when I had
surgery. I don't think I deserve this
award because I am just doing my job.
It is nice to be able to work with such
good professional people in the hospital."
One of the many nomination cards
for Robert said, "He is always very
caring of the patients he comes in
contact with. He goes out of his way to
assist in the area he's working in
regardless of what the job may be."
In addition to the award, Robert
receives a specially-marked parking
space for the month, a certificate
denoting the honor, and a special
invitation to the hospital's annual
service awards banquet.
Robert and his wife, Cynthia, live
at 1607 Belmont in Murray. They
have two children,Erika,7, and Cory,
4.

LEAD WITH THE ACES

South
Pass
Pass

West
North
2 40
Pass
3 NT
All pass
*Stayman
ANSWER: Diamond 10. East has
hearts, West has spades, and North
didn't double clubs - lead a
diamond.

Send bridge questions to The Acts, PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply

Robert Trenholm

Copyright. 1990 United Feature Syndicate

Where is everyone going

T. J.'s
Bar-13-0

Frankfort,Ky. - Portions of Ballard
Wildlife Management Area, Ballard
County, will remain closed to all
human and vehicular access until
further notice.
The temporary restriction is necessary to protect bald eagles which
appear to be incubating eggs at two
nesting sites on the area.
Forming a circle, the protected
areas extend 1,500 feet(the length of
five football fields laid end to end) in
all directions from the nest. Closed
portions are marked by signs.

Finally, some children just seem
destined to meet. Consider these
combos: Candy and Cane; Mickey
and Minnie, George and Mikhail;
Waylon and Willie; 011ie and Stan;
General and Patton; French and
Inglish; Spring, Summer, Autumn
and Winter, Homer and Odyssey;
Ricky and Ricardo; Rola and Royce; Bonnie and Clyde; Curly, Larry
and Mohammed; and future nextdoor-neighbors Barney and Betty
and Fred, Wilma and Dino.

The remainder of the management Lakes also have potential for being
area opens for public use Friday, .'successful this year.
March 16.
In 1987, for the first time since the
If all goes well, biologists with the
1940s, a pair of bald eagles produced
Kentucky Department of Fish and
two hatchlings on Ballard Wildlife
Wildlife Resources estimate hatching
Management Area. Unfortunately,
will take place around mid-April. the young did not survive.
After hatching occurs, anglers may
Dangerously close to extinction
then use the fishing dock on Shelby
Lake. Further announcements will be from the overuse of now-banned
made as changing conditions warrant. DDT, bald eagles are showing signs
of recovery in all sections of the
According to biologist David
Yancy, two eagle nests on the Ken- United States except the southcentral
tucky portion of Land Between the states which includes Kentucky.

Constance Lowenthal, executive
director of the International Foundation for Art Research in New
York, which tracks stolen artworks.
"The Gardner Museum is a treasure house. Everything in it is
exceedingly valuable and first rate
and superb."
Paul Cavanagh, special FBI
agent in Boston, called the theft "a
professional job. ... It was not discovered until when the cleaning
people showed up to do their
rounds around eight this morning."
Around 1 a.m. Sunday, the
thieves apparently convinced
museum guards they were police
officers and tied them with tape
before making their way to the
museum's Dutch room, Cavanagh
said. The guards were not hurt, he
said.
"This is one of those thefts

Court Square
414 Main St Murray

753-3366

Our best

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
/
4
-23.20
Goodyear
37% +1
Industrial Average
I.B.M
107% -1%
Previous Close
2741.22
Air Products
49 -Vs
Ingersoll Rand-................55
3414 -%
Kmart
A.T.C.-Class A .......33B 33%A
Kroger
13 -%
AT&T
41% -Y.
McDonalds
31% -Y.
Bank of Murray
122% +B
JCPenney
68A -%
Bell South
53% -%
Quaker Oats
Briggs & Stratton
+%
47%' -Y.
41% -Y.
Sears
Chrysler
18% unc
.34% -V.
Snap-On Tools.
31% -%
CSX Corp.
Texaco
58% -%
Dean Foods
31% unc
9614 + v4
Time-Warner
Dollar Gen. Store....8% B 914 A
26 -V.
.47% -%
UST
Exxon
46% -Y.
Wal-Mart
Ford
4714 -%
Woolworth
63% -Y.
47% -Y.
General Motors
C.E.F. Yield
7.59
40% -%
Goodrich

$1"

8th Anniversary Celebration

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
OM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

Register All Week For Drawings
To Be Held On Saturday

GM

•1

Keep The Greet GM Feeling With Genuine GM Part.

FREE Birthday Cake On Friday & Saturday
***********•******
'87 Pontiac Bonneville

TJ's Bar-B-Q
806 Chestnut

Some parents might have been
homesick when they named Kentucky babies Thor, Juan, Antonio,
Gabrielle, Sean, Sven, Isabella,
Natasha, Pedro, Vito, Gretchen,
Misha and Sasha.

Portion of Ballard Wildlife Management Area
remains off limits to protect bald eagle nests

HILLIARD
LYONS
investment is you.

To show our appreciation
for your support
we are rolling back
the price on our
Large Bar-B-Que
& Fries Special
to the same low price as
when we opened 8 years ago.

Only
Price Good thru March 24

Weather terms were a popular
source of names. Misty, Sunny,
Wendy, Sunshine, Sun, Sky, Stormy and Raine are 1989 babies.
These children will be spelling
their names for others all their
lives: Jamarquius, Darrylquan, Finderryck, Oceashaya, Quirt, L,eTerrious, Zeff, Nilmon, Tajh, Zendle,
Roopika, ElijahWone, Craiggory,
Sidwell, Xavia, Yuuki, Soctoria,
Tangayika, Apurva, Fadzyinie,
Banieshia, Gilu, Oxden, Plass,
Teique and Tirzah.

White, 6 cyl , loaded, 55,xxx
miles

$9,800c*

753-0045
as

"Place ain't fancy, but sho is good food"

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

41*******414141-•
•
•

641 South
Murray
753 2617

Good
Naighbor
Chary
Stars

where people actually spent some
time researching and took specific
things," Cavanagh said, adding
that the investigation would not be
limited to the United States,
William Robinson, curator of
drawings for Harvard University's
Fogg Art Museum, called the
objects stolen "major works."
"It's not overstating the case to
say that these are priceless works,"
Robinson said.•"A loss of any of
these works is significant."
Peter Sutton, curator of European paintings at Boston's Museum
of. Fine Arts, said it was possible
the works had been stolen on commission for the private collection
of a wealthy art collector.
"You hear legends of deranged
collectors," Sutton said. "But
mostly I think it's the stuff of spy
novels."
Ms. Lowenthal agreed that the
paintings would be nearly impossible to dispose of.
'People make pilgrimages to see
these paintings. Scholars and art
lovers know where they are, where
they belong."
"These things to do not belong
on the market and cannot be sold
for a decent price," she said.
"Possibly the thieves are going to
wake up tomorrow morning and
have a completely different problem from the one they thought they
had."
Corey Cronin, a museum spokesman, said the works were part of
the museum's permanent collection
dating from the last century. Cronin said the museum had a "state
of the art" security system and
employed two security guards.
He said no apparent damage was
done to the museum, a former mansion built at the turn of the century
in the style of a 15th century Venetian palace.
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Henry art showing
at Eagle Gallery
MURRAY, Ky. - An exhibit by
Murray State University graduate
student Debi Henry will open
Wednesday in the upper level of the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery on the
Murray State campus.
Henry's exhibit of paintings and
prints will remain on display
through April 1.
The artist is the daughter of
Donald E. Henry of Murray and
Prentess Ann Henry of Louisville.
She is a candidate for a master's
degree with a major in painting.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

41W
•

1 Lift
5 Le(

51

BOSTON (AP) - Thieves disguised as policemen talked their
way into a leading art museum early Sunday and stole 11 paintings,
including major works by
Rembrandt, Degas and Manet and
Vermeer, FBI and museum officials said.
The value of the missing works,
which also included an ancient
Chinese beaker, was "in the hundreds of millions of dollars," said
Karen Haas, acting curator of the
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.
But the paintings' value cannot
be accurately determined because
they have not been on the market
for nearly a century, she said. In
any case, art experts said, such
well-known works could not be
sold on the open market.
"It is the biggest old master
theft in this country, by far," said

+J5

Large Bar-B-Que & Fries

son, Jefferson, Monroe, Boyd,
Kenton, Webster, Carter, Elliott
and Clay.
Baby "gems" include Diamond,
Jade, Opal, Ruby, Pearl, Emerald
and Garnett.

Thieves disguised as policemen steal 11 paintings

3-19-B
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (March 15, Jonathon (321), Nicholas (307),
1990)- While Ashley and Joshua Aaron (298), Dustin (284), Adam
led the pack of Kentucky baby (277) and Jacob (276).
Aaron, Adam and Jacob replaced
names again in 1989, parents continued to show plenty of creativity Timothy, Charles and Ryan on the
with names such as Amnestie, top 20.
While just 40 names account for
Netherland, Valentine and Eunique.
For the third year in a row, Ash- more than a third of all babies born
ley and Joshua were the top names last year, many parents expressed
from the 46,599 Kentucky births novelty and inventiveness. From
from 1989 recorded to date by the
Aaren to Zuri, babies are named
Department for Health Services' for animals, places, colors, flowers
vital statistics branch.
and...who knows what.
One of every 30 girls born in
Babies who are bound to grow
1989 was named Ashley; parents into colorful characters: Aqua,
chose Joshua for one in every 28 Green, Teal, Silver, Ivory, Golden,
boys. The list shows a toal of 5,514 Ebony, Auburn, Scarlet and Beige.
different first names registered for
Babies who'll lead spicy lives:
1989.
Chicory, Curry, Ginger and
The top 20 girls' names and thier Cinamon.
totals were Ashley (750), Brittany
The animal works was well rep(737), Jessica (696), Amanda resented on the list with Bear, Kit(519), Sarah (445), Smantha (362), ty, Sable, Wren, Buck, Fawn,
Kayla (358), Tiffany (356), Amber Raven, Colt and Robin. Plant life
(345), Megan (337), Heather (333), made a showing as well - Azalea,
Emily (286), Lauren (265), Jennifer Blossom, Laurel, Rose, Violet,
(251), Elizabeth (241), Whitney Daisy, Magnolia, Ivy, his and
(242), Stephanie (240), Rachel Sequoya.
(221), Courtney (205) and Mary
If names can affect a person's
(184).
development, these children's perNo new names appeared among sonalities might be predictable:
the top 20 girls' names between
Blythe, Coy, Serenity, Peppie, Mir1988 and 1989.
acle, Angel, Vanity, Devine, PasFor boys, the top 20 names and
sion, Tempest, Precious, Lacy,
their totals were Joshua (843), Harmony, Desire, Justice and
Christopher (764), Justin (682), Classey.
James (676), Michael (658), MatthBabies share names with 56
ew (597), William (526), David
Kentucky counties. Some of them
(449), John (412), Andrew (402), are Montgomery, Adair, Grayson,
Robert (394), Brandon (390), Jessamine, Robertson, Woodford,
Joseph (360), Daniel (336), Marshall, Harlan, Carroll, Ander-

EWE
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER Labor, university officials don't foresee unions soon
ACROSS
1 Lifeless
5 Leo
constellation
9 Dove cry
12 Gaelic
13 A Griffith
14 Music variety
15 Squander
17 Most
profound
19 More
uncanny
21 ''— Do It
Again"
22 German title
24 Neon symbol
25 Uncouth
fellow
26 Pismire
27 Native
American
29 Italian river
31 Possessive
pronoun
32 Concerning
33 "— Mice
and Men
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Germany
8 Louis —
9 Weathers in
time
"Rocky IV"
3 Declares
10 Kiln
4 Hinder
11 Chooses
5 Anderson ID
DOWN
16 Teutonic
6 In truth
deity
7 River in
1 Condensed
18 Scheme
20 Interior
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
22 Call
23 Grafted
14
heraldry
25 Coffeehouse
13UUU
16
27 Flower
18
17UUUUU 28 Specks
29 Bard
20
21
30 Possesses
34 Large
24
25
African cat
36 Time gone by
27
28
29 30
37 Gets up
39 Liquid
32
33
34
41 "The Sound
of —"
37
42 Halt
38
43 Peel
44 Journey
40
41
45 Samarium
Symbol
44
45
47 Guido's high
note
48
49 50
49 The self
50 Quarrel
52
53
54
53 Eggar ID
moisture

43
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57
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I COULDN'T SLEEP LAST
N161-1T I KEPT WORRYING
ABOUT SCHOOL AND ABOUT
LIFE AND ABOUT EVERYTHING..

UUU
UUU

I DON'T SLEEP
UJELL, EITHER

3-19

NANCY

*iff! wifflof liiff!
).,

FrrIM-11.

YEEDCK! A

SPIDER!

Ti-115 CAN OF BOG SPRAY
OUGHT TO PO THE TRICK

BEETLE BAILEY
/

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Employees at Kentucky's public
universities interested in union representation may find that a successful organizing drive won't do them
any good.
The catch is that state law says
university regents or trustees aren't
required to recognize or bargain
with employee unions.
The issue gained auention last
week because the Faculty Senate at
Western Kentucky University
brought in United Auto Workers
union representatives to provide
information about collective
bargaining.
"I think the frustration level of

2 Period of

UUU

23

26

42

Ifi

UUU
19

22

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 Farm animal
35 French
article
36 Pittsburgh
player
38 Chicken
39 Existed
40 Sun god
41 Shea
Stadium
occupants
42 Health
(e&Orts
44 Fine gauze
46 Shreds
48 Showy flower
51 Unit of
Norwegian
currency
52 "sex, — and
videotapes"
54 "Othello''
villain
55 Through
56 Church part
57 Breed of dog

faculty is understandable. but I
don't see a move among regents to
embrace collective bargaining,"
said Gary Cox, executive director
of the state Council on Higher
Education.
There is some disagreement
about whether university employees, who are state employees, can
bargain collectively, and whether
state universities legally could bargain with unions.
The federal and state constitutions allow university employees to
form unions and ask college administrators to bargain with them,
said state Rep. Ron Cyrus, DFlatwoods, an official with the

Walter Mack, savior of Pepsi-Cola,
dies in his sleep in New York Sunday
NEW YORK (AP) — Walter S.
Mack, who rescued a largely
unknown Pepsi-Cola Co. during the
Depression and turned it into the
country's No. 2 soft drink maker,
has died after a lengthy illness. He
was 94.
Mack died in his sleep early
Sunday at his Manhattan home,
where he had been recuperating
from a December bout with pneumonia and heart disease, said his
son, Walter S. Mack Jr.
During the 1930s, Mack tackled
the job of reviving troubled but
promising companies.
It was while trying to save the
New York-based Loft's candy
chain that he took a special interest
in its Pepsi syrup division. Pepsi
was spun off and Mack became its
president in 1938.
Loft's had sold the syrup formulated by a North Carolina druggist
in 1893 only to candy stores.

It made little headway in the
market until Mack broke CocaCola's control of the name "cola"
in a historic fight with Coke chief
Robert Woodruff.
Mack also bought what he called
"the first commercial jingle ever
heard on the air." The jingle played in the first 30- and 60-second
network spots:
"Pepsi-Cola hits the spot,
"Twelve full ounces, that's a lot,
"Twice as much for a nickel,
too,
"Pepsi-Cola is the drink for
you."
By the early 1940s, Pepsi was an
international giant second only to
Coca-Cola in sales.
After stepping down as Pepsi
president in 1951, he ran the
Nedick's hot dog chain and headed
several other companies.
Mack graduated from Harvard in
1917 and volunteered for war service. He 13ter won a commission to
the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
He started the Young Republican
Club in the Democratic bastion of
ALL NIGI-IT LONG I KEPT
UJORRYIN6 THAT THE MOON WAS New. York City. He ran unsuccessfully for the state Senate in 1932
GOING TO FALL ON MY 1-1EAD..
and worked on Mayor Fiorello
LaGuardia's mayoral campaigns.
He also served as chairman of the
New York County Republican
Committee.
"He was an extraordinarily
energetic and creative man," said
Republican state Sen. Roy M.
Goodman.
In 1978, at 82, Mack brought
together a group of former cola
company executives to launch
KNEW
1400L0
King-Cola Corp. It filed for bank1-tAYEruptcy three years later.
FROUeNT A
"Work keeps rrie alive, as it
LAWN NAIR
does a great many people," he testified before the House Selecr
Committee on Aging in 1981.
Mack remained active until
about two years ago, his son said.
"As he aged he came more to
believe that you do your best and
keep trying and if things don't
work out you keep going," Walter
Jr. said. "That's probably what
kept him young."
His wife, Ruth, died in 1986. He
is survived by two sons, Walter Jr.,
an assistant U.S. attorney in Manhattan, and Anthony of Los
Angeles: and two daughters, Alice
M. Sawyer of Wilmington, Del.,
and Florence Ann Kelly of
Manhattan.
A memorial service was planned
for Thursday at the Beth-El Chapel
at Temple Emanu-El, where Mack
was treasurer for 56 years.
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state AFL-CIO.
"Anyone has got a right to
organize a union," Cyrus said.
But Franklin Berry, an attorney
for WKU, said state law prohibited
state employees from participating
in collective bargaining. Even if
regents at Western wanted to negotiate with an employee union, he
would advise them not to.
"It's not that you can't have a
union," Berry said. "The statute
says that state employees are not
permitted to collectively bargain."
Faculty members at Northern
Kentucky University voted in 1987
and 1988 to organize for collective
bargaining under the Amer.-In
Association of University Professors (AAUP), said NKU faculty
regent Lew Wallace, who supported bargaining.
Regents rejected the move both
times.
But Wallace said it is not illegal
for university employees to try to
bargain collectively. "If it had
been illegal," he said, "we'd all
have been in prison."
The issue was addressed in a
1978 decision by the Kentucky
Supreme Court in a case involving
some non-academic employees at
the University of Kentucky who

CLASSIFIED ADS
Brin
g Buyers and Sellers together
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1 - I CAN'T„THEY'LL
WAIT FOR ME.
THEY'LL KILL ME
WHEN I GET OUT.

1-0961
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL PUBLISH,
ACCORDING TO LAW, ON OR AROUND
APRIL 1, 1990, A LIST OF PROPERTY
OWNERS WHO HAVE FAILED TO PAY
THEIR 1989 PROPERTY TAXES. JO CRASS
CITY CLERK
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Calloway County School District will hold a
public hearing on Tuesday, March 27, 1990, at
1:00 p.m. This hearing will be held in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building at 2110
College Farm Road, Murray. The purpose of this
hearing is to allow an opportunity for the general
public to testify on a grant which will be submitted
to the Office of Education in Washington, D.C.
The proposal will be submitted for possible
funding under the EVEN START Program. This
program proposes to work with eligible children
ages 1-7 and their parents. All comments will be
considered prior to submission of the application.
020

It
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?plaices us sick,

because you're 46. But

Happy Birthday any
way. We love you.
Morn, sisters

020

and brother

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For tree inforrna
tion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'irerro local claim servIcs"

Notice
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Chevrolet Cargo Van
5334 64 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease
$5,000 GOLD CARD Guarat-aced! No deposit. No credit check. Cash advances!
Also easy VISA/MC, no deposit! Call now!
1(800)677-5103. anytime

Today, he turns 20 +
20 and for always,
he's loved a plenty.

Happy Birthday!
From Your One
& Only Sis, Kathy

RESPONSIBLE retired
couple wants to rent furnished apartment or house
for June, My,and possibly
August. Phone 753-2870
before March 26 or wnte
PO Box 1040C, Murray. Ky
42071

By GARY LARSON

WELL, 1, UM ALSO
HAD MY OWN LIST

NEW Credit Card $1500
credit limit No one turned
down regardless of past
credit
history
800-735-5660

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

49 year old single father
needs lady (or person) to
care for teen-age son and
to cook and clean in a

family-type surrounding
Must be a non-smoker,
non-drinker Please send
information on salary re-

quirements and picture (returned) to V J Christenson
P0 Box 698 Hutchinson,
MN 55350
AIRLINE Jobs' Now hiring
this area! Customer service, ticket agents etc
$10,550 to $58,289 immediate openings! Call
1-315-733-6062 Ext A2558
for current listing

PASSPORT Photos In- ASSEMBLE OUR
DEstant passport photos avail- VICES, Learn this
trade, we
able at Allison Photogra- send instructions,
parts,
phy, 753-8809
and check for assembly
Cal (404) 426-0672 Ext

THE PHANTOM
'

010
Legal
Notice

----'7

enttyl

joined a national union.
The Supreme Court ruled that
the university could not prohibit
employees from joining a union,
but that it had "no legal enforceable duty to recognize, negotiate or
bargain with" any group of
employees or any union representing them.
The court ruled that trustees
could negotiate with the union if
they wanted to and enter into contracts as long as the contracts did
not violate other provisions in state
law.
The 1978 court case seems to
indicate that university employees
could bargain as a unit if the university agreed to it
John DeMarcus, a professor at
NKU who is executive-secretary of
the state chapter of the AAUP, said
Kentucky university employees
could benefit from union representation. Among other things, he said
it could give them more leverage
with trustees and Frankfort.
DeMarcus also said he saw
increasing interest in collective
bargaining among university
employees. As a result, he thinks
university trustees someday will
recognize employee unions even if
state law does not change.

r WHEN YOU GET OUT,.

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

YOU'LL ALL BE TOO OLD
TO CARE. WRITE

Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New 112. Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
GUtware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
In the Chicken Museum

759-9234

DIETARY Aide temporary
position available Apply
with Personnel. Marshall
County Hospital. 503 GEO
McClain Drive Benton, Ky
42025. ATT. Personnel
EOE
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200-$500 weekly.
mailing 1990 travel brochuren For more information send • stamped
addressed envelop* lo.
Travel MarXebng, P 0 Box
2297. Miami, FL 33261
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Help
Wanted
EXCELLENT Opportunity
Large insurance corporabon has outstanding opening for a sales representa
Me Individual must be a
local resident with managerial ability and ambition
Business or sales background helpful In requesting personal interview,
please call between
800a m arid 11 00a m at
753-9379 Equal Opportunity Employer kit F/HN
EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly Easy
work at home No expenCall
once needed
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours, including
Sunday
Full-time cook needed,
part-time waitress needed
Apply 8-3pm, Mon -Fri 410
Main Pam's Cake Hut No
phone calls please
HAIRDRESSER with some
clientel We will provide extra training. Retail products
of your choice, with full
commission. Call 753-6435
for interview
INTERIOR decorator professional experience
necessary, also paint store
sales and stockman
Wages negotiable
753-0839 between 7am &
5pm, Monday - Friday
MEDICAL SERVICES
COORDINATOR position
Part-time coordinator of
nursing station with physician, admissions, medical
records and business office Submit Application/
Resume to Personnel,
Marshall County Hospital,
503 GEO McClain Drive,
Benton, Ky 42025.

Miierray Ledger & Times

NEED A Job? We can help
Call 24 hours (314)
539-9765 Dept 121
RN - Tired of the Hospital
routine?? Looking for a
change and a challenge?
Talk to us about Home
Health care for patients
served by the Purchase
District Health Department,
and discuss our new pay
plan An opening is available in Murray now. Registers of qualified applicants
are maintained for use
when vacancies occur in all
counties. On-call time is
compensated. Salary
range is $9 05 to $9 97/hr.
based on education, experience and level of responsibility. Increases of least
10% dunng the first year
Applicants must be graduates of a school of nursing
accredited by the National
League for Nursing and be
eligible for Kentucky hcensure Openings are generally for experienced nurses
in full-time, weekday positions. However, new graduates and applicants interested in part-time and Job
sharing will be considered
Full time employees receive holiday and hinge
benefit package comparable to state government
employee benefits Starting
salaries may be less for
new graduates, based on
education Contact the
Home Health NurseCoordinator at 444-9625,
or the Nursing Director at
247-1490, or applications
may be picked up at the
Calloway Health Center or
others in the Purchase District. Transcnpts are required EOE

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; You have
been out of school 9
months or more,'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E 0 E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J T.P A
Call J T P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.

SPEECH - LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGIST. Full time
position with national
Health Corp. in Glasgow,
Ky. Provide diagnostics
and therapy in a skilled
nursing facility and outpatient clinic. Will consider
CFY-SP or CCC-SP. For
further information, call
Dale Shelton, M.A., CCGSP, Regional Coordinator,
Communication Disorders
Services, 901-465-9861 or
write to: National Health
Corp. c/o Somerville Health
Q.A. COORDINATOR pos- Care Center PO Box 229
ition available. 16 hours per Somerville, Tenn. 38068.
week Coordinate quality
assurance activities LPN TEMPORARY Housekeepwith experience preferred. ing position available.
Submit application/resume Apply with Marshall
to: Personnel, Marshall County Hospital, 503 GEO
County Hospital, 503 GEO McClain Drive, Benton, Ky
McClain Drive, Benton, Ky. 42025 ATT . Personnel
EOE
42025

Pool Manager, Life Guards &
Concession Workers Needed.
Applications are being accepted by the Murray
Calloway County parks Department for pool
manager, lifegaxds & concession workers.
Deadline for pool manager will be 3 p.m. April
12th.
Applications Available at

The Park Office
10th & Payne St.
Phone 753-7640

ONE OF THE FASTEST
GROWING AUTOMOBILE
DEALERSHIPS
is seeking full time office help. Must
have sortie bookkeeping and payroll
experience. Title preparation, new
vehicle registration, warranty claims
filing. Automobile dealership experience preferred. Pay plan based
upon experience. All applications
will be confidential.
Reply to:

P.O. Box 310-VR,
Paris, TN 38242.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$50.53. per month if you do not have
diabetes or heart/circulatory trouble
and $56.04. if you do.

270
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Want
To Buy

Help
Wanted

Spans
Equipment

Homes For isle

460

.13ei

170

Mobile
Homes For Salo

Home,

Fa Sale

•

WOULD like to buy a used
armoire wardrobe Call
759-9778 after 4pm

POSTAL SERVICE Jobs
Salary to $65K Nationwide Entry level positions
Call (1) 805 687 6000 Ext
P-10706

BERETTA 92F 9mrn 2-15 14x60 MOBILE home and
shot clips NIB $550 Ruger lot 2BR, 2 bath, new carNM single 6 cony. .225-4' pet, new well, near lake
$16,000 436-5358 after
bbl NIB $200 759-4154
5pm
210

090
Skuation
Wanted

12hp ROPER riding
Like new
mower
753-8690

CUSTOM tilling with Troybill tiller Any size garden
$20 and up 436-5259

1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61 mower deck
437-4171

GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737

CONSOLE TV very good
condition 489-2910

HOMECARE - Experienced lady would like to
care for 2 elderly ladies, in
her home Best of care,
home cooked meals 24
hour supervision. References For more intomaton, call 759-4898

LOOKING for antique
brass bed? Full size, perfect for the antique buff.
$500 1-382-2859 after
6pm.
NAME Brand, quality childrens clothing. Boys, size 7
& 8, little girls 3T & 4T, girls
M, 10-12 753-3200

JUST Married, need yards
to mow Best iob at cheapest price 753-6849

SEQUIN dresses for prom
and pageants 753-9866

WILL do medical transcription in my home 5 years
Call
experience.
1-3.45-2604.

WEDDING planning? For
sale 5 matching royal blue
long bridesmaids dresses,
1 flower girl dress After
6pm, 1382-2859.

100

Business
OPPerlutlitY

STEEL Building Systems
Manufacturer awarding
dealership in select open
areas Starter advertising;
Dealer seminar, Design
and Engineering support
provided Purchase factory
direct at low dealer price
Call 303-759-3200 Eat
2408.

LEARN TO DRIVE

'
(:-1
)
•
th=

TRACTOR-TRAILER
Stan The New Year
PlIght With A New Career

ALLIANCE

130
For Sale
Or Trade
1976 FORD Van Will sell
or trade for 3 or 4 wheeler
435-4493

1968 FORD Fairlane for
parts 436-2135
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING. aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and Junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house full. 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm
WANT to buy about 3000
bushels of corn. Will pay
over the market price, delivered
to
Dover
615-232-7687

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe
60" to 70" Tall
Will move it.

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

OAK Firewood, seasoned
or green, $30 delivered.
753-5476
WOOD for sale 436-5481.

220
Muskat

For Sale:
Spinet-Console
Plano Bargain
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over low
monthly payments on
spinet piano.
See Locally. Call 800327-3345 Ext. 102
NICE used studio piano.
753-8833.

155

DISTRIBUTORSHIP By
Manufacturer - servicing
Goodyear, Firestone, Holiday Inn, Ramada Inn, etc.
from your auto No selling
Requires 10 hours per
week. Potential of $43,500
plus per year Requires
$10,000 cash. Call
1-800-626-2721, ext. 430.

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Appliances
GE white refrigerator, $40•
Frigidaire brown stove
$50. Like new. 436-2254.
WHIRLPOOL washer/
dryer, excellent condition.
$200/par. 753-8009.

240
MIsceRaneous
‘'ISA OR MASTERCARD!
E if bankrupt or bad cledit! We
Guarantee you a card(x DOUBLE
your money back.
CaD 14105-612-7555
EXT. M-1414.
(call 7 days a week)

1987 BUCCANEER 3BR,
2 bath, central air, central
gas heat Partially furnished Must sell! May take
over payments if preferred
753-1932
BIG Family?? Check this
out! One only 24x68 Fleetwood double wide, vinyl
siding, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, livingroom & den,
deluxe kitchen, utility room,
patio doors, double insulated, storm windows, plywood floors, completely
furnished, central air installed, delivered & set up
only $32,900 at Bargain
Home Center, Hwy 641
South (Camden Hwy)
Paris, Tn. Call collect
901-644-1176
EXTRA nice 12x60 Duke:
2BR, 1 bath, refrigerator,
stove, A/C. Must see to
appreciate. 489-2424.
DON'T make your landlord
rich! Invest your hard
earned money in your own
home! Bargain Home Center, Hwy 641 South (Camden Hwy) Paris, Tn Call
collect 901-644-1176.
DOUBLE wides as low as
$19,995 for a 24x54 3BR 2
bath with appliances! Double insulated, storm windows, plywood floors Free
delivery and setup Bargain
Home Center, Hwy 641
South (Camden Hwy)
Paris, Tn. Call collect
901-644-1176.

WHY Rent???? We have a
manufactured home for
you!!! Payments starting
$150 per month Keith
Baker Homes, Inc Hwy 79,
Paris, TN
Collect
901-644-0012

320
Apartments
Fee Rent
2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer hookup $325/mo plus deposit.
No pets 753-4487
2BR apartment freshly decorated, party furnished,
including stove and refrigerator 3 blocks from
campus 489-2741, leave
message
2BR apartment in Northwood $265/mo 759-4406
2BR duplex in Northwood
$350/mo. 759-4406
APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedroom, near down
town 753-4109
FURNISHED one BR
apartment Nice and large.
Fireplace, gas and water
paid. Close to campus.
$175/mo. 753-7276.
FURNISHED 1BR apartment at 1602 Dodson St.
$150 a month plus deposit.
No pets. Call 753-6564.
FURNISHED apartments 1
or 2BR. Also sleeping
rooms No pets. Zimmerman Apts. So. 16th.
753-6609
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments. Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back. Coleman
RE 753-9898.

EXTRA Clean - 12x65 2BR,
2 bath, C/AC. Delivered NICE 2 bedroom duplex.
- $7995. No tax. Keith Baker Central H/A, all appliances
PRINTED caps: 12 dozen Homes, Inc. Hwy 79, Paris, furnished. Coleman RE,
$2 each, 6 dozen $2 50 Tn. Collect 901-644-0012. 753-9898.
APPLIANCES, couch and each, at Faye's. 753-7743.
JUST arrived! New 14x56 NICE and roomy 2BR
chair, misc. pottery.
2BR only $10,900! Pay- apartment, close to cam753-4545 or 753-6763.
250
ments only $140 per mo. pus. Appliances furnished.
Business
COUCH with matching
Perfect for young couples,
Coleman RE 753-9898.
Services
chair: navy, beige and
retirees or vacation home!
white geometric design,
Free delivery and setup. ONE and 2BR furnished
$250. 2 matching glass top JOYCE Noel Tax Service Bargain Home Center, Hwy apartments. Close to Uni915
Coldwawood end tables and coffee has moved to
641 South (Camden Hwy) versity and hospital. Some
table, $125. Rust in color, ter Road. Call 753-6069 for Paris, Tn. Call collect utilities paid. 753-4012 or
rocker/recliner, $150. Full appointment. Hodge, Noel 901-644-1176.
753-8756.
size wicker Curly 0 head- and Associates.
Homes,
Inc.
KEITH
Baker
bedroom efficiency
ONE
board, $50. 759-l293 after MOWING, TRIMMING,
5pm weekdays, anytime on AND HAULING. 554-2058 2BR (special) 14 wide apartment. Utilities furnFleetwood $8995. Collect ished. 753-0087 after 5.30
weekend.
or 898-6170. Quick Cut 901-644-0012 Hwy 79, pm
Lawn
Care.
MOVING Sale - Several
Paris, TN.
furniture items for sale. PRIVATE Investigator with
3.10
Microwave, waterbed, war- 22 years city and state in- NEW - 16 wide 2 or 3BR
Houses
$17,995.
PayFleetwood,
drobe, small drop-leaf vestigation experience.
For Rent
than
rent.
ments
lower
table, curtains and bed- 'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
ding Call 759-9830.
'Personal or Corporate Hwy 79, Paris, TN. Collect FOR rent or sale. 503 Lyn
nwood Court 3BR, 2 bath,
NEW and used furniture for 'Missing Persons. Your 901-644-0012.
1950s.f.u.r. Central H/A,
specialty.
Call
needs,
our
sale, 'cheap • Call
fenced backyard, 1 car garhomes
mobile
NEW
&
used
Confidential
Investigations,
753-2922 arid ask for Neal
Financing) age $600/mo. or $80,000.
(502)753-2641.
(Easy
14'-16-24' & 28 wide's. 759-1693 after 6 30pm.
165
Use deed for no cash down.
270
360
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
Mobile
Antiques
For Rent
Hwy 79, Paris, TN. Collect
Homes For Sale
Or Lease
901-644-0012.
17th CENTURY English
hardwood breakfront. 986 CHAMPION: 14x70,
ORDER a new Fleetwood FOR Rent: 4 car shop, on
Superior condition, beauti- central heat and air, trailer
24x44, 3BR, 2 bath, with N. 4th St. 753-9386 or
fully hand-carved doors. approved wood stove with
appliances. This month 753-4509.
Hardware complete. Locks all brick mantle, drywall
only $19,845. Free Delivwork. 44 'xTxl% '. Ready throughout. Cathedral ceil3an
ery. Keith Baker Homes,
to use. No refinishing ing, 2 ceiling fans. Master
Pets
Inc. Hwy 79, Paris, TN Colfirm.
needed. $2000
bedroom features walk-in lect 901-644-0012. We sell
& Supplies
7513372, cati from 8-4pm,-, closet, 3 piece bedroom
AKC Boston Bull Terre
753-1817, evening suite. Completely furn- for less.
7.30-11pm
ished, including kitchen ap- WHY Rent? Payments less puppy, 8 weeks old
pliances, bar with stools, than $200 per mo for new 3 362-4895
170
underpinning. 2BR, 2 bath, bedroom 2 bath completely AKC Collie pups. Lassie
Vacuum
with garden tub. 4 piece furnished. Drive a lithe - type champion line. $125.
Cleaners
kitchen set, 4 piece living save a lot! Bargain Home (901) 642-9220.
room suite. One owner. Center, Hwy 641 South
KIRBY vacuum cleaner Northern insulation pack- (Camden Hwy) Paris, Tn. AKC Registered Poodle
age. $13,000. 474-2768.
Call collect 901-644-1176. puppies. 437-4785
753-0087, after 5:30 pm
PEEK-A-POOS, $50; AKC
180
registered Polmeranians,
Sewing
$150; AKC registered miniMachines
ature Dachshunds. $75; feWe have a position available in our company for a
male AKC registered Pug,
professacinal person. The successful candidate should have a
USED Singer cabinet sew
$125. Paris area, cash
skills,
compute:,
excellent
phone
knowledge
of
college
degree,
rig machine Good condi
only. 901-642-2394.
willingness to learn, and a muumum of at least 5 years work
ion. 753-4416 or
experience. We offer an excellent compensation package,
759-4.842
PURE bred Cocker Spaniel
including fringe benefits and the opportunity for advancement
puppies for sale One black
Send resume to:
and white male, one red
190
and white female $50
Farm
each. 753-3872
EquIpmeet
easaina raucx vets lac
SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
JD 7000 - 6 row, no-till
Personnel
Department
502-354-8211
planter, monitor, insectiRoute 4
ade boxes, excellent conMurray, KY 42071
dition, AC no-till planter, 9
430
row. Call 1-345-2545 after
Real
6pm.
Estate

5 PIECE sectional sofa
Chocolate brown velvet,
$500 Days, 753-8909,
nights, 753-7379

NEW Century truck topper,
white. 1-328-8688.

Career Opportunity

3Fmr-Juz_a

NEW Holland 1 row tobacco setter Excellent
shape Call after 6 30pm,
354-6705

SOCIAL WORKER/
DISCHARGE PLANNER

For more information call-

Murray Calloway County Hospital has an
opening for a social worker/discharge planner.
The social worker will provide social work
services & discharge planning for the hospital, as
well as providing social work services to hospice
service & mental health unit patients. Qualified
applicants must possess a bachelors degree in
social work from an accredited university & must
be licensed to practice in the state of Ky. Masters
degree preferred with previous hopsital/health./
mental health related experience. Interested individuals should send resume with letter of interest
to

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Jerry Thomas,
Director of Personnel, MCCH
803 Poplar St. Murray, Ky.
42071
502-762-1105

"free local claim service"

WE

Commercial Building
for Rent
20' x 50'
Natural gas heat. Good location
on Hwy. 641 in Puryear.
$125.00 per month.

(901) 247-5635

AUCTION

HomeSellers
Realty
505 SOUTH 12TH
753-0375
SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND
SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS
CALL FOR FREE
LIST OF
PROPERTIES

Sat., Mirth 24th 10 a.m. • Rain or Shine
1 miles S.W. of Cadiz, Ky.(Old Dover Rd. Ky. 1175)
Mnd Annual Consignment Auction
Farm litachinery - Shotguns - Rafts - Pistols - Silver
Coins & Others - Wheal Pennies - Pepsi Machine - Lots of
misc items
Plan to come - we welcome you as buyer-seller or visitor

S. Dell Freeman, Auctioneer•Broker
502•522•3101
Cadiz, Ky.

KENTUCKY Lake property
for sale 1 mobile home with 3500sq ft 1 -story brick at
large den over basement, 1306 Doran Rd. Iry, din.,
including 24ttx20ft garage, den w/vault. ceil. & wd.
air condition, furnished on burn fp . 3 full baths, 3
four lots Price $12,200 bdrms w/dress area, exerAlso 5 lots Ion $1200 cise &Jacuzzi rm 7 closets,
.1g kit & breakfast area
618-797-0721
w/pantry, laund rm , Ig 2
KOPPERUD REALTY of- car garage, Ig attractive
of
fers a complete range
brick & quarry tile patio. Ig
Real Estate services with a lot (150x225') phone.
wide selection of quality 753-0335 after 600 P M
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll tree
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
HOMESELLERS
711L
REPOSSESSED VA 1. ISUI)
ROMES available bus goverir
ment from SI you iepaur No
credit check Also drug ICIZIllt
and IRS foreclosures sold for beck
taxes Cd 1-105-612-7555 EXT
11-2325 for repo Ls your Ms
(call 7 days a seek)

REALTY
505 S. 12th St.
753-0375

W. PAUL DAILEY
BROKER
SAVE THOUSANDS...help
Ilers sell for $1500 753375 HOMESELLERS

Lots
For Salo
1.5 ACRE lot for sale
$3500 5 acre lot $6500
'Unrestricted' New Providence area 436-2884
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622_
460

Homes
For Sale
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bed
room brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates.
L.R., DR, Den wtwood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg. foyer, 24 baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
to sell. Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p.m.
BY Builder: 2 new 3BR, 2
bath houses in Martin
Heights, nearing completion. Buy now and pick your
carpet color. Call 753-3903
or 753-3104.
BY Owner: 3BR, 2 bath,
formal DR, open toyer with
walnut floor. Large kitchen,
family room with fireplace,
36x7 front porch, 2 car garage, bonus room or 4th
BDR. Sits on 4 wooded
acres with separate 24x30
shop. Central gas heat.
electric air. Near completion. Call 753-1500.

HE REST!
radual slope
bb area

Deep water,
Lot in lrvan
$37,

FREE
List of property for
Owner.'
-ale ."Call
HOMESELLERS 753-0375
RI-LEVEL NEAR MHSt
bd ,2ba Great backyard
patio Great neighborhood
99,850
759-459
fiomeSellers
753-0375
GREAT INVESTMENT!
bd ,2ba home w/2 bd apt
in
rear
of
house
52,000
75.3-3704
HomeSellers
753-0375
•
COUNSELORS needed to
Is a real
taff our office
tate career for you 7 Call
Paul for more information

SUBDIVIDERS DREAM!
Can be divided into 3-5 acre
plots
4
mmn
out
HomeSellers
753-0375
HOUSE W/ 3 ACRES! 3bd
LP gas heat Owner anxious
49 500
7 53 1 1 4 8
HomeSellers
753-0375

Call for FREE list
of properties
FOR SALE
'CALL OWNER'
with price descriptions, addresses,
owner's
phone

numbers, etc.

ARM AUCTIOI)

SATURDAY, MARCH 24 1990

10:00 A.M. — REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

.MR.WALTER F. FARMER
HAZEL, KENTUCKY
9 MILES SOUTH OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
13 MILES NORTH OF PARIS, TENNESSEE
The Salo Will Bo Held OnThe Farm 3 Miles West 01
hazel Just CM Hwy. 893 West
VERY NICE MACHINERY

•N

t NMEN

WEL •MED

John Deere 2940 Tractor, 1740 Hours,2 Valves,34" Rubber,SN 382874 "Very Nice"• John Deere 830 Tractor,370
rs, Remote Valve, SN 124420 -Superior Condition"•
John Deere 4400 Diesel Combine, C&A, 1313 Hours,
23.1-26 Rubber, Chopper, SN 203955, Equipped w213
Flex Platform "Real Nice Outfit" • John Deere 444
Comhead • 114C 615 Gas Combine, Cab, SN U002693,
Equipped w810 Series 13' Platform And 824 Series 2
Row Wide Corn Head,"A Real Nice Outfit" • 1972 Chevy
Grain Truck, Bought New By Mr. Farmer And Only Has
SIXTEEN THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE.
Actual Milos, V-8 Engine, 2 Speed Axle, Hoist wCattle
Racks, "Superior Condition" • Delta 2 Axle 14' Bumper
Hitch Stock Trailer "Like New" • McCurdy Gravity Flo
Wagon • INC 7 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow • John Deere AW 13'
Wheel Disc • IHC 370 Series 10' Wheel Disc • INC 420
Series 4 Bottom Plow •INC 56 Series 4 Row Planter wOry
Fertilizer • INC 4 Row Spring Shank Cultivator • Ferguson
2 Row Cultivator • 3 Pt. PTO Seeder Spreader • laayrath
24'Hay And CorhElevator • Degieman 7' Adjustable Rear
Mount Blade • 3 Pt. Sub Soller • Ford 501 lAowsir • Bush
Hog 6' Cutter • John Deere 4 Wheel Wagon w'Grain Sod
& Hoist • 3 Pt. Hay Fork • 1000 Gallon Tank • Two - Up
Right Fuel Tanks • 2 Horse Electric Portable Alf Compressor • 1300 Tobacco Sticks.

MR. WALTER FARMER 901 - 498-8778
FROM THE DR. NOONAN FARM
kW 2640 Tractor, C&A, 475 Hrs., 18.4-38 Duals wSpin
Outs, 2 Valves, 540 And 1000 PTO, SN 297204 "Show
Room Sharp" • MF 285 Tractor, 1695 Hrs., 18.4-34 Rubber wSpin Outs, 2 Valves, SN 9A335403 -Real Nice" •
Woods HD 315 Hyd. Fold Rotary Cutter w Solid Wheels,
"Like New" • New Holland 488 Haybin•• Badger BN 900
Silage Blower "Real Nice" • MF 4 Bottom Plow • Bush
Hog 2400 OT Quick Attach Loader • 3 Pi Bale Fork • 8'
Roar Mount Adj. Blade "Like New" • Winco PTO Power
Unit Generator Model 25-PTOC-3E,Single Phase, 25,000
Watts, 120-240 Volts, 104.2 Amps, Mounted On 2 Wheel
Cart, "Like New.

FROM THE C. W. WILSON FARM
Ford 801 Trector w/Power Steering • Ford 3 Bottom
Spring Trip Plow • Ford 2 Row Planter • Tractor Post Hole
Digger • Burch 4 Row Rotary Ho*
Cow 970 Tractor, 311" Rubber • New Holland 851 Round
Baler • New Holland 256 Rake • INC 1109 Haybine • UFT
.. Bushel Grain Cart • Gehl C8-600 Forage • Harvester
With 2 Heads

COME PREPARED TO FIND THIS SALE
MUCH LARGER THAN ADVERTISED
This Will Be An Open Seal To Local And Area Farmers. It
You Have Equipment To Sell Then Consign To This Fin*
Auction. Auction Reps Will Be On The Form Friday,
March 23, For Check In

COMPLETE SETTI1MENT DAY OF SALO!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUSTII

JAMES R. CASH

Call
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MONDAY, MARCH 19, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

490

510

Used
Carl
NICE attractive 28R, 1 bath
home with large attached
garage and fenced back
yard Gas heat Owner anxious to sell 753-9653 days,
753-6398 evenings

GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
vehicles from $100. Carveles, Chrtys, Porsches, and

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

TOP quality throughout in
this 3 bedroom, 2 bath Colonial located in Martin
Heights Andersen windows, Oak cabinet, custom drapes are just a few of
the extras Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.

Finoncong On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

YELLOW brick with vinyl
trim. 2 or 3 BR, all gas with
washer/dryer. On Covey
Dr. $45,000. Days,
753-8909; nights,
753-7379.
A70

Motorcycles
1982 750 YAMAHA Virago.
Mint condition. 3000 miles,
new custom windshield,
new leather type saddlebags, new Harley style
rumbler exhaust $1600
753-7585.
1982 VIRAGO 750, low
miles, excellent condition,
$1100 or will consider trade
for truck. 762-4003
SMALL Honda for parts.
Good tires. Call 753-8202
after Barn. Reasonable offer will be accepted.
#30
Used
Cars
1977 BUICK Regal
753-1802 or 753-0347
1979 AUDI Fox. Automatic,
72,000 miles, with stereo.
$1200. 759-4561 or
753-3293.

Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle
/CARS
38 Dodge Arles Wgn '4987
18 Ford Festive L. '3987
17 Chevy Eurosport VIgn 14987
17 Ford Taurus
'4987
17 Chevy ColebrIty
'3987
'87 Chen Eurosport '4987
17 Plym.
'39037
'87 Chrysler LeBaron '4987
'87 Olds Cutlass Clore '4987
'86 Dodge Arles SE
2987
'86 Dodge Arles SE_ "2987
'86 Plynt Caravelle SE 14987
16 lieroury Lyra GS Wgn '4487
'86 Pontiac Sunblrd
'86 Chrysler LeIhron '4987
1.5.5 Ford
'2987
'84 Honda Accord _. '4487
'84 Ditsun Wgn._
'2037
'82 AMC Eagle_...... '2987
81 Toyota Corolla_ '2987
TRUCKS
16 Nissan Truck
'4987
'84 Dodge Van.......
'3987
'83 Ford Ranger
'3987
'82 Ford Van
'3987
11 Ford
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'77 Chevy
'2487

1979 BANDIT Edition
TransArn Black with black
leather interior. T-tops, factory decals, Goodyear
Tires, factory AM/FM CD
radio, 87,000 actual miles,
6 6L. motor. $5250 Work
901-642-1751, after 6pm,
901-644-1044
1979 LTD II, 1973 Dodge
pickup. 753-2565 after
5pm

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We sell dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to estabiish or
re-establish their credit
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:
MaytiM Paducah

1980 DATSUN 200SX
$500 or best offer
759-1222

See SJR111), 8r.tishari
or Jun lib,

1980 OLDSMOBILE Good
car, $2300 753-9400 after
6pm

1

1981 OLDS Omega
Brougham: auto , air,
cruise, etc. Excellent condition $1350. 753-8718.

89 CHEROKEE

other confiscated properties. For Buyers Guide 1(800)446-2562 art. 1774
Also open evenings &
weekends.

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Uget"

1982 INDIANAPOLIS
Pacecar, Z28 Camaro.
Blue and silver, low mileage, custom tint, t-tops,
Inc
and aluminum wheels, very
clean car $5000 or best
otter. 753-8928.
1985 T-BIRD: white, P/S,
P/M. Automatic,
1984 FIREBIRD. 4 cylin- P/B,
der, fuel injected, AM/FM cruise, air, V-6, AM/FM
cassette, extra nice. Call cassette, real nice condibefore 5pm 753-7455, after tion. 901-247-3311.
5pm 492-8600.
1986 IROC Z28 white with
198-4 SUBARU: red, 4 cy- 1-tops, loaded. Must see to
linder, 4 speed, AM/FM appreciate. 753-6705.
cassette, new brakes, new 1986 OLDSMOBILE Cutclutch. Real good condi- lass Ciera. 58,000 miles.
tion. 901-247-3311
$6000. 436-5870.

COUNTRY LIVING, CLOSE TO TOWN
Four bedroom, 241 bath Cape Cod style brick home
located on a two acre lot less than 31/i miles from city
limits. Two car garage, plus 20x30 workshop. This home
is only 3 years old and new on the market.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

p TICARERR, OLINC.L
Your local tire dealer
for over 25 years.

Multi-Mile - Cordovan - Silken
Raised White Letters in
Grand Am & Grand Prix

1987 MUSTANG GT
22,000 miles, excellent
condition. 492-8456, after
6pm.

4X4 wagon, beck
41 6, auto , AC,
MON aers3,Ea
gle GT, 5 spoke
akirnnum anima
14)3a Mk Bat
d 7/70 warranty

814,600

530

Service'
Offered

Sinks.
*Wed

1983 JAYCO 35tt Jaycrane 5th wheel Excellent
condition See at Murray
Bait 94E or call 753-0906

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch 8, deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

Key MiniWarehouses

OUAUTY Construction at
affordable prices 15 years
design, and building experience Let us design and
build your next residential
or commercial budding, remodeling, or renovation
project Design Systems
Group, 759-1487.

520

'298".

Boats
& Motors

10% Dem
II Moneta
12.1 APR Tu, Lk. Ems 0.A.0

Cain's Eli

151t MARK Twain, 115hp
Mercury motor with power
trim Lots of extras, $2700
437-4838

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1489

Union
Offered
•

Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to 10x30
753-5582 if no answer:
7534078, 753-0998

WILLIAMS Lawn Service
Mowing and trimming, gutter cleaning, house painting Residential and commercial Free estimates
753-0085

ADORABLE, fun-loving
Lab mix puppies, 7 weeks
old Free to adorable funloving humans 436-2541
FREE use of lot for garden
on So 16th 753-4416

HANDYMAN - Carpentry
18ft. ADVANTAGE boat, plumbing, electrical, ma- ROCKY COLSON
Home
140R Mercury cruiser, with sonry, roofing Large or Repair Roofing,
CUSTOM IITCNIM CABINETS
siding,
Moody
trailer.
small
jobs
Used
Quality
CUSTOS 1/00011021(1/4
5
work
at painting, plumbing, con1989 DODGE Dynasty, V6.
times.
good
753-4389
prices Free esti- crete Free estimates CaN
.
All Types Of:
Power options 15,000
753-1550, 474-2307
miles Manufacturers war- 301'ip 14ft fiberglas boat, mates
evenings.
1988 FORD Taurus mar- ranty still applies
Karonel's complete ready to fish
ROGER Hudson rock hauloon and silver 354-8845
Kars, 318 Eastwood, Pans, 759-1543 after 5pm, HARRIS HOME IM- ing
and services 753-4545
Tenn.
901-6449451.
753-5924
PROVEMENT One phone or 753-6763
1988 OLDSMOBILE CA•Drop by I see our showroom
LAIS, 4 door, 34,000 miles
1989 PLYMOUTH Acclaim, BOAT and trailer 1411. long call could save you money
ROOF repairs new roofs,
409 SUNBURY AluRRA•413eftold Bunr-y Fkead'
436-5210 or 753-9458
Karonel's Kars, 318 East- 4 door, 15,000 miles Manaluminum deep -v,
flat and shingle
wood, Paris, Tenn
ufacturers warranty still ap- 64-Wdx27- dp Excellent HAULING, yard work, tree 901-2
47-5252
or
901-644-9451
plies Karonel's Kars, 318 condition $795. 436-2759
. removal, mowing Free es- 1-800-447-2706
Eastwood, Paris, Tenn,
timates. 759-1683.
BOAT, motor and trailer.
1988 TAURUS GL, 58xxx 901-644-9451.
EXPERIENCED tree ser20hp
INSULAT
Johnson
miles, V-6 437-4723
ION Blown In By vice 18 years experience
motor, 84
1989 PONTIAC Grand Am, Starcratt deep-v, 14.4 ft. Sears: TVA approved
trees trimmed, topped or
1989 CHRYSLER LeBaron 2 door, 15,000 miles, white. long, 12wheels. $1595. Save on those high heating removed Free estimate
2 door. 19,000 miles. Man- Manufacturers warranty 436-2759
and cooling bills. Call Sears Also firewood 436-2562,
ufacturers warranty still ap- still applies. Karonel's Kars,
753-2310 for free estimate 436-2758
plies. Karonel's Kars 318 318 Eastwood, Paris,
THURSDAY, MARCH
INTERIOR painting Work SHEETROCK finishing,
Eastwood Paris, Tenn. Tenn. 901-644-9451.
A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
530
guaranteed References
901-644-9451.
new or repair 436-2811
Services
1989 RELIANT K, 4 door,
FORD RICHARDSON TRACTOR CO.
436-2299
19,000 miles. ManufacturSTEWART'S UpholsteryOffered
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
JOES Lawncare Residen- Large selection of material,
ers warranty still applies.
"HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH"
A-1 TREE Service and tial & Commercial Mowing
new
springs,
Karonel's Kars, 318 Eastlegs, etc ReaStump Removal. Spraying and Trimming 345-2312
SELLING
EVERY PIECE REGARDLESS OF PRICE
. sonable rates, free pick-up
wood, Paris, Tenn,
and feeding. Also free estiTRACTORS: Coes IN 2294, 1159 Hrs., 12 Speed Power
and
901-644-9451.
delivery
436-523
6
mates. 35 years experi- LATEX Wall Paint - 5 gal
Shift, 38" Dusts "Superior Condition"• Ford TW-35 MFD,
CLASSIC MG Midget. 1979 ence. Glen Joiner owner. can, $25 95 Get at Black's SUREWAY Tree & Stump
368 Hr.. 8 Speed With Dual Reverse, Radials, -Sup
er
Decorati
ng
Center,
701
S
Condttion" • Case 2670, 300 Hrs., On Engine. Duels,
Removal Insured with full
MG with new top, fires, 753-0906.
4th
St
"Reel
•
Sharp" • Kubota L•2050, 136 Mrs., And L-210, 436
transmission, clutch and
fine of equipment including.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
Hrs • IHC 1086, 806, 1456, 1566, Two - 1066's And 464
rubber seals. Call Factory
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
•
trained by 3 major LAWN: MOWING 8 years
Two - Ford 8000's,5000,4000 And 601 • JD 4020 Console
759-9933 after 6pm.
chipper To assure a safer
• Farman Super C. C,240, M, And Super A • AC D-17
manufacturers. Most parts experience,low rates Free
Gee
operation at a lower comAnd WO • IHC 2500 - A Trector-Loader-Backhoe • Case
TWO 1989 Plymouth Sun- in stock, on my truck. All estimates 753-4209 bepetitive
cost
Free
esti1845
Skid
Steer
dances. 4 door, work and parts warranted. tween 3 & 5pm.
mates without obligation
COMIIINES AND HEADS: INC 1460 "Nice" And 715
10,000/15,000 miles. Man- Ask for Andy at The Ap- LICENSED electric
Diese4
'Nice"
• Glimmer L 'Nice" • IHC 863 And 84.4 Corn
ian
Day
or
rite, 753-5484.
ufacturers warranty still ap- pliance Works, 753-2455. James Galhmore electrical
Heeds • IHC 820 • 16.5 Platform And 810-13 Platform •
plies. Karonel's Kars, 318
VCR REPAIR . Wood VCR
Gleaner 630 And 435 Corn Heed • JD 444 Corn Heed
APPLIANCE SERVICE. service. Commercial and
Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.
200 PIECES OF FIELD EQUIPMENT IIIICLUDING: BailService Center, cleaningKenmore, Westinghouse, residential Fast, courteous
ers. Rakes, Silage Equipment, Grinder Misses, Plows.
901-644-9451.
servicing $15; most repairs
Whirlpool. 30 years experi- service. 759-1835.
Disc. Cultivators, Grain Drills, Planters, Mowers, Rotary
$35; all brands. 3-d Street,
SETLED CARS- Porsche, BMW,
ence. Used Appliances. MASONRY Contract
Cutters, Blades, Tobacco Setters, Wagons And On And
or: Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Vett,etc Trucks, boau,4 wheelOn.,.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848. stone, block, and stucco.
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530.
ers. TVs, stereos, (unitive by
1979 International S-1700 Implement Truck, 26 13oll
Specializ
ing
in
new
fireDrug Entarcement Arrcy, FBI,
AURORA Plumbing Co.
WILL break and disk garBack Bed,Diesel Engine, Air Bag Tandem,"Real Nice" •
IRS. 1:n1:x1g-rabic bargains cc
New work and repairs or places and stove work. 18
den also landscape, level
1976 Chevy C-65 With Grain Bed And Hoist.
law models. Available your area
remodeling Best rates. years experience. Larry driveway
, bushhog. Free
CITI
now. Cal 1-555442-7555 EXT.
Hawkins, 1-522-6532.
Master License #5447
estimate 436-5430
C-1934. (call 7 days a week)
DANNY FLOOD IS SELLING NEW MACHINERY EVERY354-8392.
OPEN: Webb's Lawn
DAY AND IS TRADING FOR USED TRACTORS AND
Mower Repair Hwy 121
S A
IMPLEMENTS LIKE CRAZY!'COME PREPARED TO FIND
THIS AUCTION TO BE MORE THAN ADVERTISED!!
495
CONTRACTORS
AUTO Paint Jobs $295 North (Old Coldwater Rd)
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Synders Auto Body Open 8-5 Mon-Sat. We buy
All Types of
used and junk mowers
CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR OROCHUNEll
753-8423
Vans
Home Repair
753-7450.
1984 GMC Van extra nice
Fre* Eshmatu
BLOCK & brick & concrete
loaded. Call 753-2075 after finishing. Drrveways, por- PAINTING, quality work753-2612
ches, new foundations, and manship Free estimates.
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
5Pn?
Referen
ces
Call
Craig,
chimney and repair work.
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
WILL
mow
lawns
and
do
1985 CHEVY C-20 Conver436-5245
.
753-5476.
(5021 623-8466 or (502) 623-6388
yard'work. Free estimates.
sion Van $7000 Call
"THE SELLING MACHINE"
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Ask fcArevin, 436-5267.
753-9778 after 4pm
C&A Painting: Interior & Care: Trimming, Mowing,
1986 CHEVROLET Astro
Exterior. Over 20 years ex- Hauling. Reasonable
mini-van. 7 passenger, perience.
P.M.
Free estimates. Rates. Commercial and
loaded with 48,000 miles, Call
354-8985 Of 437-4221. Residential. 759-4440. ask
excellent condition.
for Wayne.
CONSTRUCTION: New
753-7718 after 6pm.
homes, framing, additions, PROFESSIONAL carpet
garages, patios, decks, re- and vinyl installation. SatisHwy. 641 Puryear, Tn.
901-498-8161 or
modeling, solar green- faction guaranteed. Free
houses. 753-0563 Tripp estimates. 753-7081
Williams, Builder.
1968 CHEVY pickup automatic, 350 V-8, power, new CONSTRUCTION: Addipaint, good condition. tions, decks, fences, patios, concrete work. No job
$1695. 436-2759.
to big or to small. Fast
1974 CHEVROLET pickup. Service. Free Estimate
s.
Good mechanical condi- Dibble Construction
tion, $900. 1965 Ford one- 753-5054.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
ton flatbed Good condition,
$900. Call after 5pm, DRESSMAKING and alterAnd Save For A Handy Reference)
ations done in my home
753-1500.
Reasonable 25 years ex1978 SILVERADO truck, perience. 435-4150
white, 350 automatic After
DUNCAN'S Landscaping
5pm, 759-4429
and Lawn Service. No job
1982 BRONCO: black, too big or too small
Rea302, automatic, ac, ps, pb, sonable rates. Specializing
76,xxx miles, 2 new tires, on monthly contracts
. Call
nice truck. $5400. 759-9706 for estimate
489-2641 after 5pm.
1988 CAVALIER. 4 door
RS white, 34,000 miles
Karonel's Kars, 318 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn
901-644-9451.

J^CP
Fly4 641 No
Murray, 753 <-348 LEM

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

AUCTION

22, 1990

lo:oo

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
19 Toyota Corolla
1,417
19 Toyota Cann
11487
19 Mazda 321
'9487
18 Toyota Celica ST 10487
11 Toyota Caolla
1,487
11 Toyota Corolta LE 1,487
18 Toyota Cam
10,487
17 B01 325IS
19,411
17 Toyota Supra
11487
17 Toyota Cilza GT 1,487
17
LE
'9487
17 Toyot INCel
'07
11 NiSS311 Sentra
16487
17 Ptpouth Relent '3417
16 Olds Delta 88
1,417
16 Pontiac Grrd Prix
16 Toyota Corolla LE 1,987
'86 Bud Estate Vigil 1,987
16 BIN 325
12,987
Flad Teo
'437
tk5 Mendes 193E........... 1037
15 04s CO/
'6,587
14 Pontiac 6000 STE 4487
14 Toyota Cao0a
5487
14 Toyota Celica
'5417
13 Fad Escort
'1,987
13 Bud Le Satire '187
14,917
13 Toyota Cain
13 Toyota Ceita GT 1,687
12 Toytta Tercel_......
11 Buick Est Y17
11 Mercury
11 Olds Cutts
'2)87
11 OW S11
Ctrfsier
,497
13 Cher/
TRUCKS
19 Phimaith VcIager _211,587
19 Chevy 510
'7,587
19 Toyota al EL C..13)87
19 Toyo0 PN
1,517
Dodp Com 1,417
Toyaa
'10,417
'81 Suzuki Sail '5)87
18 ifflOti Trixf
1)87
17 GlIC Sti Cm...12,187
17 Fad Ray 1LT '5,987
17 Toyota O4
1,487
17 Aso Yr
12,987
17 Toyot Yr
'10,587
16 Cheri S10
5417
16 Fad Brno II
1,987
16 Tgo4 PN
'5)87
Tclot
..... 7,47
15 Tcrfo0 Ceb 5447
GIC Cr. Yr 10,487

All New Tires Mounted &
Computer Balanced

(.1ust behind Toyota of Murray)

530

Campo,

JAMES R. CASH

OPEN TILL 8:00

RCZ3
4

8963

Dial-A-Service

1983 FORD XLT, fully
loaded with truck tool box
Excellent condition
753-1932

ELECTRICIAN, licensed
contractor Quality work
No charge for service call
Runyon Electrical Service 4
436-5279

1987 FORD F150: 50,000
miles, automatic, air, ste- LICENSED for electric,
reo, 22mpg. 759-4664.
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair. Free esti1988 GMC Safari SLT mates
753-7203
Touring Loaded, 2 tone
blue. Call 753-2558 after BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
6:30pm
barns, portable buildings,
1989 FORD Ranger King decks, gazebos. Custome
r
Cab 4-wheel drive Blue, satisfaction guarant
eed
low mileage good condi- Free estimate
s L E Wil
tion 753-3841.,
hams 489-2663.

87 BRONCO ll
Edde Bauer Edison, loaded all ail
the tcys,iocaltrade
iv 29)00( 111111S
As nice as you can
firxl Bei al Fond 61
90 airway.
!mown
12.4 APR

'10,600
15574
.

411 114404
Tas Ur. Ems 0.A.C.

Cain's El
Hwy 1.11 N o
Murray
Lcrt3
Jorin

753 6111

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GREENMASTER lawn
mowing, landscaping, garden tilling, sodding, yard
work Free estimates
753-2555
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifics
bons Call Sears 753-2310
fix free estimate

Sirs MGR

OF MURRAY
.)15 S 12th
MurtJy Ky

r..Augggrinaie-4-

Phone
753-4961

Specializing in
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRI
CAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4455

Poison Control

753-7588

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
4avi No Job Too Small
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions

436-5272

489-2739

Murray-Made Windows - Sicing-F
encing
Downspouts it Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
JERRY A TKINS II ASSOCIATES

121 By-Pass

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Wen. Cawley
Pt 4 Boa 1T7A. Murray, Ky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

GREAT LOCATION
Five BR,21/2 bath residence at•reasonable price
Clone to Murray High School. Offered at $72,500.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1232

753-8407

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
Your Business Ad Could
Be In This Space For
Only '5.00 Per Week.

can: 753-1916
To place your ad

I

TOYOTA

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric

Phone
753-2571

Nionda-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

f+
C`Jd

THUR. MARCH 22 AND THUR. MAR. 29TH
FOR "SPRING SALE"

CARPET WORLD, USA

Open til 6 p.m.

FREE
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Governor proclaims week

OBITUARIES
John William Colbert

Paul L. Burks
Services for Paul L. Burks were
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John
Dale officiated. Jerry Bolls directed
singers from Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were J.P. Parker,
Max Farley, Larry Hughes. Bill
Davis, Dr. Casey Wise and Dr.
Charles Homra. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Burks, 66, Murray, died Friday at 10:17 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Bobbie Fancy Burks, to whom he
was married Sept 21, 1946; one
daughter, Mrs. Paula Wesson and
husband, Jack, Dyersburg, Tenn.;
one son, Philip L. Burks and wife,
Trish, Mayfield; two grandchildren,
Scott Wesson and Chris Wesson.

'

Mrs. Dorothy
Hughes
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy
Hughes will be conducted by Buckholz Mortuary, St. Louis, Mo.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
was in charge of local
arrangements.
Mrs. Hughes, 60, Hazel, died
Friday at 2:04 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Born June 29, 1929, at Paris,
Tenn.. she was the daughter of the
late Dewey Garner and Hester
McDaniel Garner.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Deborah Ann Ray, St. Louis;
three sons, Gilbert Prost and Larry
T. Prost, Livingston, Ill., and James
J. Prost, Si Louis; one sister, Mrs.
Shirley Armstrong, Hazel; three
brothers, Rupert W. Garner, James
F "Garner and Bobby G. Garner.

*pa.-

•

Teachers vote
to return back
to classrooms
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) —
Striking teachers across West Virginia voted overwhelmingly to
return to classrooms Monday,
ending an 11-day walkout over pay
and benefits, union officials said
Sunday.
A day after their union leaders
gained a promise of cooperation
from legislators but no guarantees
of pay increases, teachers in 42
counties embraced the settlement
by large majorities.
We feel really positive that
most, if not all, of our teachers will
be back to work," said Jackie
Goodwin, a spokeswoman for the
West Virginia Education Association, which claims 16,000 teachers
as members. "We've made our
point. We won a lot of respect,..
unity and strength through this.
"We're glad to be going back to
our schools," said Raleigh County
Education Association , President
Marie Hamrick.
But some county union leaders,
noting ruefully that teachers were
under increasing legal and economic pressure to return to work,
warned that the state hasn't heard
the last of them.
"We will be monitoring the legislative session to see that they do
deal with education issues," said
Taylor County Education Association President Debra Spadafore.
"We voted to to go back, but we
don't feel this matter is over."
Results were unavailable Sunday
night for voting in two counties,
Hampshire and Wayne. Two
others, Jackson and Greenbrier,
voted to return before the settlement was announced. Nine of the
state's 55 counties never went on
strike.

Do you know wherc
your cuht.omcrs are
Nine out of every 10
newspaper readers
make a point to read
ads, too. Half the time,
TV viewers would
rather do something
else when commercials
are on.
Shopper Attitudes tn Kentucky. 1989
The Preston Group, Lexington. Ky

John William Colbert, 39, of
Paris Road, Mayfield, died Sunday
at 11:10 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. His death followed an
extended illness.
A self-employed antique dealer,
he was a graduate of Mayfield
High School and Murray State University. He was a member of St.
Joseph Catholic Church, Mayfield.
His father, Norman Colbert, and
grandmother, Mrs. Clemmie Jordan, preceded him in death.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Carmelita Colbert Simpson, one
sister, Mrs. Rita Robertson, one
brother, Ronald Colbert, his grand-

father, Bill Jordan, and two
nephews, Jeff Robertson and Ryan
Colbert, all of Mayfield.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 11 am at Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield. Fr. William
Hagman, Fr. Harold Dillard and the
Rev. Carey Puckett will officiate.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but there will be no
visitation.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer Society of National Kidney
Foundation.

James H. Nesbitt
James H. Nesbitt, 69, of 620
Ellis Dr., Murray, died Sunday at 9
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired farmer and carpenter,
he was a veteran of World War II.
He was the son of the late W.T.
Nesbitt and Ruby Linn Nesbitt.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Gayle Weaver and husband, Jerry,
Rt. 1, Hardin; one son, Dwain Nesbitt and wife, Phyllis, Rt. 1, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Ila Nell Allbritten, Pampano Beach, Fla., and

Mrs. Lynn Caposca, Florence, Ala.;
two brothers, Thomas Nesbitt and
wife, GeneIla, Murray, and Richard
Nesbitt and wife, GeneIla, Hazel;
five grandchildren, Tim Weaver,
Terry Weaver, Andra Nesbitt,
Mitchell Nesbitt and Casey Nesbitt.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday
a 2 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery. The Rev. Jim Alford
will officiate.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Monday) at Miller Funeral
Home of Murray.

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has proclaimed the week of March 18-24
Adult and Continuing Education
Week in Kentucky, calling on all
citizens to support the efforts of
adult educators to raise the educational level of Kentucky's adults.
Noting the importance of adult
education to the state's economy,
he said the goal of adult and continuing education was "to enable all
adults to develop their abilities to
the fullest extent, both for their
economic well-being and the
enrichment of their lives."
As a part of the observance, the
GED Foundation for Adults Education and int lady Martha Wilkinson will co-sponsor an awards

Bright lights in the sky Saturday
night puzzled observers in several
states, including Southern Indiana
and northwestern Kentucky, and
authorities said the phenomenon
wasn't caused by space debris. The
lights were seen in West Kentucky.
The lights — described variously
as white streaks, flashing lights or
a fireball — were also seen in Missouri, Southern Illinois, Iowa and
Arkansas. It's not known, however,
whether the Indiana and Kentucky
sightings were related to those
reported in the other states.
Dispatchers at Indiana State
Ralph Evans and Gary Evans.
Police posts in Evansville, Jasper,
Burial was in Murray City Seymour and Terre Haute reported
Cemetery.
dozens of sightings, most between
Mr. Holland, 90, Rt. 1, Almo, 9 and 10 p.m. They came from as
died Thursday at Murray-Calloway far south as Union County, Ky.,
County Hospital.
and as far north as Indianapolis.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
A spokesman for the Seymour
Dona Wrather Holland: one sister, state police post called the object a
Mrs. Mary Faye Winski, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Ben Holland,
Belleville, Ill.; three sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Trudie Miller, Mrs. Beurdean
Wrather and Mrs. Maude Wrather;
several nieces and nephews includNEW YORK (AP) — A 12-yearing Frank Albert Overbey, James
old boy fighting for life after a
Dale Miller and Mrs. Magielene
nightmarish attack by a bully who
Belcher.
set him afire perked up during bedside visits Sunday from Bill Cosby
and Ronald and Nancy Reagan,
hospital officials said.
Doctors say David Opont's
chances for survival remain 50-50.
His struggle has elicited an outpouring of sympathy and good
his party appearances, spokesman
wishes from around the country,
Mark Weinberg said.
most of it from people he's never
Reagan, campaigning on Nov. 5, met.
1988, for George Bush, told a
"You not only can have a great
national radio audience, "We're feeling for him and his recovery,
now at the end of a long political
but down deep there is a resentjourney that marks for me the end
ment that these things can hapof my last campaign as an
pen," the former president said
officeholder."
after spending a few minutes with
Still, Reagan "intends to be out
David on Sunday evening.
there" for fellow Republicans this
The hospital where the Brooklyn
year, Weinberg said.
boy underwent two skin grafts in
GOP leaders are delighted to
the past week has received more
have the ex-president's help.
than 300 calls, including get-well
When the Georgia Republican
messages from the Reagans, Vice
Party announced that Reagan
President Dan Quayle, the Rev.
would speak at its annual PresiJesse Jackson and Mayor David
dents' Day lunch in Atlanta on
Dinkins. Jackson visited the boy
Feb. 10, "the response was just Thursday.
phenomenal," said Bill Thorn, the
A week after the March 7 attack,
party's executive director. "It was
more than 400 cards and letters
not a hard sell at all."
arrived in a single 4ay, along with
Nearly 2,000 people turned out, an assortment of stuffed animals,
bringing in more than $200,000.
posters and baseball caps. He also
received numerous gifts, flowers
and balloons on his 12th birthday,
the day after the attack.
A fund set up to cover David's
medical expenses received between
15,000 and 20,000 donations in
five days, said Opont family
was told in a meeting with high- lawyer Michael Prieto, who is
ranking Soviet officers on Sunday overseeing the contributions. About
that the maneuvers had been
planned long in advance.
NOTICE
Landsbergis asked if he would
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
CRAVE!. AND DIRT.
be notified in advance of future
maneuvers, one of the officers
STUMP REMOVAL
K&K
replied that he could not make any
Mechanically Removed
guarantees.
24" Deep. Free Estimates
The six-member delegation that
Treated Cross Ties
arrived in Moscow was headed by
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
Lithuanian Communist Party chief
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.
Algirdas Brazauskas.

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Less than a
year and a half after proclaiming
himself "at the end of a long political journey," Ronald Reagan is
back on the campaign trail.
The former Republican president
is putting his popularity to work
for GOP candidates running for
Congress and state legislatures, as
some ex-presidents have done
before him.
Already, Reagan has helped with
fund raising for state GOP organizations in Georgia and Washington,
for Senate candidates in Indiana
and Iowa and for Sen. Pete Wilson's pbernatorial bid in
California.
And although he normally commands speaking fees of $30,000 or
more, Reagan accepts no pay for

meteor.
. "It flew across the sky. We've
had them in the past," Cpl.
Sergeant Richey said.
The Federal Aviation Administration control tower at Evansville Regional Airport also received
calls.
A tower supervisor there said a
pilot saw an object when he was
flying over Terre Haute.
The National Weather Service
said the object appeared to be a
meteor or piece of space junk
streaking across the sky.
A spokesman for the North
American Defense Command,
which tracks objects in space from
Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs, Colo., said the lights
reported in the other four states
didn't result from bits of a satellite
or other man-made debris falling

through the atmosphere.
"We are quite confident it is not
caused by the re-entry of manmade objects," said Maj. Dick
Adams, a NORAD spokesman.
The lights could have been
meteorites, Adams said, but he
couldn't be sure because the agency doesn't track natural
phenomena.
The National Weather Service in
St. Louis reported getting numerous calls, some from people who
said they saw a white light followed by an explosion.
"I was outside when it happened," said Highway Patrol Sgt.
Thomas L,efaivre in Kirkwood,
Mo., outside St. Louis. "I saw a big
flash like one of my halegen lights
burned out. But then I noticed my
lights were OK and figured it must
have been lightning."

Cosby and Reagans vigit boy

Ronald Reagan is back
on the campaign trail
By W. DALE NELSON

special activities during the week.
Adult education in Kentucky is a
partnership effort of the Department of Education, Kentkicky Literacy Commission, GED Foundation
for Adult Education, Department
for Libraries and Archives, Kentucky Educational Television, business and industry, volunteers and
other public and private groups,
Wilkinson points out in the
proclamation.
"This partnership is supported
and enhanced by the commitment
of Kentucky first lady Martha
Wilkinson and Martha's GED
Army to expanded educational
opportunities ,for Kentucky's
undereducated adults," he said.

Bright lights in sky puzzling

Finis Cecil Holland
Final rites for Finis Cecil Holland were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. R.B. Barton and the Rev.
Kendrick Lewis officiated. Music
was by Tommy Hoke, singer, and
Cindy Carroll, pianist.
Active pallbearers were Kenny
Overbey, Donnie Overbey, Bill
Overbey, Michael Miller, Ricky
Miller and Jeff Miller.
Honorary pallbearers were Budl
Hargis, Clyde Hale, Boyce Wilson,
Joe Dan Taylor, James Overby,
Cecil Dodds, Wilson Gantt, Joe
Parker, Jackie Hole, Carl Hosford.
Jackie Carpenter, Martin Bailey Jr.,

luncheon at the Governor's Mansion on Tuesday (March 20), in
cooperation with the Department of
Education's Office of Adult and
Community Education.
The foundation will recognize
outstanding adult students and
teachers and will honor businesses
and industries for their contributions to adult education.
The theme of the national observance is "Reach Your Potential:
Lifelong Learning."
Brenda Rollins, director of the
department's Divisions of Adult
Basic Education, said local adult
education programs throughout the
state would hold open houses, plan
special displays and offer other

two dozen local clergy are holding
a weeklong prayer vigil at New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center, where David was listed in
critical but stable condition
Sunday.
"The horror of the crime, the
heinous nature of this crime, and
the ages of the people involved
have helped produce this
response," said Prieto.
Diana Goldin, a hospital spokeswoman, said that a visit from Cosby earlier in the day delighted the
heavily bandaged boy.
"David recognized him and was
very pleased. He (Cosby) joked
around with him," she said.
The Reagans, who flew in from
California Sunday for an award
ceremony Monday night, asked to

Opont after reading about his
plight.
Reagan "was one of the first
people to call after he (Opont) got
to the hospital," Goldin said.
Naomi Opont, David's sister,
said David brightened up and gave
a small smile when he saw the
Reagans, but did not speak. He
can't smile a lot because it hurts,
she said.
Opont originally told relatives he
was torched because he refused to
smoke crack, but no drug charges
have been filedcagainst the 13-yearold.
David wound up with secondand third-degree burns over 55 percent of his body.
If his recovery goes perfectly, he
could be home by June.

LOOK WHAT YOUR MAZDA
DEALER HAS FOR You Now!

Delegation of Lithuanian
legislators are in Moscow
MOSCOW (AP) — A delegation
of Lithuanian legislators arrived in
Moscow today seeking talks on
their declaration of independence,
which the Kremlin has demanded
they renounce as illegal.
In the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius, President Vytautus Landsbergis said Soviet military maneuvers
in the breakaway Baltic republic
.were increasing tensions in the
region.
On Sunday, Soviet military jets
buzzed Vilnius in what many
Lithuanians considered an intimidation tactic, and Soviet troops
held maneuvers in the countryside.
"The military exercises of
Soviet troops in Lithuania now
underway are intensifying tensions," Landsbergis told Lithuania's legislature, according to Lithuanian television editor Eduardas
Potashinkis, who monitored the
meeting.
The Lithuanian leader said he
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